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In this cumulative thesis, the superposition of shear flow and thermal convection, namely
mixed convection, is investigated experimentally. The experiments were performed in a
cuboidal sample with aspect ratios Γxz = length/height = 5 and Γyz = width/height = 1.
The sample was composed of a heatable bottom and coolable ceiling as well as air inlet
and outlet channels, which are located on the same side and both span the whole length
of the sample. Different measurement techniques were applied and four main results were
obtained.
The first main result is the finding of large-scale flow structures, which arrange in
different configurations within the sample depending on the characteristic numbers. In
specific, the breakdown of a two-dimensional forced convective roll structure at low and
vanishing Ar into three-dimensional configurations at higher Ar was found. Thereby, stable
arrangements of three and four thermally induced convection rolls were also found. Their
axis of rotation was found to be zigzag shaped and tilted with respect to the inflow velocity.
This is ascribed to the superposition of the thermally induced convection rolls with shear
forces.
The second main result is the observation of a maximum in the enthalpy flux carried
by the fluid between in- and outflowing air at Ar ≈ 0.6. This was caused by the existence
of an upper boundary of the temperature difference between in- and outflowing air with
changing Ar. As a consequence, there are flow conditions, which maximise the enthalpy
flux of the flow through the cell.
The third main result is the finding of different dynamics of the large-scale flow
structures, namely stable configurations, erratic changes and periodic oscillations. These
results are based on long duration temperature measurements and smoke visualisations.
A dependency on the underlying characteristic numbers, namely Re, Ra and Ar, was
found: first the strength of the thermal convection (Ra) determines if oscillations can
occur. Second, mixed convection (Ar) determines the dynamics (steady, erratic changes or
periodic oscillations) if Ra allows oscillations. Third, forced convection (Re) determines
the oscillation frequency if Ar allows periodic oscillations.
The fourth main result is the experimental realisation of simultaneous measurement
of instantaneous temperature and velocity fields in a system with continuous fluid exchange
and air as working fluid. This is more a result of the experimental accessibility than of
the fluid dynamical processes in mixed convection. However, for the challenging task of
measuring both quantities non-intrusively and extensively, a solution is presented, which
was developed and successfully applied. The main idea of this technique is the simultaneous
usage of thermochromic liquid crystals as tiny thermometers and as tracer particles for
particle image velocimetry. Experimental cornerstones are the particle generation, their
illumination, image filtering and calibration. They are addressed in this thesis.
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Additional accomplishments of the thesis are the following findings: The large-scale
flow structures couple the momentum transport from one wall to the opposing side wall.
Even more, a back-coupling is found and a concept describing the mechanisms acting
to trigger the periodic oscillations is presented. Furthermore, it showed that a proper
adjustment of Re, i.e. the inflow velocity, can destroy stable arrangements of large-scale
structures or oscillating configurations of them. Finally, probability density functions
of the temperature distribution in a horizontal layer, slightly above the bottom thermal
boundary layer, allowed for analysis of fingerprints of the sheet-like thermal plumes. For
the given location of the measurement plane a change of the plume fraction P2/P1 occurred
at Ra ≈ 2.3 × 108. Here P1 denotes the abundance of fluid temperatures imprinted by
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Thermal convection is a prevalent mechanism of heat transport. For instance, it drives
the development of clouds [121], the transport of thermal energy from the interior to the
outer parts of stars [116] and is responsible for the plate tectonics [34] and thus for the
occurrence of earthquakes. In addition, it is of fundamental importance for the ventilation
of rooms [69].
Furthermore, turbulent convection is one of the basic physical systems in which the
fundamentals of turbulence can be investigated. Hence, it has been studied for more than
100 years, yet is still not fully understood.
By mixed convection (MC), one generally means the superposition of thermal convection
(TC) and forced convection (FC). Here TC is the result of density gradients induced
by temperature differences and FC is applied by an external pressure gradient. MC is
characterised by three dimensionless parameters as well as the sample geometry. Commonly,
these three dimensionless numbers are the Reynolds (Re), Rayleigh (Ra) and Prandtl
number (Pr). They can roughly be interpreted as the ratio of: inertia to viscosity forces;
buoyancy to viscosity forces; as well as momentum to thermal diffusivity, respectively.
Further, in literature the Archimedes number Ar = Ra × Re−2 × Pr−1 is found. It
expresses the ratio of buoyancy to externally applied inertia forces. The geometry is often
characterised in terms of the aspect ratio or aspect ratios Γi.
In turbulent convection the flow tends to be unsteady. The resulting coherent struc-
tures can possess an oscillatory behaviour or reveal erratic changes. Hence, for a better
understanding of the physical mechanisms, the knowledge of the instantaneous velocity and
temperature fields is of utmost importance.
In pure TC many, but far from all, processes and their dynamics have meanwhile been
observed and deeply studied. Their underlying physics are mainly understood and some of
the processes are well described by physically motivated models. MC has more degrees of
freedom than TC. Therefore, even though it is more important for technical applications,
it is much less investigated. To which extent models and other phenomena are similar in
TC and MC is still an open issue. The objective of my work is to characterise and analyse
the flow, its structure and dynamics. Thereby, I want to identify physical processes of the
dynamics of MC. The working fluid for the present investigation is air at ambient pressure
and the configuration is a cuboidal sample. The height amounts to H = 500 mm while
length L and width W are given by L = 5×H and W = H.
The approach is to use known measurement techniques for velocity fields (particle
image velocimetry, or PIV) and temperatures (temperature probes) as well as to develop
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and apply novel techniques for the simultaneous acquisition of both quantities (PIV and
particle image thermography, or PIT). PIV allows the investigation of instantaneous
velocity fields. However, it is restricted to rather short measurement times (order of two
hours). Temperature probes provide only local information, but allow one to study long-
term processes for several days. The novel combination of PIT with PIV is restricted to
shorter measurement times than for PIV (order of 10 minutes). However, it facilitates the
simultaneous acquisition of both instantaneous temperature and velocity fields.
The objective of characterising the processes of MC, describing its physics and modelling
it is far from being completely achieved. In the present thesis the following questions shall
be answered in order to approach this aim:
1. How do large-scale circulations (LSCs) arrange in a cuboidal convection sample of
aspect ratio five as a function of the characteristic numbers?
2. How does the enthalpy transport between in- and outflowing air depend on the
Archimedes number?
3. How can the stability as well as the dynamics of the LSCs be characterised and in
which ways do the dynamics scale with the characteristic numbers?
4. How can temperature and velocity fields be simultaneously recorded in a MC airflow?
5. What is the time evolution of, for example, a warm rising plume in this enclosure?
6. How do the Rayleigh and the Archimedes numbers affect the dynamics of sheet-like
plumes?
Furthermore, some possible explanations concerning the question of how the stability
and the dynamic process of the LSCs can be modelled with reference to the characteristic




2.1.1 A historical survey
In the mid-eighteenth century, George Hadley (1685–1768) and Michail W. Lomono-
sov (1711–1765) were (almost simultaneously) the first who recognised the role of non-
uniform heating as the producer of fluid motion. While Lomonosov, who was a Russian
polymath, worked among other things with mine ventilation, the Englishman Hadley [49]
reflected on trade winds. In this context, he proposed that in each hemisphere a thermally
driven convection roll could be generated by solar heating.
After these first approaches to thermally driven flows, it was Henri Bénard (1874–1939),
who conducted the breakthrough experiment of modern convection research during his PhD
study in 1900 [10]. He studied the formation of convection patterns in a thin fluid layer
heated from below, see Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Pattern formation in Bénard’s experiment: spermaceti heated from below with a
free upper surface (source: [28] ©Dover Publications, Inc.).
The theoretical description of Bénard’s observations was given by Lord Rayleigh
(1842–1919) in 1916 [87]. Even though Rayleigh made assumptions concerning the boundary
conditions which differ from the original experiment by Bénard, he could describe many
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of the observed effects. Both physicists became namesakes for this type of convection
phenomena.1
In 1879, Anton Oberbeck (1846–1900) [77] and later, in 1903, Joseph V. Boussinesq
(1842–1929) [19], proposed an approximation of the Navier-Stokes-equations2 which
results in a linear buoyancy term and negligence of all further density variations.
The regions of applicability of this approximation were calculated by Gray and Giorgini
in 1976 [46] for air and water. Their diagrams depict the limitations of the approximation.
For air at mean temperature T0 = 15℃ and ambient pressure, they received ∆T ≤ 28.6 K
and H/∆T < 10.2 m/K as restricting temperature difference ∆T and thickness of the fluid
layer H, respectively.3
The introduction of the Π-theorem by Edgar Buckingham (1867–1940) in 1914 and
1915 [26, 27] and its interpretation for the fluid dynamics (see e.g. Spurk [117]), is the
foundation of the modern analysis of fluid dynamics. The application of the Π-theorem on
the Navier-Stokes equations under the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation provides the
characteristic numbers, which describe the system together with the geometry entirely.
2.1.2 In nature and in technical applications
In 1735, Hadley [49] hypothesised, that in each hemisphere a convection roll exists which is
driven by solar heating and results, among other things, in the trade winds. It turned out
that one convection roll per hemisphere is not correct. However, nowadays, it is the accepted
scientific view, that convection, driven by temperature gradients is, besides the rotation of
the Earth, one of the most important transport mechanisms in our atmosphere. It occurs in
the trade winds (Figure 2.2 (a) and [128]), cloud formation, moisture transport and other
phenomena (see e.g. the review on atmospheric moist convection by Stevens [121]).
Along with the processes in our atmosphere, convection is also an ubiquitous phenomenon
within the earth. Here, the convection of the Earth’s mantle governs the generation of plate
tectonics (see Figure 2.2 (b) and Davies [34] or Bercovici [11]). It is still an open issue
whether full mantle convection or only upper mantle convection occurs, or a combination
of both [127]. Furthermore, there are models supporting the contention that convection
in the Earth’s core plays an important role for the generation of the magnetic field of the
Earth (see e.g. the review article on the genesis of the Earth’s magnetism from Roberts
and King [90]). On larger scales, convection is the driving mechanism for transport of
material from the interior to the outer parts, in stars like our Sun (see e.g. Spiegel [116],
who proposes various theoretical approaches).
1“Historically, the name is inaccurate; Bénard’s pioneering observations, although for long believed to
relate to this configuration, were actually mostly of another phenomenon - convection due to surface
tension variation - that give rise to similar effects” [D.J. Tritton, 1988], [130].
2Named after the Frenchman Claude-Louis M.H. Navier (1785–1836) and Irishman Sir Georg G.
Stokes (1819–1903), mathematicians and physicists.
3That means, that all results and discussions presented in this thesis can be interpreted under the



























Figure 2.2: (a) Sketch of convection in the Earth’s atmosphere (according to [120]); (b) model
of the Earth’s mantle convection (according to [129]).
On Earth, patterns of convective flows are visible, caused by many different phenomena.
Figure 2.3 (a) shows structures in a dried out salt lake. Minerals, which are dissolved in a
lake, remain when the water evaporates. Then, former three dimensional, mainly hexagonal,
convection cells remain as patterns on the surface. Another occurrence of these mainly
hexagonal convection cells is visible in basalt columns (see Figure 2.3, b) which develop
when basaltic lava congeals quickly. During this cooling on the top side and from the
remaining heat on the lower side, the mainly hexagonal convection cells are formed. In the
Earth’s atmosphere, TC plays a role in cloud formation. It is often superimposed with
FC, by wind. In rare cases this interaction of thermal and shear forces, results in cloud
formations like the ’Morning Glory’, as shown in Figure 2.3 (c). Here, parallel convection
rolls form these long cloud tubes in the regions of rising air.
Moreover, convection is one of the most important physical processes in all heat exchanging
devices, from the coolant circulation in a nuclear power reactor to the cooling of computer
processors with cooling fins or common baking ovens to micro-channel heat sinks to cool
e.g. laser diodes or high-performance microprocessors. Exemplarily, the works of Sillekens
et al. [110] on MC in a coiled heat exchanger, of Baskaya et al. [7] on cooling electric devices
and of Linden [69] on the ventilation of rooms are cited here.
Another important technical application of convection, mainly MC, is the ventilation of
interiors. In terms of weight and energy optimisation as well as extreme outer conditions,
the air conditioning of an aircraft cabin demands special requirements. Besides the
work conducted directly by the manufactures, some aspects are addressed in scientific
studies. These range from isothermal ventilation, i.e. pure FC, of generic enclosures [17]
to investigations of FC and MC in a full-scale aircraft cabin mock-up [64] and studies on
different climatisation scenarios within flight tests [13].
In addition to these technically motivated studies, there are also some biologically





Figure 2.3: Structure formation: (a) in a dried out salt lake ’Devil’s Golf Coarse’ in the Death
Valley, California, USA; (b) in basalt columns in the basalt mine at Hohen Hagen,
Dransfeld, Germany; (c) convective roll structure of the ’Morning Glory’, a very
special cloud (source: [79], ©Mick Petroff, license [80]).
i.e. a convergent/divergent channel, which is motivated by the blood flow through an
inflammatory arterial lesion.
2.1.3 In science
Since the first scientific parameter study by Bénard in 1900 [10], thermal convection, and
in specific Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC), has become an often investigated system.
Consequently, the literature on this topic is vast. This is due to the fact that RBC is one
of the fundamental systems in which to study the occurrence of turbulence, the transition
from a laminar to a turbulent flow, the formation of patterns and the scaling behaviour of
multiple quantities in the turbulent regime.
Recent reviews of turbulent RBC4 are given by Chillà and Schumacher [30], Lohse and
Xia [71] and Ahlers et al. [3]. The latter focusses on the heat transfer and the large-scale
dynamics. The scaling of the Nusselt number Nu and the Reynolds number Re as measure
4Even though the classical RBC experiment was conducted with a very large ratio of diameter to fluid
height, i.e. a very thin fluid layer, and a free surface as upper boundary of the fluid, this configuration
with an aspect ratio around unity and a heated bottom and a cooled solid ceiling of the container is
referred to as RBC.
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for the heat transport and the strength of the large-scale circulation, respectively, are
analysed as functions of the Rayleigh number Ra and the Prandtl number Pr. Furthermore,
aspects like the thicknesses of the thermal and the kinetic boundary layers, non-Oberbeck-
Boussinesq effects and the dynamics of the large-scale circulation are addressed. Chillà and
Schumacher [30] focussed on the description and interpretation of the boundary layers and
Lohse and Xia [71] discussed the small-scale properties of turbulent RBC.
For further discussion of convection, i.e. of scientific investigations of convective processes,
it is reasonable to define dimensionless flow parameters in terms of system relevant quantities
[3]. These are the Rayleigh number5 Ra, which has the interpretation of a ratio of buoyancy
to viscosity forces:
Ra =
β · g ·H3 ·∆T
κ · ν
, (2.1)










Finally, the Nusselt number8 Nu, which represents a dimensionless heat transport. This
describes the ratio of convective heat transport to heat transport of a solid body with the





where H denotes the height of the sample, ∆T the temperature difference between top and
bottom of the sample, U the characteristic velocity, Φq the spatially and time-averaged
heat flux per unit area, g the acceleration due to gravity. Moreover, the fluid properties
are β the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, κ the thermal diffusivity, ν the kinematic
viscosity, cp the specific heat capacity (at constant pressure), ρ the density and k = cp · ρ · κ
the thermal conductivity of the fluid.
Furthermore, the geometry determines the convective flow and heat transfer. In particular,












where H is the sample’s height, D the diameter of a cylindrical samples and W and L are
the width and length of cuboidal samples, respectively.
5Named after the British physicist Lord Rayleigh (1842–1919).
6Named after the British mathematician and engineer Osborne Reynolds (1842–1912).
7Named after the German engineer Ludwig Prandtl (1875–1953).
8Named after the German engineer E.K. Wilhelm Nußelt (1882–1957).
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Besides the geometry, in RBC Ra and Pr are the only two control parameters, which
determine the flow properties like heat transport, i.e. Nu, and resulting velocity distribution,
i.e. Re. In contrast to RBC, in MC, Re is an additional control parameter. An external
pressure gradient applies a characteristic velocity, e.g. the inflow velocity, to the convection
system. Hence, the velocity and also Re turns from a passive to an active parameter.
Regarding these three active flow parameters Ra, Pr and Re, the Archimedes number9 Ar,





It interprets the ratio of buoyancy to inertia forces and therefore indicates whether TC
or FC dominates. For the sake of completeness it should be noted that in the case of FC,
thermal forces are negligible and only the pressure gradient drives the flow.
A detailed survey on the literature is given in the introduction of the results chapters,
i.e. the accumulated articles therein. At this point the cited works just give an overview.
Saeidi and Khodadadi [92] studied FC in a square cavity based on computational fluid
dynamics. It has a similar cross section as the here investigated cuboidal sample. Saeidi
and Khodadadi studied inlet and outlet configurations similar to ours and observed, under
specific parameters, a clockwise rotating LSC (see Figure 5, bottom left, in [92], which
was also found in our convection sample). Another investigation on FC was performed by
Körner et al. [62]. They studied the flow in a generic room with isothermal obstacles and




Figure 2.4: (a) Sketch of the fluid motion in rolls; (b) sketch of the fluid motion in cells
(source: [43] ©World Scientific Publishing).
The literature on pure TC is vast. The studies span from pattern formation close above
the onset of convection to the scaling laws in highly turbulent convection at many orders
of magnitude higher Ra. The former is discussed in detail by Getling [43], who describes
different convection patterns as shown in Figure 2.4. The hexagonal cells, Figure 2.4 (b),
correspond to the experiments of Bénard, Figure 2.1, and structures observed in the dried




out salt lake and the basalt columns, Figure 2.3 (a,b). The occurrence of the different
patterns is discussed deeply in terms of stability analysis.
Recent works on turbulent TC deal with the scaling of Nu and Re as functions of Ra
and Pr. Here, Nu is a measure for the heat transport and Re for the magnitude of the
mean wind. Another open question in this context, which is still a matter of debate, is if
LSCs in turbulent TC develop from the cellular patterns observed slightly above the onset
of convection [2]. To achieve high Ra, the aspect ratio becomes smaller and is mostly in
the order of unity in recent studies. This is contrary to the original experiments of Bénard
and the theoretical work of Lord Rayleigh, who assumed an infinitely extensive fluid layer.
Several studies reveal different arrangements of the LSCs in the convection sample [138,149]
and varying dynamics [20,24,25,73,150].
A cuboidal sample leads to a different system with reduced symmetry, as compared to
a cylindrical sample. However, the characteristics of the LSC in such a cuboidal sample
at Pr ≈ 4 show a dependency on Ra as well [151]. The aspect ratio is also important
for the LSC arrangement in cuboidal samples. Three-dimensional numerical simulations
revealed the influence of the depth of a cuboidal sample with equal width and height on the
number of LSCs and their arrangement [136]. Furthermore, in two-dimensional simulations,
the number of LSCs was found to depend strongly on the aspect ratio [133]. In case of
the present configuration, the formation and dynamics of the LSCs as well as the role of
thermal plumes by means of experiments [72], large eddy simulations [81,106] and direct
numerical simulations (DNS) [60], are studied.
Besides the influence of Pr, Ra and the geometry, the boundary conditions play an
important role for the development of flow structures and the heat flux. However, a
two-dimensional convection sample, periodic in the horizontal direction, was investigated
up to Ra = 1010 with constant temperature and constant heat flux boundary conditions
at the top and bottom of the sample [59]. No influence of the scaling of Nu or the time
averaged temperature profiles and the dynamics were found. Moreover, there is a heated
discussion about the existence of a unifying theory of scales posited by Grossmann and
Lohse [48]. They proposed, for eight different Ra-Pr regimes, power laws for Nu and Re
depending on Ra and Pr.
MC is a vastly occurring state, which occurs in nature, in heat exchangers or in the clima-
tisation of rooms. Scientific works examine heated channel flow (also named Poiseuille-
Bénard flow), see [74], cooling of electric devices, i.e. a forced flow over an arrangement
of heat sources, see e.g. [7, 111], or indoor climatisation, see [69]. In a geometrical similar
generic enclosure, Westhoff [139] analysed the dynamics of coherent structures and their
scaling in MC.
Recently, studies, which address a rather generic configuration of room ventilation by
means of DNS were presented [5,109]. They studied the flow within a room with heated
obstacles and superimposed FC (setup comparable to the isothermal investigations of
Körner et al. [62]). Their considered configuration with four parallelepiped obstacles can
also be seen as a generic room or aircraft cabin. Hence, for MC, the transition from purely
11
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scientific works to those representing technical applications is fluent.
2.1.4 The convection sample - between fundamental physics
and technical application
A sketch of the investigated convection sample is given in Figure 2.5. It is a cuboidal sample
and has an air inlet and an outlet on the same side of the cell. Furthermore, the bottom of
the sample is heatable and the ceiling is coolable, and thus a vertical temperature gradient
can be applied, i.e. TC can be generated. By applying an external pressure gradient between
the inlet and outlet, FC can be produced. Running both systems simultaneously results in
MC. Thereby, the ratio between the strength of TC and FC, i.e. the ratio of buoyancy to
inertia forces, is variable. Besides the square vertical cross section of the cell, i.e. an aspect
ratio Γyz = 1 between W and H, the sample has an aspect ratio of Γxz = 5 between L and
H. Here, width, height and length of the sample amount to W = 500 mm, H = 500 mm
and L = 2500 mm, respectively. The inlet channel is located directly below the ceiling
whereas the outlet channel is placed directly above the bottom of the cell. Both span the













Figure 2.5: Sketch of the convection sample. The bottom plate of the cavity is heated (red) while
the ceiling is kept at ambient temperature (blue). The inlet and outlet channels are
located on the same side wall and span the whole length of the sample. The blue
and red arrows depict the in- and outflowing air, respectively. It has a quadratic
cross section, a length of 2500 mm and the aspect ratio between length and height
amounts to Γxz = 5.
Further, the present configuration can be interpreted as a strongly simplified aircraft
cabin. Figure 2.6 shows the evolution from an aircraft cabin, in Figure 2.6 (a), to the
classical cylindrical RBC sample in Figure 2.6 (f). In case of the present configuration, the
cold air, which enters the cabin at the ceiling, is replaced and substituted by an isothermal






Figure 2.6: Sketch: The evolution of a convection sample from technical application to funda-
mental cylindrical RBC: (a) Ventilation of an aircraft cabin; (b) introducing a cooled
ceiling instead of all but two air inlets and replacing all passengers by a heated bot-
tom; (c) straightening the geometry; (d) using symmetry: MC in a cuboidal cavity;
(e) closing air inlet and outlet and (f) forming a cylindrical container: TC (RBC) in
a cylindrical container. Note: even if sketched in two-dimensions, all configurations
shall be understood as three-dimensional (Modified, original from [93]).
heated floor. The air inlets and outlets, which are placed at the ceiling and the ground, are
surrogated by venting slots (see Figure 2.6, b). Additionally, smoothing of the boundaries
leads to the configuration shown in Figure 2.6 (c) and due to the high symmetry, we
consider just one-half of the sample (Figure 2.6, d). The configuration represents MC in
a squared cross section heated from below and cooled from above with an additional air
inlet and outlet. Both slots are located on the same side and spans the whole length of the
container. If we further remove the ventilation slots, we obtain TC in a cuboidal sample
with a squared cross section (Figure 2.6, e). Finally, reshaping the cuboidal to a cylindrical
sample leads to the classical RBC configuration (Figure 2.6, f). Realistic configurations
of an aircraft cabin, including e.g. overhead compartments are the subject of just a little
number of studies [16, 17, 64]. In contrast the literature on pure TC in particular, for
13
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cylindrical samples is vast as already mentioned before. Nevertheless, investigations of
the present configuration or similar are topics of other recent studies [66,67,83,139,140].
Thereby, I contribute directly to the work of Westhoff et al. [140] and Puthenveettil et
al. [83].
2.2 Measurement techniques
In the following I will present a survey of the measurement methods which are of rele-
vance. Commencing with a brief historical treatment of the measurement techniques, an
introduction of the measurement and visualisation techniques follows. The presentation
of the purely qualitative visualisation technique using smoke particles is followed by a
section on temperature measurements. These facilitate long-term measurements, however
are restricted to invasive point-wise measurements. Subsequently, a section on PIV presents
the essentials of the measurement technique for velocity fields. It is followed by a section
on PIT. This section is separated into a discussion of the fundamentals of this technique,
the well known combined PIT/PIV in liquids and the novel application of the combined
technique for air flows. For the sake of completeness, this chapter closes with a section on
the volume flow measurement techniques. All mentioned techniques besides the combination
of PIT and PIV using TLC tracer particles are already state-of-the-art for air flows. Hence,
the given explanations of the techniques raise no claim to completeness. The interested
reader may be referred to the given references for deeper information.
2.2.1 Historical
Visualisation of fluid flow already fascinated Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519), an excellent
artist and intellectual observer of processes in nature. Figure 2.7 shows two of his water
studies. The upper one reflects the flow around a planar obstacle in different arrangements.
The lower one features swirling structures of water falling into a pool. Even though da Vinci
worked centuries before modern flow visualisation began or the first mathematical equations
describing the motion of fluids were formulated, he had an eye for the characterising
phenomena of the flow, like streaklines or swirls.
Centuries later, Ludwig Prandtl (1875–1953), see Figure 2.8, founded the branch of
research of modern aerodynamics. He realised that the generation of reproducible boundary
conditions is of utmost importance for experiments. In 1904 he developed a water channel,
the so called Prandtl channel, for the visualisation of flow phenomena. The object of
interest is placed within a circulating water channel, which already includes turbulence
reducing devices. Aluminium powder is placed on the water-air interface as tracer particles
in order to study the flow around the object. In 1908, Prandtl introduced the first wind
tunnel in Göttingen, Germany and developed, among others, the airfoil theory.
However, nowadays one does not only want to study flows by observing them, but also
to quantify the underlying physical values.
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Figure 2.7: This most elaborate of Leonardo’s sheets of water studies investigates two basic
themes. The first, in the upper two drawings, is the flow of water past a planar
obstruction. Below, Leonardo shows the fall of a stream of water from a sluice
into a pool, a lucid and highly sophisticated study in which the multiple layered
vortices are seen extending far below the surface, each welling current giving rise
to concentric circles of bubbles that expand across each other without interference.
Leonardo da Vinci (approx. 1510) (source: Caption and image taken from Royal
Collection Trust / ©Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2014 [135]).
2.2.2 Smoke visualisations
Smoke visualisation is a very well-known technique for air flows which was already used by
Wieselsberger [144] and Prandtl [82] to disclose turbulent structures. In particular, in the
case of the early stages of flight and automobile aerodynamics one century ago (see Figure




Figure 2.8: (a) Prandtl in front of the water channel in Hanover (1904); (b) a model of the
Zeppelin Airship LZ120 ’Bodensee’ in the wind tunnel II in Göttingen (1920)
(source: [36]10).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9: Smoke visualisation of the flow around a sphere (1914): (a) Without a trap wire;
(b) with a trap wire; and (c) around a limousine model (1921) (source: [36]11).
Mainly two different types of smoke visualisations are known. Either pointwise injection,
at a single or at multiple points, of smoke particles combined with a volume illumination
or a homogeneous seeding of the inflowing air or the bulk fluid with smoke particles in
combination with a laser light sheet illumination. The former is the older technique. It
allows for visualisation of streaklines, which collapse for a stationary flow with pathlines
and streamlines (see [131], Chapter 11). The latter provides the visualisation of the flow
within an illuminated plane. The seeding of the bulk flow, e.g. in a convection sample,
facilitates study of the plumes which are formed in the boundary layer and thus appear
darker in the laser light sheet. This technique was used for qualitative studies of the line
plumes emerging from the bottom thermal boundary layer by Puthenveettil et al. [83]. In
case of my studies, smoke visualisation in combination with a laser light sheet was used.
The results are published in Puthenveettil et al. [83] and Schmeling et al. [96, 98,102].
10The owner of the images could not be located. In case the owner turns up, he or she should get in touch
with the author of this thesis.




Temperature measurements, using temperature probes like resistance temperature detectors,
e.g. tiny glass bead thermistors, PT-100, or thermocouples, are state-of-the-art for the
investigation of thermally driven flows. They provide the advantage of not limiting the
measurement time and obviate the optical access to the fluid. However, they only provide
the temperatures at specific locations. For the inspection of temperature fields, multiple
probes and/or scanning techniques are needed. Furthermore, these scanning techniques
provide only time-averaged temperature field information. The interpretation of the results
or a combination with other techniques is required to permit statements on the fluid flow.
Finally, placing one or more temperature probes in the fluid leads to disturbances. Hence,
this technique is an intrusive technique.
In experimental studies, smaller temperature probes, disturbing the flow as little as
possible, are preferred. Moreover, such probes provide the fastest reaction times. A
disadvantage of these tiny probes is that they usually possess a drift of their calibration
function. Thus regular calibration processes have to be conducted or the drawbacks provided
by larger probes have to be accepted.
In TC the usage of temperature probes in highly complex convection experiments is
widely spread. It is accepted as the measurement technique of choice to investigate TC
over long periods of time. A skilful arrangement of the probes within the convection sample
can provide insightful statements on the orientation of the LSC and its dynamics.
Here, measurements using temperature probes within the fluid were used for the following
publications: Schmeling et al. [95, 96,98,102,104,105].
2.2.4 Particle image velocimetry (PIV)
PIV is nowadays the state-of-the-art technology for the acquisition of velocity vector fields.
Fast progress was achieved in the final decades of the twentieth century with the arrival of
digital photography. Different types of PIV are currently in use: classical 2C-2D PIV (two
velocity components in two dimensions), 3C-2D (also called stereoscopic PIV), multi-colour
or scanning PIV and finally tomographic PIV (3C-3D). The latter provides the most
information on the velocity distribution of the flow but the complexity of the application
increases significantly.
Instead of citing the first works and successive milestones of this technique, I want to
refer the reader to a book by Raffel et al. [84]. It provides a comprehensive collection of
previous works (almost 500 references) and, furthermore, discusses most of the tasks when
applying PIV. Nevertheless, a short introduction of the working principle of 2C-2D PIV is
presented in the following.
The fundamental task of PIV is to make cross correlations of two subsequent particle
images in many small image sections, so-called interrogation windows. Tracer particles are
introduced to the fluid. A challenging issue is the generation of tracer particles, which follow
the flow without having a significant momentum on its own, i.e. they should be neutrally
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buoyant. A double pulse laser with light sheet optics illuminates the measurement plane
twice with a defined time lag. The cross correlation provides each interrogation window
with the most probable displacement vector. It is converted into a velocity vector using the
time lag between the two recordings and the magnification factor of the imaging optics. As
distinguished from particle tracking velocimetry, where individual particles are tracked, a
higher particle density is needed for this technique. A sketch of the measurement setup is











Figure 2.10: Sketch of the measurement setup of a 2C-2D PIV, according to [84].
The results of my studies using PIV are published in Schmeling et al. [95,100,101,104,105]
and Westhoff et al. [140].
2.2.5 Particle image thermography (PIT)
PIT is a method using temperature-sensitive particles, which have, for example, a tempera-
ture dependent colour or a temperature dependent emission (and/or absorption) intensity.
This material is either placed on a surface as a coating, or it is added as small particles to
the fluid flow. Hence it acts as a surface or a fluid thermometer, respectively.
Different realisations are possible, but for my studies, thermochromic liquid crystals
(TLCs) in the form of small particles are used as fluid thermometers. For the sake of
completeness other promising techniques like laser induced fluorescence [115], the usage
of thermographic phosphorous particles [1, 38] and acoustic tomographic imaging of the
temperature [6], shall be mentioned here.
Thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs)
The Austrian chemist Friedrich Reinitzer (1857–1927) was the first to discover (in 1888)
the phenomenon that some cholesterol-based substances seem to have two melting points.
Melting the solid crystalline structure at 145.5℃ results in a cloudy liquid; at 178.5℃
the blurring vanishes and a clear liquid remains [75, 88]. Otto Lehmann (1855–1922),
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a German physicist and an expert in crystal optics, concluded from the observations of
Reinitzer and his own studies on Reinitzers’ compounds, that the cloudy liquid must possess
a kind of molecular structure in contrast to normal liquids. Due to the existence of double
refraction, only known in solid crystals so far, he named the new phase ’liquid crystalline’
phase and substances which show this phase ’liquid crystals’, or LCs [88].
In 1961 the Nobel Prize in physics was awarded to the French theoretical physicist
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes (1932–2007). He was honoured for “discovering that methods
developed for studying order phenomena in simple systems can be generalised to more
complex forms of matter, in particular to liquid crystals and polymer” [76].
The usage of LCs which change their behaviour once they are exposed to an electric field
is nowadays wide spread in display technology and was awarded the German Future Prize
in 2003.
In general LCs can be categorised into the class of soft matter and possess characterising
properties of both liquids and crystals. In contrast to normal substances, LCs do not
change phase from solid to liquid at melting point. However, they become liquid crystalline
at melting point before changing to normal liquids at the clearing point. In this liquid
crystalline phase the materials are liquid, while having anisotropic properties, in contrast
to normal liquids. These anisotropic properties are based on a long-range orientation order
of the molecules.
Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of the classification of liquid crystals (source: [50] ©LCR
Hallcrest).
Those LCs, which react to temperature are called TLCs. A schematic representation of
LC classification is shown in Figure 2.11. Chemically, the TLCs are organic compounds with
rod-like or disc-like molecules. A chemical formula for a rod-like chiral nematic LC molecule
is shown in Figure 2.12. Cholesteryl ester LC substances consist of disc-like molecules.
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However, they will not be described here, because only chiral nematic LC substances are






Figure 2.12: Chemical formula of a chiral nematic liquid crystal: (2-methylbutyl) phenyl 4-
alkyl(oxy)benzoates, where R is most commonly a straight chain alkyl group.
Formula taken from [50].
Once a chiral nematic TLC substance is in the optically active liquid crystalline phase,
the molecules are organised in layers. Within these they are arranged parallel to one
another. The predominant orientation direction of the molecules in a layer is described by
the director ~n. This leads to an anisotropic optical medium and the director corresponds
to the optical axis. If, furthermore, the director is rotated by a small angle between two
neighbouring layers, see Figure 2.13 (a), incident unpolarised white light will be split
into two linearly polarised portions. They travel at different velocities while their axes of
polarisation rotate quickly. Additionally, according to Bragg scattering by solid crystals,
the reflected wavelengths depend on the angle of the view. The important length for the
Bragg reflection is the pitch length P . It is the length at which the director undergoes a
full turn.
Due to thermal expansion in solid crystals the pitch changes only in a minor degree. In
contrast to solid crystals, the pitch of TLCs changes due to two opposing mechanisms:
Increasing temperature leads to an increasing molecular distance, which increases the pitch.
Additionally, the displacement angle of the director between two neighbouring layers Θ
strongly increases with rising temperature. Consequently, it leads to a decreasing pitch. In
almost all used TLC substances, the latter process outweighs the other processes [50]. Thus,
an increasing temperature leads to a decreasing pitch and to a decrease of the reflected
wavelength. More specifically, under a given viewing angle, different wavelengths will be
preferentially reflected as a function of temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 2.13 (b).
The picture shows the wavelength of the reflected light, as a function of the temperature.
Moreover, the wavelength, i.e. the colour, of the reflected light does also depend on
e.g. the size of the particles. Hence, for each experimental setup a colour-temperature
calibration has to be conducted.
Almost 30 years ago, Hiller et al. [53, 54] presented the first experiments using TLCs as




Figure 2.13: (a) Representation of a chiral nematic liquid crystal structure: The director (arrow)
traces out a helical path within the medium; (b) schematic dependence of the
reflected wavelength on the temperature (source: [50] ©LCR Hallcrest).
A decade later, Kowalewski [63] recorded a multi-exposed photograph of TLCs, showing
a very bright colourplay of the crystals. He investigated a convective glycerol flow in a
differentially heated cavity, with a warm left and a cold right side. The temperature field
of a LSC structure is shown in Figure 2.14. The blue and the red tints correspond to warm
and cold temperatures, respectively. The flow structure as well as the relative temperature
distribution are clearly detectable.
Figure 2.14: Multi-exposed photograph of TLCs in glycerol in a differentially heated cavity
(warm left side and cold right side) (source: [63, 126]12).
12The owner of the copyright could not be determined, not even with the help of the author. In case that




Many combinations of measurement techniques promise the simultaneous measurement of
both temperature and velocity fields. All PIT techniques mentioned at the beginning of the
previous section constitute, in combination with PIV, different ways to realise simultaneous
thermometry and velocimetry. They all were developed at the beginning of the twenty-first
century. In contrast to these techniques, we adopted PIT using TLCs as tracer particles in
combination with PIV from liquid flows to air flows. A detailed description is only given
for the combination of PIV and PIT using TLCs, as this is the technique for MC air flows
that was developed here.
For a survey of the current state of research of combined digital PIT and PIV, the
reader is referred to the recent review given by Dabiri [33]. Nowadays, the technique is
established for the investigation of thermal liquid flows. The high amount of effort involved,
in particular for the calibration of the TLCs, makes this technique still challenging to use.
An example of simultaneous temperature and velocity field measurements is presented in
Figure 2.15. Fujisawa et al. [42] investigated a water sample heated from below. They used
TLCs as tracer particles and recorded the images in both a vertical plane and a horizontal




Figure 2.15: Convection in a water sample heated from below: (a) Temperature; and (b) velocity
fields. Note that the vertical plane through y = 0 mm is the measurement plane,
but it is shown in the rear of the image as not to block the results shown on the
horizontal plane (source: [42] ©Springer-Verlag).
In gaseous flows this technique was not available until a feasibility study was performed
and patented by Czapp and Czapp et al. [31,32]. They instigated RBC in a cubic sample.
The further adaptation of this technique to MC, i.e. including a continuous air exchange
was conducted in the frame of this work. The usage of the TLCs for combined PIT and
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PIV in airflows is mainly restricted by the size of the TLC particles. On the one hand,
the particles must be as small as possible in order to provide the best possible following
behaviour, and on the other hand they must be large enough in order to provide a good
colour play. Estimations result in suitable particle diameters for air flows of the order of
10µm. This is about one order of magnitude smaller than those used in liquids. Accordingly,
such bright colours (see Figure 2.14) will not be achieved and a lot of work is needed for
particle generation and illumination and the image filtering processes.
Details for this purpose and the application of combined PIT/PIV are published in:
Schmeling et al. [94, 95,100,101,103].
2.2.7 Volume flow measurements
To determine the mean inflow velocity, i.e. the Reynolds number, volume flow measurements
were conducted. Two different types of volume flow measurement techniques were performed
for the investigation of MC. The first method is based on the pressure drop at an orifice
plate which is placed in a long straight pipe (see Figure 2.16, a). The volume flow is
calculated using the fluid properties and the differential pressure over the orifice combined
with correction terms due to flow separation. The empirical correction terms are determined
by the International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) which defines this technique in





Figure 2.16: Volume flow measurements: (a) Sketch of an orifice plate; (b) sketch of a Venturi
nozzle.
The second technique is based on the principle of measuring differential pressure using a
Venturi nozzle13, instead of the orifice, see Figure 2.16 (b). The mathematical tools of the
Bernoulli equation14 enable the calculation of the flow velocity neglecting friction effects.
The main advantage of this technique is the smaller loss of pressure. A flow meter which
utilises this principle is, for example, the VSM-02 flow meter from Optiserv Messtechnik
GbR.
13Named after the Italian physicist Giovanni Battista Venturi (1746-1822).
14Named after the Swiss mathematician and physicist Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782).
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Results based on volume measurements using a flow meter based on one of these techniques
are published in: Puthenveettil et al. [83], Schmeling et al. [96,98,100,102,104,105] and
Westhoff et al. [140].
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The accumulated publications in the following chapters are parts of my contribution to
characterising the physical mechanisms in MC. The six questions, listed in Chapter 1, are
discussed, where certain issues are addressed in particular chapters.
Chapter 4 “Large-Scale Flow Structures and Heat Transport of Turbulent Forced and
Mixed Convection in a Closed Rectangular Cavity”, published in the International Journal
of Heat and Fluid Flow [105] addresses the issue: “How do LSCs arrange in a cuboidal
convection sample of aspect ratio five as a function of the characteristic numbers?” as
well as “How does the enthalpy transport between in- and outflowing air depend on the
Archimedes number?”. The PIV technique and temperature probes in the air inlet and
outlet are utilised to determine the global heat transfer. As a result, transitions from
two-dimensional flow structures, which occur at low Ar, to three-dimensional structures are
observed. These latter are composed by the mutual interplay of the two-dimensional FC
roll and the TC rolls, the rotation axes of which are oriented parallel to the incoming air.
Furthermore, an upper boundary for the temperature difference between in- and outflowing
air was found, which results in a maximum of the enthalpy flux between the inlet and outlet
of the sample.
Chapters 5 and 6 “Temperature Oscillations in Turbulent Mixed Convective Air Flows”,
published in Turbulence and Interactions in Notes on Numerical Fluid Mechanics and
Multidisciplinary Design [102] and “Oscillations of the Large-Scale Circulations in Turbulent
Mixed Convection in a Closed Rectangular Cavity”, published in Experiments in Fluids [98]
discuss the long-term transient processes which are expected to occur in MC. For both
studies, measurement times in the order of one day and more were realised. These were
conducted using temperature probes within the fluid and smoke visualisations for the
interpretation of the temperature signals in terms of flow structures. The question “How
do LSCs arrange in a cuboidal convection sample of aspect ratio five as a function of the
characteristic numbers?” is discussed here as well. In addition, the question “How can the
stability as well as the dynamics of the LSCs be characterised and in which ways do the
dynamics scale with the characteristic numbers?” is debated. The existence of temperature
fluctuations within the sample on large time scales was found. The latter were correlated to
spontaneous reconfigurations and periodic changes of the number of the roll structures. The
different regimes: stable, spontaneous reconfigurations and periodic oscillations, were each
ascribed to an effective Archimedes number. It was observed, for the cases with periodic
oscillations that the maximal frequency scales linearly with the Reynolds number (based on
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the inflow velocity). Additionally it was found that the large-scale roll structures coupled
the momentum transport between the side walls. In this process, it is of importance for
many technical applications that such oscillations can be suppressed by modification of the
inflow velocity. Finally, a concept is presented, which describes the dynamic processes of
the oscillating structures.
Chapter 7 “Simultaneous Measurement of Temperature and Velocity Fields in Convective
Air Flows”, published in Measurement Science and Technology [101] presents a possibility
to measure the temperature and the velocity fields in air flows simultaneously. This is of
utmost interest, since the formation and the dynamics of the flow structures as well as the
heat transport, etc. in convective flows are determined essentially by both the temperature
and velocity distributions. Consequently, I worked on the adaptation and development of
combined PIT and PIV using TLCs for MC air flows. This article addresses the question
“How can temperature and velocity fields be simultaneously recorded in a MC airflow?”.
The challenges of the combination of both techniques in air flows are discussed and different
possible solutions are presented. In specific, different particle generators, the development
of a white-light-sheet source based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs), a filter algorithm to
reduce the background noise, a dynamic calibration technique as well as a quality analysis
of the novel measurement technique are discussed. Furthermore, the question: “What is
the time evolution of, for example, a warm rising plume in this enclosure?”, is addressed
applying initial measurements using PIT/PIV. The temperature and velocity fields of a
thermal plume are shown at high spatial and temporal resolution.
Finally, Chapter 8 “Dynamics of Thermal Plumes in Turbulent MC” addresses the
question: “How do the Rayleigh and the Archimedes numbers affect the dynamics of sheet-
like plumes?”. Here, the extended opportunities for the experimental analysis of convection
flows provided by the application of PIT/PIV are applied. Hence, new insights in the
physical processes, which determine MC, are achieved. The thermal fingerprints of sheet-like
plumes and the stems of mushroom-like plumes are visualised in instantaneous temperature
and velocity fields. For a deeper analysis of the statistics of the plumes, probability density
functions (PDFs) of the temperature are shown. A sum of two Gaussian curves is used
to fit the distribution functions. Studying the ratio of the probabilities P2/P1 revealed
a sudden change at a critical Rac ≈ 2.3 × 108. Here P1 denotes the abundance of fluid
temperatures imprinted by the bulk flow, while P2 inhibits the abundance of temperatures
ascribed to warm thermal plumes. Accordingly, P2/P1 is a measure for the plume fraction
in the measurement plane. The change occurs in the Ar regime 2.7 . Ar . 3.3, in which
the interaction of buoyancy induced LSCs with the wall jet of the incoming air results in
an instability. The importance of this intermediate Ar regime is confirmed by an analysis
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Abstract
Results of an experimental study of flow structure formation and heat transport in turbulent
forced and mixed convection are presented. The experiments were conducted in a rectangular
cavity with a square cross section, which has an aspect ratio between length and height of
Γxz = 5. Air at atmospheric pressure was used as working fluid. The air inflow was supplied
through a slot below the ceiling, while exhausting was provided by another slot, which is
located directly above the floor. Both vents extend over the whole length of the cell. In order
to induce thermal convection the bottom of the cell is heated while the ceiling is maintained
at a constant temperature. This configuration allows to generate and study mixed convection
under well defined conditions. Results of forced convection at Re = 1.07× 104 as well as
mixed convection at 1.01×104 ≤ Re ≤ 3.4×104 and Ra = 2.4×108 (3.3 ≥ Ar ≥ 0.3), which
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were obtained by means of Particle Image Velocimetry and local temperature measurements,
are presented. For purely forced convection a 2D mean wind, which can be approximated
by a solid body rotation, is found. With increasing Archimedes number this structure
becomes unstable, leading to a transition of the solid body rotation into additional smaller
convection rolls. Proper orthogonal decomposition of the instantaneous velocity fields
has been performed for further analysis of these coherent large-scale structures. Their
fingerprint is found in the spatial temperature distribution of the out flowing air at the end
of the outlet channel, which reveals a temporally stable profile with two maxima over the
length of the outlet. Moreover a maximum in the global enthalpy transport by the fluid is
found at Ar ≈ 0.6.
List of Symbols
Ar Archimedes number cp specific heat capacity
Gr Grashof number g acceleration of gravity
Nu Nusselt number h enthalpy flux
Pr Prandtl number H height of the cell (char. height)
Ra Rayleigh number k heat transmission coefficient
Re Reynolds number L length of the cell
β thermal expansion coefficient ∆Q difference of thermal energy
Γ aspect ratio ∆T temperature difference
κ thermal diffusivity ∆t time interval
λ wavelength U , vin characteristic velocity
λ̃ normalised eigenvalue (mean inflow velocity)
ν kinematic viscosity (ū,v̄,w̄) mean velocity
φ eigenfunction (ui,vi,wi) instantaneous velocity
Φ magnitude of the eigenfunction V̇ volume flow rate
ρ density W width of the cell
4.1 Introduction
Convective flows are usually categorised into three regimes: If the transport of heat is driven
by a thermally induced density gradient the flows are termed Thermal Convection (TC),
whereas the transport of heat driven by a pressure gradient is called Forced Convection
(FC). Mixed Convection (MC) denotes the intermediate regime where both, TC and FC,
are involved.
The system considered here is characterised by five dimensionless parameters, i.e. the
Reynolds number Re = U ·Hν , the Grashof number Gr =
g·β·∆T ·H3
ν2
, the Prandtl number
Pr = νκ as well as the aspect ratios of the rectangular container Γxz =
L
H and Γyz =
W
H .
Here β denotes the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, g the acceleration due to gravity,
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κ the thermal diffusivity, ν the kinematic viscosity, ∆T the applied temperature difference,
U the characteristic velocity, H the height, L the length and W the width of the cell. In
addition to these numbers, one often refers to the Rayleigh number Ra = Gr · Pr if the
flow is confined between two horizontal plates, heated from below and cooled from above.
Another parameter, which is very useful for the characterisation of MC is the Archimedes
number. It is defined by Ar = Ra
Re2·Pr and is a measure for the ratio between buoyancy and
inertia forces. In cases where buoyancy forces are much larger than inertia forces (Ar  1)
TC dominates and if, in contrast, inertia forces are much larger than buoyancy forces
(Ar  1) FC dominates. The regime of MC is characterised by the fact that buoyancy and
inertia forces are of the same order of magnitude.
The literature on pure TC is vast. A recent overview on the heat transfer and the
dynamics of large-scale structures in turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection was given by
Ahlers et al. [3] with a focus on the dependency of Nu on Ra and Pr as well as the scaling
of the boundary layers. The process of structure formation in a shallow rectangular cavity
was visualised by Lir and Lin [70], who studied the development of rolls oriented parallel
to the short side wall of the cavity as a function of Ra. At slightly supercritical buoyancy
the whole cell was found to be filled with these parallel roll structures. Sun et al. [125]
observed the occurrence of an oscillatory motion in the bulk region caused by the spatial
organisation of thermal plumes in turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a water filled
cylindrical enclosure with an aspect ratio of one by means of Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV). At Ra = 7.0× 109 a large-scale circulation was found to be a result of the motion
of plumes, which drive the flow mainly in the first half of their lifetime and are driven by
the mean flow mostly in the last half of their life cycle. The spatial coherence of the bulk
velocity oscillation could be correlated to the rise and fall of thermal plumes, e.g. a hot
plume rising on the left side of the cell forces the bulk to move to the right side. Another
study, which is strongly related to our work is given by Xia et al. [151], who measured
the Ra dependency of the rotary mean wind in a water filled cubic container heated from
below and cooled from above in the range 9 × 108 < Ra < 9 × 1011. Thereby, the term
mean wind is used for flow structures with dimensions comparable to the spatial boundaries.
A main result of their study is the finding that the mean wind has a low-velocity rotary
core. Moreover, a formation of an inner rotating core inside of an outer rotation shell was
detected for Ra > 1010. The rotational frequencies of the mean wind and the inner core
were found to scale with different exponents for Ra.
In addition to the characteristic numbers Re, Ra and Pr TC is strongly influenced by the
boundary conditions. Ishihara et al. [58] determined, numerically and experimentally, the
spatial temperature distribution of Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a rectangular enclosure
filled with silicon oil by means of thermo-sensitive liquid crystals. Depending on the
temperature difference between the heating and cooling plates as well as the depth of the
cell three kinds of flow patterns are observed: A steady, quasi- two-dimensional flow, a
steady, three-dimensional flow and an unsteady flow.
Pure FC in a two-dimensional square cavity was studied by Saeidi and Khodadadi [92]
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in a similar configuration as discussed in this paper by means of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). They observed a shift of the detachment point of the wall jet from the
top wall towards the inlet for increasing Re.
Next to TC or FC the most commonly occurring phenomenon is MC, which is the
governing mechanism in e.g. cloud formation, global ocean currents [121] and transport
of thermal energy in stars [116]. Furthermore it is responsible for plate tectonics in the
bowels of the earth [11] or the allocation of warm air in a heated room [69].
MC is a frequently studied phenomenon, but many research groups concentrate on
complex geometries with technical or geological interest, like aircraft cabins [14,64], heat
exchanger [110], different arrangements of heat sources [7] or MC over a heated wavy lower
surface [68].
Besides all these detailed studies of pure TC and MC in specific geometries, some of the
basic physical mechanisms regarding the structure formation in MC are far from being
completely understood. Therefore, the objective of the presented work is twofold. First
we want to generate an experimental data base containing velocity fields with high spatial
resolution for the validation of a scaling theory for turbulent MC [141]. Second we want to
contribute to an improved understanding of the fundamental physical mechanisms in MC.
In order to study the superposition of pure FC and TC with optical measurement techniques
under well-defined boundary conditions, a rectangular convection cell was developed. Within
the cell investigations of flow structure formation and heat transport in turbulent MC are
performed with air as working fluid. First results are presented in [104] and [140,142].
In the present paper we present and discuss results of twocomponent, two-dimensional
(2C-2D) and three-component, two-dimensional (3C-2D) PIV. In addition, measurements
of the temperatures of the outflowing air obtained for different flow conditions (Pr = 0.72,
Γxz = 5, Γyz = 1, 0 < Ar . 3.3 and 1.01 × 104 . Re . 3.4 × 104) are discussed. In
order to identify the topology of the coherent structures - in particular the large-scale
circulations - we analysed the instantaneous velocity vector fields using a Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD).
The paper is outlined as follows: Section 4.2 describes the experimental setup. In Section
4.3 the experimental results of PIV and temperature measurements as well as the POD
analysis are presented. The compulsive conclusion is given in the last section.
4.2 Experimental setup
4.2.1 Convection cell
MC was studied in a rectangular convection cell of length L = 2500 mm with the aspect
ratios Γxz = LH = 5 and Γyz =
W
H = 1, where H denotes the height and W the width of
the container. A sketch of the cell is shown in Figure 4.1. In order to accomplish nearly
isothermal boundary conditions the heating device at the bottom consists of five separated
sub-plates, each of them being actively heated via a temperature controlled water circuit.
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The ceiling is passively cooled close to ambient temperature via an air-air heat exchanger.
The side panels are a double-wall system of polycarbonate plates which guarantee good
optical access as well as minimal heat loss. The heat transmission coefficient of the side
walls was estimated to amount k ≈ 0.96 W/Km2, so that the side wall boundary conditions
are nearly adiabatic. By operating the heating plates a vertical temperature gradient can
be applied to the fluid and thus TC can be induced. Furthermore, the cell is equipped with
an air inlet at the top and an air outlet at the bottom. The height of the inlet and the
outlet is 25 mm and 15 mm, respectively. Both are located on the same side and extend
over the full length of the container. This configuration allows to generate a flow driven by
the pressure gradient between in- and outlet. In order to achieve a homogeneous inflow the
external ventilating system consists of a settling chamber in front of the inlet as well as an
array of honeycombs with a length of 100 mm and a cell size of 3 mm in front of the cell
inlet. With this setup we are able to generate MC with Ra < 6× 108 and Re < 1× 105.
Here the cell height is chosen as the characteristic length and the mean inflow velocity as
the characteristic velocity of our system.
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the convection cell with the length given in mm. Left: The positions of 2C-
2D PIV measurement planes at X = 0.5×L, X = 0.75×L and X = 0.9×L. Right:
The position of the 3C-2D PIV longitudinal measurement plane at Y = 0.5×W .
4.2.2 Measurement systems
Temperature measurements were performed with 62 Pt100 (1/ 3 DIN B) temperature
sensors at a sample rate of f ≈ 1/6 Hz. The cooling and heating plates were equipped
with 25 sensors each, and they revealed spatial temperature deviations of ∆Tc,std = 1.2%,
∆Tc,max = 1.4% as well as ∆Th,std = 1.1%, ∆Th,max = 2.2%. Here the suffix h denotes
the heating and c the cooling device, while the indices std and max denote standard and
maximal deviations. All temperature deviations are normalised with the temperature
difference between the heating and the cooling plates averaged in space and time, i.e.
∆T = 21.16 ± 0.07 K. The 2D spatial temperature distributions of the cooling and the
heating plates are depicted in Figure 4.2 (a) and (b), respectively. They show the time
averaged temperatures of the 25 sensors, which are marked as black dots. It is found that
the respective maximal lateral temperature differences on the cooling and the heating plate
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were smaller than ±0.5 K.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: 2D time-averaged temperature distributions with isothermal lines of the cooling
plate (a) and the heating plate (b) at Ar = 3.3. Temperatures were measured at
the positions which are marked as black dots.
The temperature of the incoming air was measured by three sensors which show a
deviation averaged in space and time of ∆Tin,std = 0.7% and ∆Tin,max = 0.9%. To measure
the temperature deviations of the outcoming air, nine sensors were installed equidistantly
over the full length at the end of the outlet channel.
In order to determine instantaneous velocity fields 2C-2D and 3C- 2D PIV was applied.
For further information on this measurement technique see [84]. Small oil droplets with an
average diameter of d ≈ 1µm were used as tracer particles. They were illuminated by a
dual cavity Nd:YAG laser with a maximum pulse energy of 340 mJ. The light pulses were
shaped into a light sheet with a thickness between 2 mm and 5 mm by a telescope and a
cylindrical lens. In the case of 2C-2D PIV image acquisition was realised with one and
in the case of 3C-2D PIV with two CCD-cameras (pco.4000, PCO AG) with a resolution
of 4008 × 2672 pixel. For 2C-2D and 3C- 2D PIV the cameras were equipped with one
f = 100 mm lens (Makro- Planar T∗2/100, Zeiss AG) without Scheimpflug adapter and two
f = 85 mm lenses (Planar T∗1.4/85, Zeiss AG) with Scheimpflug adapters, respectively. For
each series of PIV 500–4800 instantaneous velocity fields were measured with a frequency
of 2/3 Hz in four different measurement planes, see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1.
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Table 4.1: PIV measurement series.
Number of instantaneous Position of the measurement
velocity fields planes
FC, 2C-2D PIV 500 X = 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9× L
FC, 3C-2D PIV 800 Y = 0.5×W
MC, 2C-2D PIV 4800 X = 0.5 and 0.9× L
MC, 3C-2D PIV 4800 Y = 0.5×W
The evaluation of the 2C-2D images was performed with PIVview2C (PIVTEC GmbH)
with a single-pass algorithm using double correlation [52]. A three-point Gaussian-peak
fit was used for detection of the correlation maximum with sub-pixel accuracy. The
interrogation window size amounted to 32 × 32 pixels and the overlap was set to 50%,
which lead to 150 × 150 vectors in the measurement plane and corresponds to a vector
spacing of 3.3 mm in each direction. For evaluation of the 3C-2D images an interrogation
window size of either 96× 96 or 128× 96 pixels was used with an overlap of 75%, resulting
in a vector spacing of either 6 mm or 8 mm. From the instantaneous velocity maps the
mean velocity fields (ū,v̄,w̄) and the root mean square (rms) values of the resolved velocity
fluctuations were calculated. For a 2D velocity field, i.e. in our case for 2C-2D PIV results,








(vi − v̄)2 + (wi − w̄)2
]
. For the sake of comparability with the velocity
fields, we present the rms values rather than the two-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy,
which is essentially given by U2rms. When we are talking about “velocity fluctuations” in the
following, we refer to the rms values.
4.3 Experimental results
The outline of this section is as follows: First the results for FC and MC, as determined
with PIV are presented and discussed (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). The analysis of the
velocity fields by POD is presented in Section 4.3.3 before in Section 4.3.4 influences of
the buoyancy forces on the flow field are further discussed. In the last Section 4.3.5 the
findings from the temperature measurements of the in- and outflowing air are presented.
Table 4.2 summarises the measured parameter range.
4.3.1 Forced convection case
Figure 4.3 (a) depicts the time-averaged velocity field of pure FC in the cross section at
X = 0.5×L for Re = 1.07× 104 and Ra = 0 (Ar = 0), i.e. with the heating plate switched
off and thus ∆T ≈ 0 K. The velocity vectors are shown for the two intersection lines
crossing horizontally and vertically through the rotation centre, which was detected by
finding the point where the velocity magnitude equals zero. On the vertical intersection
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Table 4.2: Parameter range.
Re Ra Ar Discussed in section
FC 1.07× 104 0 0 Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.3
MC 1.01× 104 2.4× 108 3.3 Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
MC 1.22× 104 2.4× 108 2.2 Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
MC 1.41× 104 2.4× 108 1.7 Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
MC 1.96× 104 2.4× 108 0.9 Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
MC 2.47× 104 2.4× 108 0.6 Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
MC 3.39× 104 2.4× 108 0.3 Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
line the wall jet below the ceiling can be clearly detected. It is generated by the incoming
air and forced to separate and reattach at the corners of the cell. The jet thus follows the
ceiling, the side wall and the floor of the cell. Due to entrainment the average jet velocity
decreases and the mass flow rate increases as the jet moves downstream. Therefore only a
part of the expanded jet leaves through the outlet while the remaining part recirculates
and interacts with the incoming air jet. As a result a counter clockwise rotating mean wind
develops in the cell, in good agreement with the CFD results of Saeidi and Khodadadi [92].
The corresponding root mean square (rms) values of the resolved velocity fluctuations are
presented in Figure 4.3 (b). The rms value in the centre of the jet, which just entered the
cell, relative to the mean inflow velocity vin, amounts to Urmsvin < 0.04. This very low value
points to a stationary inflow. The shear layer between the incoming air jet and the core
region can be identified clearly as locally increased rms values, which reflect the transient
jet-bulk interaction caused by the Kelvin–Helmholtz-instability. Further locally increased
rms values are found where the jet detaches the ceiling and the left side wall. The lowest
absolute velocity fluctuations are located in the bulk region.
In order to further analyse the velocity distribution of the roll structure, line scans of
the w-velocity component were extracted at Z = 0.5 ×H. Figure 4.4 (circles, stars and
triangles) depicts the line scans for the three measured planes. First it should be noted that
the velocity profile is characterised by a constant angular velocity in all three measurement
planes. Consequently the mean wind can be approximately described under FC conditions
by a two-dimensional solid body rotation (Rankine vortex). The small offset of the line
scans in y-direction is the result of the additional volume flow in the downward oriented
part of the wall jet in the front of the cell.
Figure 4.3 (c) shows the spatial distribution of the v-component. In the absence of
buoyancy forces the v-component depends mainly on the position in z-direction (height)
while the u and the w-components are nearly negligible in this measurement plane. Below
the ceiling the air enters the cell trough the air inlet and is directed towards the front
window of the convection cell. Above the floor the air leaves the container through the air
outlet. A homogeneous flow is observed, which is almost independent of the x-coordinate,








Figure 4.3: Velocity field and rms-distribution for Re = 1.07 × 104 and Ar = 0. (a) Time-
averaged velocity field in the mid cross section (X = 0.5× L). The contour shows
the velocity magnitude U =
√
v2 + w2 and the arrows depict the velocity vectors
on the two intersection lines. (b) Rms-values corresponding to Figure 4.3 (a). (c)
Time-averaged velocity field in the longitudinal section (Y = 0.5×W ). The contour
depicts the v-component and the arrows show the (u · w) velocity vectors.
recognisable by the isolines of the v-velocity component is detected. The wavy structure
has a measured wavelength of λ ≈ 500 mm in longitudinal direction, which matches exactly
a value of λ = L · (Γxz)−1. The undulated pattern in the core of the roll structure was also
found in tomographic PIV investigations in the same apparatus [65]. As a consequence
of the undulation, the centre position of the two-dimensional solid body rotation is not
spatially constant in the longitudinal direction. However, the maximal variation in the
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z-position in the observed region is less than ±20 mm in our measurements.












Ar = 0.0, X = 0.5 x L
Ar = 0.0, X = 0.75 x L
Ar = 0.0, X = 0.9 x L
Ar = 3.3, X = 0.5 x L
Ar = 3.3, X = 0.9 x L
Figure 4.4: Profiles of the w-component of the time averaged velocity fields at Z = 0.5 ×H.
For Re = 1.07× 104 and Ar = 0 profiles at three positions in longitudinal direction
(circles, stars and triangles) are plotted. Additional profiles are given for Re =
1.01 × 104 and Ar = 3.3 at two positions in longitudinal direction (squares and
diamonds) for comparison.
4.3.2 Mixed convection case
The time-averaged velocity field in the vertical cross section at X = 0.5×L for the MC case
(Re = 1.01×104, Ra = 2.4×108 and Ar = 3.3) is presented in Figure 4.5 (a). The resulting
flow field deviates strongly from that in FC. Again the velocity vectors are shown on two
intersection lines crossing horizontally and vertically through the core centre (point of zero
velocity). Upon the onset of TC the structure of the wall jet has changed dramatically. As
a consequence the core of the mean wind is shifted with respect to the cell centre. The jet
separation in the corners of the cell occurs further downstream, which leads to a decrease
of the size of the recirculation zones in the corners of the cell as compared to FC. The
stationary two-dimensional roll structure detected in FC is disturbed by hot thermal plumes,
which are emitted from the thermal boundary layer at the bottom of the cell. Hence, it
breaks up and highly three-dimensional and unsteady structures are formed, which are
known to reoccur periodically (see [140], where also a detailed analysis of the single velocity
components and the dynamics of the centre position of the roll structure are presented).
The very small zone of rising air compared to the zone of descending air indicates that in
this measurement plane X = 0.5× L more cold air is sinking from the cooling plate than
warm air is rising from the heating plate.
Figure 4.5 (b) depicts the corresponding rms values. As in the FC case, the inflow is
rather homogeneous and the shear layer between the incoming air jet and the bulk region








Figure 4.5: Velocity field and rms-distribution for Re = 1.01 × 104 and Ar = 3.3. (a) Time-
averaged velocity field in the mid cross section (X = 0.5× L). The contour shows
the velocity magnitude U =
√
v2 + w2 and the arrows depict the velocity vectors
on the two intersection lines. (b) Rms-values corresponding to Figure 4.5 (a). (c)
Time-averaged velocity field in the longitudinal section (Y = 0.5×W ). The contour
depicts the v-component and the arrows show the (u · w) velocity vectors.
there is no region of locally increased rms values, as it is observed for FC. This indicates
that there is no fixed, or roughly fixed, separation point at the ceiling anymore. On the left
side wall the jet separates at Z ≈ 0.4×H, in almost the same manner as in FC. Further
the overall velocity fluctuations are higher as compared to the FC case, indicating a much
stronger mixing of the fluid. Very high rms values occur in the lower region next to the
heating plate. The locally increased velocity fluctuations are probably caused by localised
hot plumes which are emitted from the thermal boundary layer of the heating plate. For a
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further understanding of the threedimensional characteristics of the flow, again the velocity
line scans of the w-component were extracted at Z = 0.5×H (see Figure 4.4, squares and
diamonds). Clearly, a breakdown of the solid body rotation is detected. Both, the structure
of the wall jet and the location of the mean wind core are different for all cross sections. A
strongly three-dimensional nature of the flow can be deduced from the line scans, which
deviate considerably for the two investigated measurement planes.
The presence of buoyancy forces leads to a breakdown of the two-dimensional mean wind.
More precisely the large-scale flow changes into a superposition of the incoming air jet
with smaller flow structures. Figure 4.5 (c) shows the velocity field at Ar = 3.3 in the
longitudinal measurement plane. The deviation to the flow field presented in Figure 4.3 (c)
pinpoints the influence of buoyancy, i.e. velocity components oriented parallel to the applied
temperature gradient establish. Regions of fast upward and downward oriented motion,
which are ascribed to the organisation of thermal plumes, are found. The encountered flow
field suggests a superposition of the wall jet of incoming air with four buoyancy induced
rolls, their rotation axis being oriented mainly in the y-direction. This is also reflected in
the spatial temperature distribution of the outflowing air: Figure 4.6 depicts the spatially
and temporally resolved temperature difference between in- and out flowing air for Ar = 3.3.
Thereby, the spatial resolution of approximately 278 mm and the temporal resolution of
approximately 6.15 s are given by nine temperature sensors, equally spaced in the x-direction
over the whole length of the outlet and the scanning frequency, respectively. Two regions,
constant in time and space, with increased temperatures are found at X ≈ 0.3 × L and
X ≈ 0.75× L, well-fitting the areas of rising hot air inside the cell.
Figure 4.6: Distribution of the temperature difference between out- and inflowing air at the end
of the air outlet as a function of time and x-direction. Measured for Re = 1.01× 104
and Ar = 3.3.
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4.3.3 Proper orthogonal decomposition
To identify the coherent large-scale flow structures, a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) of the 3C-2D velocity fields has been performed by applying the snapshot method
given by Sirovich [112,113]. For further information on the POD calculation the reader is
referred to Westhoff et al. [140].
Figure 4.7: Normalised energy eigenvalues λ̃ of the first 50 modes of the POD calculated for the
three dimensional velocity fields in the longitudinal cross section at Y = 0.5×W
obtained for Ar = 0 and Ar = 3.3.
In Figure 4.7 the normalised energy eigenvalues λ̃ of the first 50 modes of the POD of
the three-dimensional velocity fields analysed in the longitudinal cross section Y = 0.5×W
are presented. The eigenvalues are listed in descending order. Thereby, λ̃ is a measure for
the energy of the corresponding mode with respect to the total energy. The eigenvalues are
normalised by the sum of the first 800 modes:
∑800
n=1 λ̃n ≡ 1.
Prior to the discussion of the POD results, it should be emphasised that the magnitude






n,w denotes what we call a coherent structure
in the following. Here, n denotes the mode number and φn represents the eigenfunctions
of the corresponding velocity component. For a reasonable comparison of the coherent
structures Φn is normalised by the maximum value max(Φn).
In the FC case the first mode contains nearly 91 % of the total energy. Any of the other
modes carry less than 1 %. In very good agreement with this result, the comparison of
the topology of the first coherent structure (Figure 4.8) with the time-averaged velocity
field (Figure 4.3, c) reveals that both are nearly congruent. From this we conclude that
the other coherent structures represent smaller fluctuations, which are primarily found at
the ceiling of the cell, where the wall jet oscillates due to the Kelvin–Helmholtz-instability.
Moreover, the high energy of the first mode underlines that the flow in the pure FC case is
very steady. Comparing the eigenvalue distribution of the MC case with the FC case it
can be seen that still a coherent structure exists, which contains most of the energy, i.e.
λ̃1 = 77 %. However, compared to the FC case λ̃1 has decreased significantly. Moreover
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Φ1/max(Φ1)
Figure 4.8: Topology of the coherent structure Φ1 of the 1st mode obtained for Re = 1.07× 104
and Ar = 0.
additional modes with eigenvalues of λ̃ > 1 % are found; for example the second mode
still contains nearly 7 % of the total energy. Hence, it is summarised that the onset of a
buoyancy induced secondary flow leads to an decrease of the first mode energy λ̃1, as well
as an increased number of modes containing λ̃ > 1 % of the total energy.
In the following the first, second, fifth and sixth POD mode are analysed for the MC
case. First it should be noted, that the sixth mode still contains as much as 3.4 % of the
total energy. In Figure 4.9 (a) the coherent structure of the first mode is shown. Similar
as in the FC case (see Figure 4.8) the topology of Φ1 for MC is nearly congruent with
the corresponding time-averaged velocity field. We conclude from this, that this mode
represents the buoyancy induced large-scale circulation in longitudinal cell direction. The
coherent structure, which belongs to the 2nd mode shown in Figure 4.9 (b), indicates
elevated values where hot plumes are emitted from the bottom thermal boundary layer.
Moreover, the structure of this mode reflects the splitting of the plumes to the left or right
shortly after the emission of the plume from the thermal boundary layer. This separation
of the plume is also revealed in Figure 4.9 (c) where the topology of Φ5 is shown. But
in contrast to Φ2 the flow is divided into the left or right direction at Z ≈ 0.5×H. The
two coherent structures Φ3 and Φ4 are found to depict mainly the same topology as Φ2,
therefore they are not shown for the sake of brevity. Locally increased Φ6 values are found
in the region of falling plumes in Figure 4.9 (d). Thus we associate this mode to the
descending cold air in the centre region of the container. However, in contrast to the 2nd
mode, a clear location for plume emission cannot be detected. The reason for this might be
the interaction of the detaching wall jet at the ceiling of the container, which leads to an
emission of cold plumes in a wider region in the boundary layer at the ceiling.
4.3.4 Increasing buoyancy forces
In the previous subsection only the two flow cases Ar = 0 and Ar = 3.3 have been discussed.
In this subsection the influence of increasing buoyancy forces on the forced flow is determined








Figure 4.9: Topology of the coherent structures Φn, (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 5th mode
and (d) 6th mode obtained for Re = 1.01× 104 and Ar = 3.3. The legend in the
top applies to all plots.
inflow velocity for a constant temperature difference between top and bottom of the cell,
which leads to a variation of Ar by varying Re for fixed Ra. In order to study the growing
influence of buoyancy forces on the flow with rising Ar the normalised difference of the
w-component of the velocity are presented in Figure 4.10 (a) for MC and FC along the
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intersection line Z = 0.1 × H in the X = 0.5 × L plane. Thereby, the difference of the
w-component between MC and FC is normalised by the the mean inflow velocity. Thus,
∆w = wMC−wFCvin ≈ 0 indicates that the effect of buoyancy is negligible. The increase of ∆w
with increasing Ar indicates the growing modulation of the flow by the buoyancy forces.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: (a) w-component of the velocity for MC minus w-component of the velocity for
FC normalised with the mean inflow velocity for various Ar at X = 0.5× L and
Z = 0.1×H. (b) ∆wrms as function of Ar.











where N denotes the number of data points. The rms values are a measure for the difference
between MC and FC and in this respect reflect the relevance of buoyancy for the flow.
For the smallest Archimedes number, Ar = 0.3, rms values as low as
∆wrms (Ar = 0.3) = 0.017 are found, indicating that the influence of the buoyancy forces
on the flow field is negligible. For Ar = 0.6 and Ar = 0.9 the rms values are still less than
∆wrms = 0.03 but the impact of buoyancy is already growing. With rising Ar the rms
values increase up to ∆wrms (Ar = 3.3) = 0.14 due to the influence of buoyancy on the
w-component on the mean flow field. We further found that the sense of rotation of the flow
structures (see Section 4.3.2) alternates with rising Ar, see Figure 4.10(a). For Ar = 1.7 and
Ar = 3.3 the TC induces a downdraught in the observed measurement plane (X = 0.5×L).
For Ar = 3.3 this downdraught leads to four convection rolls whose axis are orientated in
the longitudinal cell direction. In these convection rolls, which were also detected in the
temperature profile of the outflowing air (Figure 4.6), fluid falls at X ≈ 0×L, X ≈ 0.5×L
as well as X ≈ 1×L and rises at X ≈ 0.25×L as well as X ≈ 0.75×L, see Figure 4.11 (b)
and Figure 4.10 (a). The spatial temperature distribution in the outflowing air, presented
in Figure 4.6, matches the above discussed orientation of the rolls for this Ar, since warmer
and colder regions are found in areas of rising warm and descending cold air, respectively.
For Ar = 2.2, on the other hand, an updraught in the observed measurement plane is
found, which reflects the change of sense of rotation. Thus, at Ar = 2.2 the convection
rolls induce updraughts in the vicinity of the sides as well as in the centre region of the
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convection cell and downdraughts at X ≈ 0.25×L as well as X ≈ 0.75×L, see Figure 4.11
(a) and Figure 4.10 (a). By extrapolating the results of the stereoscopic PIV data to the full
length of the cell, the two convection rolls in the measurement section confirm the existence
of these four convection rolls as well as their alternation, see Figure 4.11. The maximal
velocity magnitude in the x–z plane is {u,w}max = 0.23× vin and {u,w}max = 0.41× vin at
Ar = 2.2 and Ar = 3.3, respectively, clearly indicating the increasing importance of the





Figure 4.11: Sketch of the additional convection rolls superimposed with mean velocity vectors
in the x-y plane normalised with the corresponding mean inflow velocity. (a)
Re = 1.2× 104 and Ar = 2.2. (b) Re = 1.01× 104 and Ar = 3.3.
Tomographic PIV measurements of Kühn et al. [65] in the same apparatus showed that
these rolls are not oriented parallel to the shorter side of the cell, but rather reflect a
W-shape in the x–z plane.
4.3.5 Temperature measurements and enthalpy flux
The formation and the dynamics of the large-scale structures govern the heat transport
through the cell, reflected in the characteristic temperature distribution, which was observed
at the cell outlet, see Figure 4.6. In order to shine some light on the relationship between
large-scale flow structure and enthalpy flux, the normalised time-averaged temperature
difference between out- and inflowing air is presented for the investigated Ar in Figure
4.12 (a). While a clear dependence of its amplitude on Ar can be observed, the spatial
distribution of the normalised temperature difference with two maxima does not seem to
depend upon Ar. The time resolved plot of this temperature difference, as depicted in Figure
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4.6, shows that the distribution is also constant in time, at least on time scales of the order
of minutes or larger. It should be noted that the change of sense of rotation for Ar = 2.2
compared to Ar = 3.3 and the independent spatial temperature distribution indicate that
the structure of the large-scale circulations in the cell centre, i.e. at Y = 0.5 ×W , does
not necessarily determine the temperature distribution at the end of the outlet channel.
Otherwise the positions of the maxima in the temperature distribution would change their
position with the different positions of the rising hot air. This conflicting effect seems
to be a result of the fact that the flow is rather threedimensional, thus the flow field in
the layer close to the outlet, i.e. at Y ≈ 1×W , which determines the temperature profile
at the end of the outlet channel, might be different compared to the centre cross section,
i.e. Y = 0.5×W . The accordance of the temperature profile and the measured flow field for
Ar = 3.3 reflects, that for this Ar the four additional roll structures are rather stationary
in the cell. These additional buoyancy induced rolls are not aligned perfectly parallel, but
rather in a W -shape as observed in tomographic PIV measurements of Kühn et al. [65].
Nevertheless, areas in x-direction in which the fluid rises in Y ≈ 1 ×W seem to be the
same as in the centre cross section, i.e. at Y = 0.5 ×W . In contrast, for Ar = 2.2, the
mismatch of temperature and flow field indicates that the buoyancy induced secondary flow
generates roll structures with different areas of rising hot fluid in x-direction for different Y
cross sections. Thus, to relate the temperature distribution to the large-scale circulation a
consideration of the whole three-dimensional flow field would be necessary.
To investigate the dependence of the absolute temperature differences on Ar in more
detail the enthalpy flux, which develops since warmer fluid is leaving and colder fluid is
entering the cell, is analysed. Thereby, the enthalpy flux of the fluid (hB − hA, see Figure
4.12, b), which can be interpreted as the amount of convected heat leaving the cell per
time unit, is given by ∆Q∆t = cp · ρ · V̇ ·∆TV̇ , where cp denotes the specific heat capacity
at constant pressure, ρ the density, V̇ the volume flow rate and ∆TV̇ the temperature
difference between out- and inflowing air.
In Figure 4.12 (b) the contributions to the enthalpy balance of the cell are sketched,
where enthalpy fluxes are symbolised by the grey arrows (hA to hE). Here hA and hB denote
the enthalpy fluxes due to the inflowing and outflowing air, respectively, hC is the thermal
energy flux dissipating at the ceiling of the cell and hD is the thermal energy flux, induced
by the heating plate. Enthalpy fluxes through the sidewalls of the cell (hE) can either
point into or out of the cell, depending on the ambient conditions. Since double glazing
was used for the side walls with an air gap in-between and since the temperature of the
surrounding air is nearly equal to the mean fluid temperature in the cell, the gross enthalpy
fluxes through the side walls (hE) can be neglected. The flux hD of the heating plate must
equal zero in all FC cases, because the heating plate is switched off and thermally insulated
against the surrounding. For the MC cases a constant temperature difference between the
heating and the cooling plate of ∆THC = 21.2 K is realised. The ceiling of the cell is kept at
ambient temperature by a cooling plate. Since in the FC dominated cases the temperature





Figure 4.12: (a) Normalised temperature distribution of the outflowing air. (b) Sketch of the
enthalpy balance of the cell with the denoted enthalpy fluxes.
is negligible too. For Ar < 1, the flow is still dominated by FC. As a result the momentum
of the hot rising air originating from the bottom thermal boundary layer is much smaller
than the inertia forces, and the hot plumes are swallowed directly by the air flow leaving
the cell through the outlet at the bottom. Therefore, the dissipation of thermal energy
through the ceiling (hC) is considered to be still small in this case. For higher Ar buoyancy
effects become more important and more enthalpy is transported from the heated bottom
to the ceiling by thermal plumes. Thus, the enthalpy flux hC is expected to increase with
Ar. In order to minimise disturbances of the flow in the cell, which could be induced by the
temperature sensors, the temperature of the outflowing air has been measured at the end of
the outlet channel. In order to determine the temperatures at the outlet of the cell, we use
an empiric equation [4] to estimate the channel Nusselt number and to take into account
the heat loss of the outflowing air while passing the outflow channel. In Figure 4.13 (left
axis, squares) the temperature difference between outflowing and inflowing air averaged in
space and time ∆TV̇ is shown for different Ar. It is normalised with the mean temperature
difference between the heating and cooling plates (∆THC = 21.2 K). For Ar < 0.9 ∆TV̇ first
increases steeply with Ar but saturates very soon above Ar ≈ 1. The saturation of ∆TV̇
above that value indicates that the heat flux through the cell is governed by buoyancy forces
in this range of Ar, while inertia forces, if at all, play only a minor role. As a consequence
a change of Ar, and thus Re, will not alter ∆TV̇ in this range. This finding is in good
agreement with Figure 4.10 (b), which reveals a plateau-like behaviour of ∆wrms for Ar < 1
and a steep increase of ∆wrms for Ar > 1.
Results of the normalised enthalpy flux (∆Q∆t |Ar≈1 ≡ 1) are presented in Figure 4.13 (right
axis, circles). Above Ar ≈ 0.6 the enthalpy flux decreases with rising Ar since first ∆TV̇
saturates for high Ar, as discussed above, and second since the volume flow rate drops
down with increasing Ar. Below Ar ≈ 0.6 the enthalpy flux rises with increasing Ar, since
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Figure 4.13: Left axis, 2: Temperature difference between out- and inflowing air averaged
in space and time for different Ar, and normalised with the mean temperature
difference between heating and cooling plate. Right axis, •: Enthalpy flux averaged
in space and time for different Ar, normalised with the averaged enthalpy flux at
Ar ≈ 1.
the temperature difference grows, until the maximum is reached for Ar ≈ 0.6. The fact
that the temperature difference decreases with rising Re, i.e. with decreasing Ar, below
Ar ≈ 0.6 can be understood as follows: On the one hand the enthalpy flux between heating
plate and fluid, hD, grows with increasing fluid velocity, and thus with decreasing Ar. On
the other hand, since lower Ar are generated by rising Re, this is accompanied by a higher
entrainment of fluid from the cell centre by the wall jet. According to the velocity line scans
in Figure 4.3 (a) and Figure 4.5 (a), entrainment occurs mainly close to the cooling plate.
This results in a higher heat transfer hC between cell core and cooling plate. However,
due to the higher shear at the cooling plate as compared to the heating plate the latter of
the two processes dominates and as a result the normalised enthalpy flux decreases with
decreasing Ar in this range.
Two important observations have been made with these temperature measurements:
The first is the existence of an upper boundary for ∆TV̇ . The temperature difference first
increases with increasing Ar, then approaches a constant value of ∆TV̇ ≈ 4.6 K for Ar > 0.9.
The second is the existence of a maximum in the enthalpy flux of the fluid at Ar ≈ 0.6. As
a consequence there are certain flow conditions which maximise the enthalpy flux of the
flow through the cell.
4.4 Conclusion
FC and MC has been investigated under controlled conditions in a rectangular convection
cell with air as working fluid (Pr ≈ 0.72). Two flow cases have been studied in detail:
Pure FC for Re = 1.07 × 104 and Ra = 0 (Ar = 0) and MC for Re = 1.01 × 104 and
Ra = 2.4×108 (Ar = 3.3). For all cases 2C-2D and 3C-2D PIV has been conducted in order
to study the flow in three cross sectional and one longitudinal measurement plane. The
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resulting velocity fields and the resolved velocity fluctuations reveal a strong dependence on
the ratio of inertia and buoyancy forces. For pure FC the air flow in the cell is governed by
a nearly two-dimensional solid body like rotation with separation regions in the cell corners.
Upon the onset of TC, i.e. for Ar = 3.3 a collapse of the 2D mean wind was observed, as
well as a formation of four convection rolls, which interact with the wall jet generated by
the inflowing air. A POD of the instantaneous velocity fields confirms the existence of
these large-scale coherent structures. Moreover, the POD results show that the onset of a
buoyancy induced secondary flow leads to a decrease of the first mode energy as well as an
increased number of modes containing more than 1 % of the total energy. The observed flow
structures are also visible in the temperature series measured in the air outlet. Thereby,
these temperature distributions with two maxima over the length of the outlet are constant
in time and space. A further result of the temperature measurements is the existence of
an upper boundary for the temperature difference between out- and inflowing air. The
temperature difference first increases with increasing Ar and then approaches a constant
value for Ar > 0.9. This saturation indicates that the heat flux through the cell is governed
by buoyancy forces in this range of Ar, while inertia forces, if at all, play only a minor role.
As a consequence a change of Ar, and thus Re, will not alter the temperature difference in
this range. This finding is in good agreement with the observed plateau-like behaviour of
rms-values of the w-component for Ar < 1 and its steep increase for Ar > 1. Finally, as a
result of the upper boundary for the temperature difference between out- and inflowing air
and the decreasing Re for increasing Ar, a maximum in the enthalpy flux of the fluid is
found at Ar ≈ 0.6.
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Abstract
We report on measurements of temperature oscillations observed in turbulent mixed
convection in a rectangular enclosure. They are correlated to fluctuations and spontaneous
reorientations of the large-scale circulations in the flow. Stable temperature configurations,
periodic reconfigurations as well as spontaneous reversals and reorientations were detected.
We ascribe the observed dynamics of the large-scale flow to the interaction between
the superimposed shear forces of the forced convective flow and the buoyancy driven
flow. Comparison with smoke visualisations allowed to assign the observed temperature
distributions to a certain number and configuration of convection rolls. A frequency analysis
of the oscillations as a function of the characteristic numbers is conducted revealing a
sophisticated dependency of the dynamics of the large-scale flow on Ar, Re or Ra.
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5.1 Introduction
Mixed convection (MC) denotes a flow in which forced convection, caused by inertia forces,
and thermal convection, initiated by buoyancy forces, are of the same order of magnitude.
In MC, the Archimedes number Ar = Ra × Re−2 × Pr−1 serves as a measure for the
ratio between thermal and inertia forces. Here, Ra denotes the Rayleigh number with the
height of the cell H and the temperature difference ∆T between bottom and ceiling as
characteristic length and temperature difference, respectively. For the Reynolds number
Re, the mean inflow velocity u and again the height of the cell serve as characteristic values
while the Prandtl number Pr merely depends on the fluid material properties.
Previous investigations of the flow in the rectangular convection cell addressed structure
formation, heat transport and low-frequency oscillations [66,105,140]. Thereby, temperature
oscillations in the out-flowing air, the arrangement of large-scale circulations (LSCs) and
oscillations of time development coefficients of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition modes of
the velocity fields were analysed. The details of the underlying dynamics of the LSCs, which
govern these effects, however, are still open issues. In pure Rayleigh-Bénard convection
(RBC) in a similar rectangular cell with aspect ratio five, the arrangement and the dynamics
of the LSCs [106] were studied for 107 < Ra < 1010 by means of Large Eddy Simulations
(LES). In their study they observed two, three and four roll configurations. Dynamical effects
like cessations or spontaneous reorientations of the LSC are well known from turbulent
RBC in cylindrical geometries [20]. Thereby, the aspect ratio strongly affects the azimuthal
motion, reorientation, cessation and reversals of the LSC [148]. Besides the detailed studies
on the dynamics of the LSCs in pure RBC, little is known about the effects in systems for
which thermally induced LSCs are interacting with externally driven shear flows.
5.2 Experimental setup and measurement techniques
All investigations presented below were conducted in a rectangular convection cell with
a length of L = 2500 mm and aspect ratios of Γxz = L/H = 5 and Γyz = W/H = 1, see
Fig. 5.1. In order to accomplish nearly isothermal boundary conditions the heating device
at the bottom consists of five separated sub-plates, each of them being actively heated via
a temperature controlled water circuit. The ceiling is passively cooled close to ambient
temperature via an air-air heat exchanger.
This configuration provides isothermal boundary conditions at the bottom and ceiling
with maximal spatial temperature deviations smaller than ±0.3 K. All side walls consist
of double glazing polycarbonate plates with a 5 mm air gap and an additional 100 mm
polystyrene insulation, in order to minimise heat losses through the side walls. The air
inflow is supplied through a slot below the ceiling, while exhausting is provided by another
slot above the floor. Both vents extend over the whole length of the cell. The working
fluid is air at ambient pressure (Pr = 0.71). The measurements were conducted using
twelve PT-100 temperature sensors placed within the cell and another 86 PT-100 sensors
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the convection cell. The bottom of the cell is heatable (red) while the
ceiling is kept at ambient temperature (blue). Inflow (blue arrows) and outflow (red
arrows) channel are located at the same side and span the whole length of the cell.
Black dots mark the positions of the PT-100 sensors within the cell.
for control reasons, e.g. in the cooling plate or the heating plate. Furthermore, the inflow
velocity was monitored by controlling and measuring the volume flow rate during the
experiment.
5.3 Results
We studied mixed convection in a range of 0.5 < Ar < 6.9 under variation of ∆T and u.
It should be noted, that the heating system of the cell was running the whole time and
that prior to each measurement the flow was allowed to stabilise for at least one hour after
stable Re and Ra were reached.
Figure 5.2 presents the result of a “stair-measurement” in which the inflow velocity was
abruptly decreased in constant steps of 2.7 cm · s−1 every hour starting with 34.7 cm · s−1.
This resulted in a stepwise change of Re in the range 1.1× 104 > Re > 0.7× 104 while Ra
was kept constant at Ra ∼= 1.1 × 108. Consequently, Ar was increased in turn stepwise
from Ar ∼= 1.3 to Ar ∼= 3.1 at the same time.
The resulting time series of the characteristic numbers are depicted in Fig. 5.2 (a),
while Fig. 5.2 (b) shows the temperature time series of three selected sensors at X/L =
0.25 (P1), 0.50 (P2) and 0.75 (P3) at the same Y/W = 0.25 and Z/H = 0.20. At the
beginning of the measurement, i.e. for the highest Re, we found a stable configuration
with warm air in the middle (P2) and cold air at one and three quarters of the cell (P1
and P3). This points to an arrangement of four convection rolls in the cell with warm air
rising in the centre and at the sides as well as cold air falling in between. These convection
rolls are superimposed on the forced mean flow, which leads to a non-uniform temperature
distribution in a layer parallel to the bottom plate (not shown here for the sake of brevity).
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Figure 5.2: “Stair-measurement”. (a) Time series of Re (red), Ra (green) and Ar (blue). (b)
Temperature time series at P1 (red), P2 (green) and P3 (blue), see Fig. 5.1.
Warm air rises in the rear part of the cell whereas cold air descents close to the front wall.
After approximately half an hour the temperatures start to oscillate with a frequency of
f ∼= 1.2× 10−3 Hz. Barely visible is that the frequency is slightly influenced by the change
of Ar from Ar ∼= 1.3 to Ar ∼= 1.5 and Ar ∼= 1.7. An interesting point of this oscillation is
that the centre (P2) region is the warmest for a few minutes, then suddenly cools down and
meanwhile first at P3 and shortly afterwards at P1 the temperature increases strongly. The
configuration with the cold air in the centre and warmest regions at one and three-quarters
of the cell point to an inverted configuration to the firstly observed stable one.
Upon the further increase of Ar the oscillations suddenly disappear at Ar ∼= 2.1 until
they start again after half an hour at the same Ar and finally stop completely upon the
next increase to Ar ∼= 2.6. At this Ar, the temperature field reflects warm air at P3,
cold air at P1 and an intermediate temperature at P2. This temperature configuration
points to the alignment of three large-scale convection rolls with rising warm air at X ≈ 0
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and 0.66× L and falling cold air at X ≈ 0.33 and 1× L. Combined smoke visualisations
confirmed the existence of such a three-roll-configuration. After increasing Ar to the
highest investigated value of Ar ∼= 3.1 another reorientation occurs, which we interpret as a
short-circuit flow condition. The sudden increase of the mean cell temperature as well as a
negative temperature gradient in y-direction indicate this. Inertia forces are now so small
that the incoming air jet is not able to follow the ceiling, but descends directly towards the
air outlet. Additionally, after approximately 30 minutes this state undergoes a spontaneous
flow reversal as indicated by the temperature signals at P1, P2 and P3.
In this experiment the stepwise decrease of the inflow velocity, rather than a continuous
one has been chosen mainly by experimental circumstances. Nevertheless, the changes in
the topology result rather from a natural transition than the abrupt change of Re, because
the same topologies were detected in long time measurements with constant characteristic
numbers as well. Furthermore, the step size was just of the order of 10% and additionally,
we performed a measurement with the same mean gradient, but a by a factor of five smaller
step size. Again, periodic oscillations were found over a wide characteristic number range
framed from some steady states.
Besides the “stair-measurement”, other measurements were conducted under steady inflow
and thermal boundary conditions. Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) show detailed views of temperature
time series at two different Ar at constant Ra ∼= 1.1× 108. Again, three different dynamics
are found. A stable temperature distribution (not shown here for the sake of brevity), a
stable three roll configuration (3R) with a suddenly occurring change to four (4R), three
counter rotating (3Rc), four counter rotating (4Rc) and back to the original three rolls
(Fig. 5.3, a) as well as periodic oscillations (Fig. 5.3, b) are observed. An interesting
fact is that the transition of the large-scale flow configuration seems to be the same for
the spontaneously occurring (Fig. 5.3, a) case and the periodic (Fig. 5.3, b) one. The
temperature decreases at P3 and simultaneously increases at P1. After approximately 200 s
the temperature decreases at P1 to its initial value, while it rises at P2 and stays constantly
low at P3. Approximately 200− 400 s later all temperatures return to their initial values.
We think, that the underlying motion of the large-scale circulation is a shift of the roll
configuration in the longitudinal cell direction (x). Resulting in a change of the number
and the rotation direction of the large-scale convection rolls from three rolls (3R) to four
rolls (4R) to three counter rotating rolls (3Rc) to four counter rotation rolls (4Rc) and back
to the initial three roll configuration (3R) (see Fig. 5.3, a and b).
Temperature time series were analysed using fast Fourier transform and a peak detection
algorithm in order to determine the characteristic frequency. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the
dependency of the found oscillation frequencies as a function of Re and Ar. The lines
indicate constant Ra. All marks depict a measured parameter combination. Crosses mark
cases for which stable temperatures were found. Circles indicate cases with oscillations of the
temperatures, thereby the colour of the circles is scaled by the value of the main frequency.
So far, we did not find a simple dependency of the flow state on the characteristic numbers,
which describes whether oscillations will occur, neither on Ar, Re, Ra nor the Grashof
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Figure 5.3: Temperature time series, P1 (red), P2 (green) and P3 (blue). One hour detail views
(beginning at the measurement time of 10 h) at Ra ∼= 1.1× 108 (a) Re ∼= 0.8× 104
(Ar ∼= 2.3) and (b) Re ∼= 0.9× 104 (Ar ∼= 1.9). (c) Full 22 hours temperature series
at Re ∼= 1.4× 104, Ra ∼= 2.0× 108 and Ar ∼= 1.6.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Observed frequencies in the temperature time series in the (Ar, Re) parameter
space, lines indicate constant Ra: Crosses mark cases with no periodic oscillations,
while the colour of the circles is scaled with the value of the main frequency. (b)
Main frequency as a function of Re with Ra colour coded. Squares: no oscillations,
circles: oscillations were detected.
number Gr (which is proportional to Ra). Nevertheless, some statements restricting the
degree of freedom of the occurrence of oscillations can be made. First, the smaller Re and
the smaller Ra the higher is the possibility for the occurrence of oscillations. Second, for a
given (and not too high) Ra, oscillations occur only in an intermediate regime of Ar (Re),
neither at too high nor at too low values. Third, with increasing Ra oscillations occur at
higher Re (Ar) and have higher frequencies (see Fig. 5.4, b).
Furthermore, we found some very low frequencies, e.g. f ∼= 2.0×10−5 Hz at Ra ∼= 2.0×108,
Re ∼= 1.4×104 and Ar ∼= 1.6, meaning that there were just two complete oscillations during
a measurement time of almost 22 h, see Fig. 5.3 (c). As opposed to the dynamics observed
in Fig. 5.3 (a) and (b) complete reversals of the rotation direction as well as a change of
the number of convection rolls occurred for this parameter configuration.
Sergent and Le Quéré [106] found in Rayleigh-Bénard convection the existence of two,
three or four convection rolls as a function of time as well as reversals of their rotation
directions, but no fast oscillations as depicted in Fig. 5.3 (b). We ascribe the occurrence
of the oscillations to the interaction between the superimposed shear forces of the forced
convective flow to the buoyancy driven flow.
Ongoing measurements with more sensors revealed for Ra ∼= 2 × 108 (1.3 < Ar < 2.3
and 1.1× 104 < Re < 1.5× 104) that the oscillations are a continuous sequence with four,
three, four counter rotating and three counter rotating convection rolls within the cell.
5.4 Conclusion
Temperature oscillations, which we observed during experiments in turbulent mixed con-
vection in a rectangular enclosure, were analysed. These temperature fluctuations are
ascribed to oscillations and spontaneous reorientations of the large-scale circulations in
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the flow. Stable temperature configurations, periodic oscillations as well as spontaneous
reversals and reorientations were detected. So far, we could not find a simple dependency
on the characteristic numbers (Ar, Re and Ra) which describes whether oscillations will
occur. But we can state the following: The smaller Re and the smaller Ra the higher is the
possibility for the occurrence of oscillations. Furthermore, with increasing Ra, oscillations
occur at higher Re (Ar) and have higher frequencies. Due to the fact that the occurrence
of the oscillations and the spontaneous reorientations of the large-scale flow depend on both
Re and Ra, we ascribe them to the interaction between the superimposed shear forces of
the forced convective flow to the buoyancy driven flow.
Measurements with more sensors as well as combined temperature and velocity mea-
surements are currently performed and are expected to shed more light on the observed
processes.
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Abstract
Fluid temperature time series are recorded in turbulent mixed convection at specific locations
inside a cuboidal convection cell. They reveal instabilities of the large-scale flow structures,
which organise the heat transport in an intermediate range of Archimedes numbers, where
buoyancy and inertia forces are of similar strength. The instabilities lead to periodic
or spontaneous transitions between three and four convection rolls. Further, for either
high Rayleigh or Reynolds numbers, for which the flow is either governed by buoyancy
or by inertia forces, respectively, stable large-scale circulations (LSCs) develop. In the
intermediate Ra–Re number regime, we ascribe the complex dynamics, visible as oscillation
in the temperature time series, to the interaction of the pressure-driven wall jet at the ceiling
with the buoyancy-driven LSCs. The maximal main oscillation frequency is about one order
of magnitude smaller than the turnover frequencies of either the wall jet-induced circulation
rolls or thermally induced LSCs. It is further shown that the periodic reconfigurations of
the LSCs can be controlled by adjusting the inflow velocity, that is, the Reynolds number,
to generate stable LSCs.
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6.1 Introduction
Mixed convection (MC) denoting the combination of the pressure-driven forced convection
(FC) and buoyancy-driven thermal convection (TC) occurs abundantly in nature and in
many technical applications. In these flows, the Archimedes number Ar = Ra×Re−2×Pr−1
expresses the ratio between buoyancy and inertia forces with Ra, Re and Pr denoting the
Rayleigh, Reynolds and Prandtl number, respectively.
Of great economic and ecologic relevance are dynamics and size of the LSCs in MC which
organise the heat transport for example in heat exchangers, rooms or more specifically in
cabins of aircraft, trains and other vehicles. In the latter passengers and electrical devices
induce TC and the air flow of the air-conditioning system superimposes FC. Studies in this
field have been conducted in generic enclosures [17], full-scale aircraft cabin mock-ups [64]
and flight tests [13]. The analysis of the dynamics of the LSCs in realistic cabin environments
is hampered by the geometric complexity. It is well known that the heat transport in these
environments is closely related to the large- and small-scale turbulent flow structure. This
interaction is also important for development of energy efficient ventilation systems [13, 15].
Since ventilation in aircraft cabins is to a very high degree driven by TC [13, 15], the
dynamics and spatial distribution of the LSCs in TC have recently gained importance also
from a technological point of view. In this respect, fundamental studies of pure TC, that is,
Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC), reveal that the arrangement of the LSCs governs the
local heat transport [107,132,138,149]. The development and orientation of LSCs generated
in TC in a cuboidal Rayleigh-Bénard cell with aspect ratio five were investigated by large
eddy simulations (LES) [81,106] and direct numerical simulations (DNS) [60]. The analysis
of the LES data revealed two, three and four roll configurations as well as spontaneous
transitions.
Furthermore, Ishihara et al. [58] determined the spatial temperature distribution in
their TC experiments in a rectangular enclosure. Depending on Ra and the depth of
their cuboidal sample, they obtained the following three different flow states: A steady
quasi-two-dimensional flow, a steady three-dimensional flow and an unsteady flow state.
Dynamic effects like rotations, cessations, spontaneous reorientations and even torsional
oscillations as well as a “sloshing mode” of the LSCs are well known from turbulent RBC
in cylindrical geometries [20, 24, 25, 73, 150]. Sreenivasan et al. [118] proposed that the
reversals are triggered by an imbalance of buoyant and frictional forces, with inertia playing
a secondary role. Furthermore, they suggested that the reversals are a result of various
boundary layer instabilities like jets and plumes. Fontenele Araujo et al. [39] analysed the
wind reversals in turbulent RBC and developed a numerical model to describe the regimes
of uniform circulations as well as chaotic and periodic reversals in the Ra×Pr phase space.
Several physical pictures and models based on different simplifying assumptions are
developed for these numerous dynamic processes in pure RBC [21,22,39,89,118]. These
pictures help to understand the process of a reversal, whereas the different models reproduce
the most important dynamical processes. For example, Brown and Ahlers [21, 22] based
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their model on two ordinary differential equations, one for the strength and one for the
azimuthal orientation of the LSC. The dynamics of the model is a result of the addition of
statistical forces. These forces can be interpreted as the action of the turbulent fluctuations
that exist throughout the system.
The results of the above discussed studies which address the formation and the dynamics
of LSC in pure TC are transferable to MC for very high Ar only. Further, little is known
about the organisation and stability of the LSCs in MC. Nevertheless, it seemed worthwhile
to review the TC studies, to see which ideas or concepts might be adoptable to MC.
A series of studies, which address a few of the above mentioned issues, has been performed
recently in a rather generic configuration by means of DNS and experiments [5, 62, 109].
However, the investigations have been performed either under isothermal conditions or on
time scales too short to study the low frequent behaviour of the large-scale structures. Also
previous investigations of the flow in the cuboidal sample addressed below, focus on the
structure formation, heat transport and low-frequency oscillations [66,67,104,105,140]. Their
temperature measurements revealed oscillations in the outflowing air, and the arrangement
of LSCs as well as oscillations of time development coefficients of Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) of the velocity fields were analysed. Furthermore, plume length and
plume spacing were studied in pure TC in our cuboidal cavity [83]. Though, their work did
not focus on the dynamics of the LSCs in detail. To fill this gap, the following questions
will be addressed below:
1. How do the LSCs arrange in a cuboidal convection cell of aspect ratio five as a function
of the characteristic numbers?
2. How can the stability as well as the dynamics of the LSCs be characterised and how
does the dynamics scale with the characteristic numbers?
Finally, we give some possible explanations concerning the question how the stability
and the dynamic process of the LSCs can be modelled with reference to the characteristic
numbers.
The paper is outlined as follows: Section 6.2 describes the experimental setup. In section
6.3, the experimental results of the temperature measurements are presented and discussed.
The compulsive conclusion is given in the last section.
6.2 Experimental setup and procedure
MC is studied in a rectangular convection cell of length L = 2,500 mm with the aspect
ratios Γxz = LH = 5 and Γyz =
W
H = 1, where H denotes the height and W the width of
the container. A sketch of the cell is shown in Figure 6.1. In order to accomplish nearly
isothermal boundary conditions, the heating device at the bottom consists of five separate
sub-plates, each of them being actively heated via a temperature- controlled water circuit.
The ceiling is passively cooled close to ambient temperature by an air–air heat exchanger.
The side panels are a double-wall system of polycarbonate plates, which guarantee good
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optical access as well as minimal heat loss. The heat losses are further reduced with an
additional layer of 100 mm polystyrene insulation installed for the temperature measure-
ments, for which no optical access was necessary. By operating the heating plates, a vertical
temperature gradient is generated to induce TC. Furthermore, the cell is equipped with an
air inlet at the top and an air outlet at the bottom. The heights of the inlet and the outlet
channels amount to 25 mm and 15 mm, respectively. Both are located on the same side
wall and extend over the full length of the container. This configuration allows to generate
a flow between the in- and outlet driven by the applied pressure gradient. A more detailed
description of the convection cell can be found in [105].
Figure 6.1: Sketch of the convection cell. The bottom plate of the cell is heated (red), while
the ceiling is kept at ambient temperature (blue). The in- and outflow channels are
located at the same side wall and span the whole length of the cell. Dots mark the
positions of the Pt100 sensors in the layer Z/H = 0.2 within the cell. More Pt100
sensors are placed in the layer Z/H = 0.8, but are not shown for the sake of clarity.
Temperature measurements were performed with 35 Pt100 (1/3 DIN B) temperature
sensors placed within the cell and 86 more Pt100 sensors installed in the cooling and heating
plates as well as in the in- and outlet. The sample rate amounted to f ≈ 1/9 Hz.
The temperature distributions in the cooling and the heating plates were measured with
25 sensors each. They revealed spatial temperature deviations of ∆Tc,std = 0.6% and
∆Th,std = 1.1%. Here, the suffix h denotes the heating and c the cooling device, while the
index std labels the standard deviation. All temperature deviations are normalised with the
temperature difference of the heating and the cooling plates, averaged in space and time
over all measurement series, that is, ∆T = 17.18 ± 0.34 K. The 2D spatial temperature
distributions of the cooling and the heating plates are depicted in Figure 6.2 (a) and (b),
respectively. They reveal the time-averaged temperatures of the 25 sensors, whose positions
are marked as black dots. It is observed that the respective maximal lateral temperature
differences on the cooling and the heating plates are smaller than ±0.35 K.
The temperature of the incoming air is measured with three sensors. The obtained
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Figure 6.2: 2D time-averaged temperature distributions in the cooling plate (a) and the heating
plate (b) at mean temperatures of 〈Tc〉 = 21.6 ℃ and 〈Th〉 = 39.0 ℃. Temperatures
are measured at the positions which are marked as black dots.
standard deviation with respect to the mean temperature values averaged in space and time
is ∆Tin,std = 0.7%. To determine the temperature deviations of the leaving air, nine sensors
are installed equidistantly over the full length at the end of the outlet channel. More Pt100
temperature sensors are used within the cell to analyse of the fluid temperatures. These
35 sensors are mainly located at a height of Z/H = 0.20 to provide an adequate spatial
resolution within this layer. Another six sensors are installed at Z/H = 0.80 and another
three at various Z positions. Table 6.1 summarises the positions of all sensors within the
convection cell.
In the following, we will mainly concentrate on the signals of three temperature probes
located at Z/H = 0.2, Y/W = 0.25 as well as P1 : X/L = 0.25, P2 : X/L = 0.50 and
P3 : X/L = 0.75 (P1 red, P2 green and P3 blue), see also Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1.
To determine the Prandtl number Pr = νκ , Reynolds number Re =
U ·H
ν , Rayleigh number
Ra = g·β·∆T ·H
3
ν·κ and Archimedes number Ar =
Ra
Pr·Re2 , the fluid’s kinematic viscosity (ν),
thermal diffusivity (κ) and isobaric thermal expansion coefficient (β) are assumed to be
a function of temperature only. Assuming a constant static pressure of p = 1 bar is an
acceptable assumption, since the ambient pressure varied between 950 and 1,050 hPa during
the measurement campaign, which results in changes for properties ν, κ and β of less
than 3%. For completeness, it should be mentioned that g stands for the gravitational
acceleration and H, U as well as ∆T for the height of the cell, the mean inflow velocity
and the temperature difference between bottom and ceiling of the cell, respectively.
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Table 6.1: Temperature sensor positions within the convection cell for the analysis of the fluid
temperatures.
X/L Y/W Z/H X/L Y/W Z/H X/L Y/W Z/H
1/16 1/4 1/5 1/8 1/4 1/5 1/8 3/4 1/5
3/16 1/4 1/5 1/4 1/4 1/5 1/4 3/4 1/5
1/2 1/4 1/5 1/2 3/4 1/5 9/16 1/4 1/5
9/16 3/4 1/5 19/32 3/8 1/5 19/32 5/8 1/5
5/8 1/4 1/5 5/8 3/4 1/5 21/32 3/8 1/5
21/32 5/8 1/5 11/16 1/4 1/5 11/16 3/4 1/5
3/4 1/4 1/5 3/4 3/4 1/5 13/16 1/4 1/5
13/16 3/4 1/5 7/8 1/4 1/5 7/8 3/4 1/5
15/16 1/4 1/5 15/16 3/4 1/5
1/4 1/4 4/5 1/4 3/4 4/5 1/2 1/4 4/5
1/2 3/4 4/5 3/4 1/4 4/5 3/4 3/4 4/5
5/8 1/2 1/50 5/8 1/2 1/2 5/8 1/2 49/50
Table 6.2: Three selected temperature sensor positions, see also Figure 6.1.
Name Colour X/L Y/W Z/H
P1 red 0.25 0.25 0.20
P2 green 0.50 0.25 0.20
P3 blue 0.75 0.25 0.20
The fluid properties are calculated using the mean fluid temperature < Tfluid >, which is
determined by averaging the recorded temperatures of twelve symmetrically arranged sensors
in the fluid. Second-order polynomials (6.1) based on data of the “VDI-Wärmeatlas” [134]
are used to take into account the effect of the mean temperature on the fluid properties:
{ν, κ, β} = a{ν,κ,β}· < Tfluid >2 +b{ν,κ,β}· < Tfluid > +c{ν,κ,β}. (6.1)
For each fit, eleven data points are used in the range 0 ℃≤< Tfluid >≤ 100 ℃ in steps of
∆ < Tfluid >= 10 K.
During all measurements, the temperatures of the cooling and heating plates and the
inflow velocity are monitored. Thus, the time variations of characteristic numbers are
considered.
To give an example, the time series of the characteristic numbers obtained for Ar = 2.7
(shown in Figure 6.3) demonstrates that, after a settling time of approx. 4 h, all characteristic
numbers fluctuate around a constant mean value.
Smoke visualisations are performed using two continuous wave lasers with a wavelength
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Figure 6.3: Representative time series of the characteristic numbers: Ar (blue), Ra (green) and
Re (red).
λ = 532 nm and a nominal output power P = 200 mW. Both lasers are equipped with light
sheet optics consisting of a convex and a concave spherical lens as well as a cylindrical
one. The light sheets are coupled into the convection cell through both end faces in order
to provide a homogeneous illumination over the whole cell length. The smoke is injected
into the suction opening of the fan, which is used to apply the external pressure gradient
between the in- and outlet of the cell.
Images are recorded using a PCO.4000 camera equipped with 21-mm Zeiss lenses in the
single shutter mode at approximately 6 frames per second. To achieve a better contrast
in the recorded images, a local normalisation of the intensity values is applied. This
technique is comparable to the high dynamic range (HDR) technique, well known from
image manipulation software (see e.g. [45]), and results in images with fewer bright or dark
saturated regions.
6.3 Results and discussion
This section is outlined as follows: first, we will present temperature time series during a
variation of Re and Ar, which show static and dynamic LSCs. Second, we will discuss smoke
visualisations together with corresponding temperature profiles. Third, we will analyse
three systematically different temperature time series recorded at sensor positions which
give an impression of the considered periodic oscillations. Based on these temperature time
series, we will draw conclusions regarding the structure of the LSCs within the cell. Finally,
we will perform a frequency analysis and try to picture the dynamics of the LSCs with a
mechanical model.
To make sure that the flow reached its equilibrium for each parameter combination, the
following measurements are conducted in phases for which the characteristic numbers are
maintained, that is, after long enough settling times, if not otherwise stated (see “staircase
measurement”). In specific, we allowed at least a few hours of the total measurement time of
more than 18 h for the flow to settle before we started averaging or comparing the different
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states. For many parameter combinations, we repeated the measurement at different days
and found that the results are reproducible.
Table 6.3 summarises the investigated parameter range of Ar and Re together with
the obtained mean temperatures for a constant Ra = 2.0 × 108, exemplarily. The mean
fluid temperature increases with Ar because the Reynolds number decreases. The latter
reflects that less cold air enters the cell, while the temperature difference ∆T remains nearly
constant. More measurements were conducted in the range of 0.8× 108 ≤ Ra ≤ 3.6× 108.
Table 6.3: Investigated parameter range at constant Ra ≈ 2.0×108. The mean fluid temperature
< Tfluid > was calculated as mean value of twelve symmetrically arranged sensors
within the cell (in the layers X/L ∈ {0.25, 0.50, 0.75}, Y/W ∈ {0.25, 0.75} and
Z/H ∈ {0.20, 0.80}).
Uin [m/s] ∆T [K] Re [×104] Ar [1] < Tfluid > [℃] < Tin > [℃]
0.51 17.4 1.63 1.11 23.8 18.7
0.48 17.1 1.52 1.24 24.4 19.0
0.45 17.1 1.45 1.37 24.4 18.6
0.43 17.1 1.34 1.59 24.6 18.7
0.43 17.2 1.35 1.57 24.5 18.7
0.40 17.3 1.28 1.76 24.4 18.4
0.37 17.3 1.19 2.03 24.6 18.3
0.35 17.2 1.10 2.35 24.8 18.2
0.33 17.1 1.06 2.53 25.0 18.1
0.32 16.6 1.01 2.68 25.5 18.1
6.3.1 Multiple LSCs during variation of Re and Ar
To demonstrate the transition paths between the possible multiple static and dynamic
LSCs, we conducted a “staircase measurement”. Thereby, the inflow velocity was lowered
every hour by a value of ∆U ≈ 2.7× 10−2 ms−1 while maintaining ∆T . This results in a
time development of the characteristic numbers as presented in Figure 6.4 (a): while Ra is
kept constant, Re decreases and thus Ar increases stepwise.
It should be noted explicitly that we do not expect to see the “final” states of the flow
for each parameter combination, because a settling time of 1 hour is too short for the flow
to relax. We rather want to demonstrate the transition between the different LSCs as a
result of the variation of Re and Ar. Measurements at constant parameter combinations
and much longer time periods and, thus, settling times are discussed hereafter.
The temperature time series at P1, P2 and P3 obtained during the “staircase measurement”
are shown in Figure 6.4 (b). They reveal many different phases with steady LSCs, for
example, for 0 . t . 1.5 × 103 s and 15 × 103 s . t . 18 × 103 s, spontaneous occurring
reconfigurations of the LSCs, for example, at t ≈ 1.5× 103 s and t ≈ 19.5× 103 s as well
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Figure 6.4: (a) Time series of the characteristic numbers: Ar (blue), Ra (green) and Re (red).
(b) Corresponding temperature time series at three selected sensor positions: P1
(red) , P2 (green) and P3 (blue), see Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1.
as LSCs with periodic oscillations for 3 × 103 s . t . 11 × 103 s. The existence of these
multiple static and dynamic cases is the motivation for the following discussions.
6.3.2 Temperature profiles and smoke visualisations
In this subsection, we want to try to answer the question how the temperature signals
correlate with the LSC configurations. We used smoke to visualise the LSCs in time intervals
of nearly constant temperature signals, during which the additional polystyrene insulation
of the convection cell was partly removed. Consequently, the thermal boundary conditions
slightly deviate from those measurements conducted with the complete insulation for the
same characteristic numbers. The aim of these visualisations is to link the events in the
recorded temperature time series to changes in the structure of the LSCs. We discuss two
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examples of stable temperature distributions, that is, a four roll configuration with cold
air descending in the centre (see Figure 6.5) and a three roll configuration with cold air
descending at the right side wall (see Figure 6.6). Both figures include (a) the temperature
time series at P1, P2 and P3, (b) snapshots of the corresponding smoke visualisations and
(c) sketches of the LSCs.
















Figure 6.5: (a) Temperature time series at three selected sensor positions: P1 (red), P2 (green)
and P3 (blue), see Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1, obtained for Ar = 1.6, Ra = 1.6× 108
and Re = 1.2 × 104. (b) Smoke visualisations corresponding to this temperature
distribution, bullets mark the positions of P1, P2 and P3. A supplemental movie 1
of the smoke visualisation is available online [97]. (c) Sketch of the LSCs showing
four convection rolls.
The smoke images are taken, while smoke is injected homogeneously in the inflowing air.
Thus, regions that appear bright are regions where the air descends, whereas darker regions
with little smoke reflect zones of rising air. Totally, black areas are regions without smoke,
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Figure 6.6: (a) Temperature time series at three selected sensor positions: P1 (red), P2 (green)
and P3 (blue), see Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1, obtained for Ar = 2.5, Ra = 1.1× 108
and Re = 0.8 × 104. (b) Smoke visualisations corresponding to this temperature
distribution, bullets mark the positions of P1, P2 and P3. A supplemental movie 2
of the smoke visualisation is available online [97]. (c) Sketch of the LSCs showing
three convection rolls.
for example, the centres of the convection rolls. The number of the rolls and the rotation
direction of the LSCs are better visible in the supplemental movies available online [97].
Interpreting the smoke visualisations and taking into account geometric aspects of the
experiments allows to ascribe warm regions to rising fluid and vice versa cold regions
to downwelling fluid. The reason for this is that the heating plate is located just below
the measurement plane (selected temperature sensors in X-Y plane at constant Z/H =
0.2). Thus, warm fluid originates from lower regions and is driven upwards by buoyancy.
Additionally, considering the smoke visualisations allows to assign the flow structure, that
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is, the number and orientation of the LSCs to certain temperature distributions. The four
rolls, visualised in Figure 6.5, are a result of cold air descending next to both side walls
and in the centre region, while warm air rises at one and three-quarters of the cell length.
Thus, the temperature at P2 (and close to both side walls) is lower compared to that at
P1 and P3, where the warm air rises. In the three roll case, shown in Figure 6.6, P3 is
closest to a region of rising warm fluid, and thus, P3 has the highest temperature. P1 is
located close to a region of descending cold air, and therefore the temperature is the lowest
there. The temperature level measured at P2 is located in between. This demonstrates that
the measured mean temperature levels (Figure 6.5,a and Figure 6.6, a) reflect the vertical
momentum transport in the LSC (Figure 6.5,b and Figure 6.6,b).
6.3.3 Temperature time series
After the interpretation of the temperature distributions in terms of LSC configurations,
we want to concentrate on different static and dynamic states which develop for certain
Re-Ar combinations. Therefore, Figure 6.7 gives an overview of the investigated parameter
combinations and different observed LSC dynamics. We introduce the following three
categories: stable LSCs (crosses), LSCs with some spontaneous reconfigurations (squares)
and finally, LSCs with perfectly periodic oscillations (circles). Furthermore, for Ra >
3.0× 108 and Re > 1.5× 104 the LSCs are stable, that is, no oscillations and almost no
spontaneous reversals occur.




















Figure 6.7: Investigated Re–Ar parameter space, lines indicate constant Ra. Three different
dynamical scenarios are found: steady configurations with no oscillations (crosses),
spontaneous reconfigurations or quasi-periodic oscillations (squares) and periodic
oscillations (circles).
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In the following, examples for the above introduced three categories are discussed for a
fixed Ra of 2.0× 108 and varying Re.
Temperature time series of a steady LSC, a LSC with a spontaneous reconfiguration and
a LSC, which oscillates periodically, are presented in Figure 6.8 (a-c) for a time period of
one hour. The temperature time series for Ar = 1.1 shown in Figure 6.8 (a) represents a
LSC which was stable during the whole measurement time of about one day.
For Ar in one of the intermediate regimes between periodic oscillations and stable
configurations, in our case Ar ≈ 1.3 or Ar ≈ 2.3, oscillations in the temperature signal
occur sporadically. A temperature time series obtained for Ar ≈ 2.3 is presented in
Figure 6.8 (b). Again, the temperature signals recorded at the above defined three sensor
positions are plotted over a period of one hour. Most of the time, the temperature levels are
maintained, but the values are different compared to Ar ≈ 1.1. However, the temperature
decreases at P2 and increases at P1 aperiodically, then decreases at P3 and increases at P2.
Afterwards, the temperature first decreases at P1 to its initial value before it decreases at
P2 and increases at P3 to their respective initial values as well.
Figure 6.8 (c) shows temperature time series obtained for Ar = 1.8, revealing periodic
oscillations of the temperature signals with a frequency of f = 2.0× 10−3 s−1, which were
stable for the whole measurement time. The evolution process regarding the temperature
signals of such an oscillation is exactly the same as in the case of Ar ≈ 2.3, where a single
reorientation occurs (see Figure 6.8, b). It can be ascribed to a movement of the convection
rolls to the right, also shown later in Figure 6.10.
Comparing the time series obtained for the three different Ar in Figure 6.8 reveals that for
high or low Ar numbers (see also Figure 6.7), that is, ratios of buoyancy and inertia forces,
the LSCs are stable. This means that small disturbances of the velocity or temperatures
cannot change the arrangement of the found convection rolls. Further, for strong buoyancy
forces (high Ar), the rising warm air is not affected by the wall jet. It rather splits the wall
jet, thus a steady LSC is formed in the whole cell. If, in contrast, the wall jet is strong (low
Ar), the warm upwelling fluid does not reach the top plate and steady TC-driven LSCs are
formed within a FC dominated convection roll.
Analysing the signals of all temperature sensors in the layer Z/H = 0.2 reveals four
systematically different types of temperature distributions, which, taking into account
our results of the smoke visualisations, reflect four different LSC arrangements: Two LSC
configurations with three convection rolls (3R and 3Rc, see Figure 6.9, here c stands for
counter rotating) and two with four convection rolls (4R and 4Rc, see Figure 6.9) develop
during one oscillation period. Their temporal evolution is illustrated in Figure 6.9. A
dynamic formation of the convection rolls at X/L ≈ 0 (left side wall) and break down
at X/L ≈ 1 (right side wall) is also detected, resulting in the observed periodic change
between LSC configurations with three and four rolls.
The detailed analysis of the oscillation process is given in Figure 6.10 (a-d). In addition,
the corresponding temperature time series of P1, P2 and P3 are shown in Figure 6.11,
which further indicate the points in time, at which the contours of Figure 6.10 are depicted.
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Figure 6.8: Temperature time series at three selected sensor positions: P1 (red), P2 (green) and
P3 (blue), see Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1. At Ra = 2.0× 108 and (a) Ar = 1.1, (b)
Ar = 2.3 and (c) Ar = 1.8.
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3R 4R 3Rc 4Rc
Figure 6.9: Sketch of the dynamics of the convection rolls. The pictograms, each showing the
X–Z plane, correspond from left to right to the temperature distributions (a) to
(d) in Figure 6.10.
The four images in Figure 6.10 (a-d) are instantaneous temperature contour plots in a layer
parallel to the heating plate at Z/H = 0.2, which are spaced equidistantly in time over one
oscillation period. As can be seen, the temperature in the rear part of the cell (higher Y ) is
always higher than in the front part for a given X position. This can be explained by the
fact that the cold air which enters the cell through the inlet slot at the cooling plate first
follows the ceiling and down the front wall before it moves in positive Y direction over the
bottom plate. Above the heating plate, it warms up, and thus, the rear is warmer than
the front for a given X position. At high Ar (not shown here for the sake of brevity), it
also happens that the inflowing air cannot follow the ceiling, but descents immediately
after entering the cell. In these cases, the cold air reaches the bottom plate in the rear
part and flows in negative Y direction over the bottom. Hence, the rear is colder than the
front part of the cell at a given X. Anyhow, in the considered case shown in Figure 6.10,
the inertia forces are strong enough to prevent such a bypass flow and to superimpose a
three-dimensional forced convection roll.
The considerations in the Section 6.3.2 aiming to correlate the temperature distributions
with a certain LSC configuration allow to assign the convection rolls in Figure 6.9 to the
temperature distributions in Figure 6.10. Since the four different temperature distributions
occur periodically, we conclude that there is a continuous change of the number of convection
rolls between three and four with different rotational directions, adding up to the above
discussed four different LSC configurations.
The arrows in Figure 6.10 indicate the movement of warm or cold air during one oscillation.
By analysing the travelled distance of a certain region in a given period of time, the travelling
velocity u in X direction is determined to amount u = ∆X∆tosc =
1.25 m
500 s = 2.5× 10
−3 ms−1.
u is a measure for the speed of the LSC movement towards the right side wall. It is
two orders of magnitude lower than the inflow, the buoyancy and the horizontal velocity
component of the TC-induced LSC [105] uin = 0.40 ms−1, ubuoy =
√
βgH∆T = 0.56 ms−1
and uLSC(TC) = 0.11 ms−1 for this case, respectively. On the other hand, u is two orders
of magnitude higher than the thermal diffusion velocity uκ ≈ κH = 4.3 × 10
−5 ms−1.
For further comparison, we estimated the eddy turnover frequencies of the FC roll and
the buoyancy-induced LSCs using the mean inflow velocity and the horizontal velocity
component of the LSC [105], respectively. The resulting frequencies fFC ≈ 2 × 10−1 s−1
and fLSCs ≈ 4.2 × 10−2 s−1 are at least 20 times higher than our observed frequency of
f = 1/∆t = 2× 10−3 s−1.
Additionally, we know from tomographic PIV, which was performed in our sample for
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Figure 6.10: 2D instantaneous temperature distributions in the layer Z/H = 0.20 at Ar = 1.8
and Ra = 2.0 × 108. Temperatures were measured at the positions which are
marked as black and colourful dots. Time lag between two sequent images is
exactly one-fourth of the oscillation period (see also Figure 6.11). The temperature
profiles can be assigned to different roll configurations: (a) 3R, (b) 4R, (c) 3Rc
and (d) 4Rc (see Figure 6.9). A supplemental movie 3 made of many of these
instantaneous temperature distributions is available online [97].
Re = 1.0× 104 and Ar = 3.6 (i.e. Ra = 2.56× 108) that four TC-induced LSCs arrange in
the box in a “W”-shape [67]. This alignment with cold air descending at three positions in
the front of the cell and warm air rising at two positions in the rear of the cell corresponds
to the instantaneous temperature distribution shown in Figure 6.10 (b). During the rather
short measurement time realised for the tomographic analysis of approximately 750 s,
however, no reorientations took place. The mean velocity and the length of one LSC are
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Figure 6.11: Temperature time series at three selected sensor positions: P1 (red), P2 (green)
and P3 (blue), see Figure 6.10 as well as Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1, and mean
fluid temperature in the cell. The four marked points in time correspond to the
instantaneous temperature distributions in Figure 6.10, (a) to (d), from left to
right.
estimated to |u| ≈ 0.09 ms−1 and LLSC ≈ 2× 0.8 m + 2× 0.5 m = 2.6 m (see Figure 6.12,
b and c), which leads to an eddy turnover frequency of fLSC ≈ 3.4× 10−2 s−1. This is in
good agreement with the value fLSC ≈ 4.2× 10−2 s−1 estimated above, even though the
measurements were conducted at slightly different Re, Ra and Ar.
Table 6.4 summarises the estimated and measured velocities and frequencies at Ra =
2.0× 108 and Ar = 1.8.
Table 6.4: Comparison of the velocities and frequencies at Ra = 2.0× 108 and Ar = 1.8, bold
velocities are measured, others are estimated.
Origin Length Velocity Frequency
(m) (ms−1) (s−1)
FC 2.0, see Figure 6.12 (a) 0.40 0.20
buoyancy 2.6, see Figure 6.12 (b and c) 0.56 0.22
LSC (TC induced) 2.6, see Figure 6.12 (b and c) 0.11 4.2× 10−2
diffusion (purely 0.5 (height of the cell) 4.3× 10−5 8.6× 10−5
conductive)
here observed 1.25, see Figure 6.10 2.5× 10-3 2× 10−3
The fact that the dynamic processes of the roll formation and break down lead to a
continuous change of the LSC configuration indicates the coupling between the side walls.
A detailed analysis of the time scale of the TC-induced LSCs [105] reveals that a convected
distortion needs approximately ∆tLSC = 8×0.5 m+8×0.8 muLSC(TC) ≈ 95 s to travel from one side wall
to the other and back. Here, we assumed the travelled path to follow a four roll configuration,
see Figure 6.13. Considering that the rolls arrange in a “W”-shape as mentioned above, the
side lengths of each roll are estimated to 0.5 m and 0.8 m. The time scale is approximately
a quarter of the observed oscillation period ∆tosc4 ≈ 125 s, which corresponds to the time
that the system needs to change from a configuration to the next one, for example, from 3R
to 4R. This estimated time scale reflects the fastest possible way to transport information
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Figure 6.12: Sketch of the length of the convection rolls, (a) in the y–z plane for FC, (b) in the
x-z plane for TC for a four roll configurations and (c) top view (x-y plane) on a

















Figure 6.13: Sketch of the travelled path in the x-z plane of a distortion starting in the top left
corner for a four roll configurations.
6.3.4 Two-point correlations
We present in this subsection two-point correlations in phase diagrams of the temperature
signals recorded at P1 and P3. These diagrams help to characterise the dynamical behaviour
of the different observed scenarios: steady LSCs, LSCs with spontaneous reconfigurations
and periodically oscillating cases.
Figure 6.14 shows phase diagrams for four different Ar and at a fixed Ra of 2.0× 108.
Thereby, (a)–(c) correspond to the temperature time series presented in Figure 6.8 (a)-(c).
Further, the phase diagram of an additional Ar at which a steady LSCs showed very few
reconfigurations compared to those illustrated in Figure 6.14 (b) is presented in Figure 6.14
(d).
For the stable LSCs, (a) in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.14, a single fixed point in the TP3-TP1
phase space exists. The temperatures at P3 and P1 amount to approximately 25 and
23.2 ℃, respectively, and vary only slightly during the measurement time. In contrast,
the behaviour in the phase diagrams is significantly different for cases with spontaneous
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Figure 6.14: Temperature phase diagrams at P3 and P1 at Ra = 2.0× 108. (a) Ar = 1.1, (b)
Ar = 2.3, (c) Ar = 1.8 and (d) Ar = 2.5.
reconfigurations, see Figure 6.14 (b) and (d), where the data of (b) correspond to Figure
6.8 (b). Thereby, (b) is a parameter combination with many spontaneous reconfigurations,
whereas (d) reveals only very few reconfigurations. Again the system is most likely to be
found in a LSC configuration with constant TP3 ≈ 25.5 ℃ and TP1 ≈ 23.5 ℃, however, also
describes some paths in the phase diagram. These paths reveal some interesting features.
Firstly, they are almost squares, which means that the temperature changes at one position,
either P1 or P3, while it stays constant at the other. Secondly, a slight distortion of the
square is found in the top right corner. A possible explanation is that the LSCs arrange a
bit longer in a configuration with warm regions at P1 and P3, before rearranging again in
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different configurations.
For the oscillating case, see (c) in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.14, there is no fixed point,
that is, no most likely appearing configuration of the LSCs. The shape of the path in
the phase diagram is a mixture of a square and a circle, that is, a mixture between a
system with constant temperature at one point while it changes at the other (square) and
a system with temperature values changing sinusoidal with a phase shift of π/2 between
the different points (circle). Though, their temperature time dependency can be described
as a superposition of a sinusoidal and an in phase square function. Furthermore, the
temperatures at P1 and P3 are strongly correlated, and their functions have a phase shift
of approximately π/2.
6.3.5 Frequency analysis
Fast Fourier transformations of the temperature time series lead to the normalised frequency
spectra for Ar = 1.8 and Ra = 2.0× 108 presented in Figure 6.15. Here, (a) depicts the
power spectrum of the temperature time series measured at P2 (see Table 6.2; Figure
6.1), while (b) shows the power spectrum of Ar. Regarding the fluid temperature (see
Figure 6.15, a), the frequency f = 2× 10−3 Hz dominates the spectrum, with a peak value
three orders of magnitude higher than that of the other frequencies. Additionally, peaks
occur in the spectrum of the sensor signal at P2 at multiple frequencies (f = 4× 10−3 Hz
and f = 6 × 10−3 Hz). In contrast, in the spectrum of Ar (see Figure 6.15, b), which is
a function of the inflow velocity (Re) and the temperature difference (Ra), no dominant
frequency is visible. This confirms that fluid temperature oscillations characterised by a
single dominating main frequency are not triggered by variations in the boundary conditions
(here: inflow velocity and temperature difference). Thus, they are triggered by internal
flow-induced mechanisms.
Figure 6.16 illustrates how the main oscillation frequencies depend on Re and Ar for two
different Ra numbers (open symbols: Ra = 1.1× 108 and filled symbols: Ra = 2.0× 108).
The different symbols indicate the dynamics of the LSCs: steady configurations with no
oscillations (triangles), spontaneous reconfigurations or quasi-periodic oscillations (squares)
and periodic oscillations (circles). The dependency of the frequency on Re presented in
Figure 6.16 (a) underlines the linear dependency, as indicated by the regression line, of
the oscillation frequency on Re for cases with periodic oscillations. The frequency scales
with f [10−3 s−1] ∼ 2.1×Re [104] and, thus, with the inflow velocity. On the other hand,
periodic oscillations occur only for Ra < 3.0× 108 (see Figure 6.7) which indicates that the
TC contribution determines whether oscillations can occur or not. This result is in good
agreement with observations in the literature [124], who did not find any reversals in pure
TC for Ra ≥ 4× 107 for Pr ≈ 0.7. The deviation of the absolute numbers will be caused
by the different geometries and the different systems, that is, MC versus TC. Furthermore,
it is known that an increase in the mean wind velocity leads to thinner thermal boundary
layers and thus to a higher effective Ra number.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.15: Normalised frequency spectra on double logarithmic scale at Re = 1.3 × 104,
Ar = 1.8 and Ra = 2.0× 108 (a) of temperature time series measured at P2, (b)
of Ar.
Since the temperatures of the ceiling and the inflowing air slightly differ, we calculated
an effective Rayleigh number Raeff . The latter is based on the temperature difference
between the heated bottom and the inflowing air (∆Tbottom−inflow) in contrast to the Ra
number used above which is determined with the temperature difference between bottom
and ceiling (∆Tbottom−ceiling). Using Raeff instead of Ra leads to an effective Archimedes
number Areff as well. In Figure 6.16 (b), we show the oscillation frequency as a function of
Areff . By using Areff , the regions separating the different dynamics collapse for the different
Ra. We therefore conclude, that Areff is better suited to distinguish oscillating flow states
from steady ones. For high and low Areff , that is, region III, the LSCs are stable (within
our measurement time). The reason might be that either buoyancy or inertia forces are
dominant. In the intermediate range, that is, 1.5 < Areff < 3.2, the LSCs are not stable.
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Figure 6.16: Main frequencies of the recorded temperature oscillations. Different symbols
indicate: steady configurations with no oscillations (triangles), spontaneous re-
configurations or quasi-periodic oscillations (squares) and periodic oscillations
(circles). Open symbols: Ra ≈ 1.1× 108 and filled symbols: Ra ≈ 2.0× 108. (a)
Frequencies as a function of Re. (b) Frequencies as a function of Areff . The region
classifications stand for: periodic oscillations (I), spontaneous reconfigurations (II),
here the frequency is the number of events divided by the measurement time and
finally no oscillations/steady LSC configurations (III).
Thereby, periodic oscillations were found for 1.6 < Areff < 2.7, that is, region I, whereas
in the other Areff regions (II) we observed spontaneous reconfigurations or “jumps”. For
cases with spontaneous reconfigurations, the measured frequency is a result of the number
of events divided by the total measuring time. Finally, it must be noted that at Areff = 2.1
(Ra = 2.0× 108), the frequency reaches its maximum value of f = 2.0× 10−3 s−1.
These different dynamical modes as well as their dependency on Ar (Areff) are also shown
in the phase spaces depicted in Figure 6.14. With increasing Ar (a-c-b-d in Figure 6.14),
the LSC configuration is stable (a), periodically oscillating (highly instable) (c), rather
instable with a fixed point (b) and almost stable with only very few reconfigurations (d),
well corresponding to Figure 6.16 (b).
To summarise the discussion of this section we state that for fixed Pr ≈ 0.7:
1. The strength of TC (Ra) determines if oscillations of the LSCs can occur
2. MC (Areff) determines the dynamics (steady, spontaneous reconfigurations or periodic
oscillations) if TC allows oscillations
3. FC (Re) determines the oscillation frequency if periodic oscillations occur
The analysis further revealed that whether stable or periodically oscillating LSCs develop
can be controlled by adjusting the inflow velocity, that is, Re. In the future, this sensitivity
might allow for a control of the LSCs in rooms or aircraft cabins.
As a further comment, it should be noted that there is an upper boundary for Pr in
pure TC, above which no reversals occur anymore [124]. In their explanation, the existence
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of the bound is related to the boundary layer thicknesses. For both, too large and too
small ratio of thermal to kinetic boundary layer thickness, the transport of thermal energy
towards the corner rolls is damped, and thus, no reversals can occur. To our knowledge,
the Pr dependency has not been analysed in MC yet.
6.3.6 Dynamics of the LSCs
During the transition between flow states with three and four LSCs, rolls develop and break
down again. However, this never happened in the cell centre. The LSCs always developed
and collapsed at one of the short side walls. That a LSC never breaks down in the centre
of the cell can be easily explained by looking at the rotation directions of the remaining
LSCs. These would not fit if only one centre LSC broke down, thus two centre LSCs have
to break down simultaneously. However, the possibility for such a double break down is
lower than that of a to a single roll break down because of a higher potential barrier for the
change from the one configuration to the other. The principle of potential barriers which
separate different LSC configurations was introduced for pure RBC, see for example, [118]
or [23]. Whereas Sreenivasan et al. [118] only describe the reversals of the LSC in terms of
potentials, Brown and Ahlers [23] developed a model based on two differential equations
which can describe both, azimuthal orientation of the LSC as well as reversals in terms of
potentials. These potentials have local minima for the different LSC configurations, thereby
the minima are separated by the potential barriers, which can be overcome by turbulent
fluctuations. In this picture, the system “jumps” from one state to the other and a reversal
of the LSC takes place.
Regarding the dynamics in our system, it seems to be important that the LSCs form
a “W”-alignment in a zigzag shape (see Kühn et al. [67]) where warm air rises rather in
the rear of the cell and cold air descents in the front. For low Ar, Kühn et al. [67] found
no “W”- shape, but rather a wavy FC roll, while for very high Ar, we observed a bypass
flow with the inflowing air descending towards the air outlet directly after entering the
cell. In this situation, the LSCs arrange parallel to the short sides of the cell. Thus, only
for intermediate Ar the above discussed zigzag shape develops. Since oscillations occur
only for intermediate Ar, we conclude that such a zigzag shape is a prerequisite for the
generation of temperature oscillations.
An important finding related to the appearance of temperature oscillations is the fixed
phase relation between the formation of a new LSC at one and the break down of a LSC
at the other side wall. This is another evidence for the coupling of the dynamics at both
side walls, which causes the periodicity of the oscillations observed for certain parameter
combinations. The existence of such a back coupling is also supported by the rather good
agreement of the different examined time scales discussed at the end of Section 6.3.3, which
also suggests that the back-coupling process is based on convective transport by the LSCs.
The latter, however, occurs only for intermediate Ar due to the decorrelation of the LSCs
by thermal plumes and background turbulence at high and low Ar. More precisely, the
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number of plumes per LSC increases with rising Ra. The latter leads to larger fluctuations
and thus, to a decrease in the correlation length. Similarly at low Ar, that is, rather high
Re, the turbulent structures generated in the shear layers decorrelate the LSCs. As a result
for either too high or too low Ar, the flow at the side walls decouples and, therefore, no
oscillations occur.
To summarise and better envision the dynamics of the convection rolls, we consider
rubber straps used in classical mechanics. Each convection roll, neglecting its rotation
velocity, is modelled by a rubber strap, and neighbouring rolls are connected to each other.
Such a picture is chosen because it underlines the importance of the LSCs as basis for the
coupling process and simultaneously includes that the LSCs try to arrange in symmetrical
way. A system like this tends to form equally sized rolls by minimising the total force,
needed to stretch the straps. This means that a larger roll represented by a highly stretched
rubber strap is contracted, while its neighbours expand and vice versa.
The physical motivation of this picture can be described as follows: two neighbouring
LSCs tend to have approximately the same rather high temperature T1 where the warm air
rises. Due to the homogeneous inflow temperature, the rolls must have approximately equal
length above the heating plate. There they pick up the same amount of warm plumes rising
from the thermal boundary layer, in order to increase the temperature to T1. Turbulent
fluctuations which are present in the fluid abundantly will move the point where the two
rolls touch. Thus, eventually one of the LSCs will have a longer path above the heating
plate. However, in the following, the enlarged LSC will shrink again for two reasons: Firstly,
the adjacent LSC, which now has a shorter path to travel over the heating plate, and thus
gains less buoyancy until it reaches the touching or stagnation point, induces a force to the
enlarged roll. This force tends to push the point of rising warm air back. Secondly, the
fluid in the enlarged LSC will gather more thermal plumes and thus gains an extra amount
of buoyancy which leads to an erstwhile rising and thus a backwards shift of the touching
point too. Modelling the LSCs as connected rubber straps takes these motion mechanisms
into account.
We first consider three convection rolls, the left one rotating clockwise (see Figure 6.9,
left and Figure 6.10, a). In such a structure, a small instability or unbalance between the
rising warm air next to the left side wall and the inflowing air can push the rising air away
from the wall. Consequently, cold inflowing air can descend next to the left side wall (see
Figure 6.10, transition from a to b), which leads to a new convection roll. Thus, following
the rubber strap concept which describes the interactions of the rolls, the new roll enlarges
while the “old” ones shrink (see Figure 6.10, b). Temporally, this leads to four equally sized
rolls, but, as mentioned above, the right roll move towards the side wall where it collapses
(see Figure 6.10, transition from b to c). Then, the “new right” roll shrinks as well while the
other two rolls grow. Now, the left roll is pulled away from the side wall. Warm air starts
to rise next to the side wall and again a new roll is formed on the left side (see Figure 6.10,
d). This ongoing process leads to a continuous formation and breakdown of convection rolls
and short periods of relaxation of the “rubber straps”. In this concept, the influence of Ar
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on the frequency of the oscillation is interpreted as its influence on the rubber straps spring
constant or longitudinal expansion coefficient. However, the exact coupling and interaction
of the wall jet with the thermal convection, which are the underlying physical processes,
are still an open issue.
Regarding the rubber strap concept, we want to emphasise that the theory might not
explain the direction of the movement, but once the movement started, it can explain the
ongoing process. A cause for the direction of the movement, in our case always towards
the right side wall of the convection cell, might be a tiny spatial imperfection in the inflow
velocity distribution, the inlet or outlet height, a spatial imperfection of the heating or the
cooling plate, or an other tiny unbalance in the experimental set up, like, for example, a
very small tilt angle. Regarding the tilt angle in RBC, Chillà et al. [29] found a very weak,
but existing influence on the Nusselt number and Brown and Ahlers [22] observed an effect
of the tilt angle on the dynamics of the LSC within a cylindrical RBC sample. That means
that even very small tilt angles of the cell might lead to a preferable direction of movement
of the convection rolls within our cell.
6.3.7 LSC models in RBC
The next step, after having found such an envisioning picture of the dynamics, is to find a
physically motivated model which can describe the observed processes. The development of
such a model, which describes the LSC dynamics in MC, however, is still an open issue.
Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile already to review the developed models for RBC, to see
which ideas or concepts might be adoptable to our case.
Sreenivasan et al. [118] provided a physical picture of the reversal of the mean wind, as a
result of their temperature measurements in a cylindrical cell with aspect ratio one. The
authors state that the imbalance between buoyancy and friction triggers the reversals, while
inertia plays a secondary role. Furthermore, they state that if their simple model holds,
various boundary layer instabilities, jets and plumes can provide the reversal mechanism.
Fontenele Araujo et al. [39] theoretically analysed the physical mechanism of flow reversals
through cessation in turbulent RBC. Both Sreenivasan et al. [118] and Fontenele Araujo et
al [39] qualitatively describe the physical mechanisms as follows: for flows with sufficiently
strong wind an uprising warm plume might get too fast by a temperature surplus, then it
fails to cool down completely while passing the cold top plate. Thus, it is warmer than its
surrounding fluid while advected down along the side wall. By buoyancy, it counteracts
to the LSC and may stop it or even reverse its direction. Another model for pure RBC
in a cylindrical sample with aspect ratio between 0.5 and 3, which describes a stable LSC
with occasional cessations and rotations, in good agreement with experimental results,
was proposed by Brown and Ahlers [21] and extended to non-cylindrical geometries [22].
Their model is based on two ordinary differential equations, one for the strength and one
for the azimuthal orientation of the LSC. The dynamics of the model is a result of the
addition of statistical forces. These forces can be interpreted as the action of the turbulent
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fluctuations that exist throughout the system. As a result the, LSC is stabilised by the
angular momentum, while the thermally induced turbulent fluctuations destabilise the LSC.
Occasionally, the fluctuations are strong enough to overcome a potential barrier and as a
consequence a reversal of the LSC occurs.
It is expectable that similar dynamics as described by the models for RBC, for example,
reversals, sloshing, rotating and twisting of the LSC, will occur in MC for the same reasons:
angular momentum stabilises the LSCs, while turbulent fluctuations destabilise it. In
contrast to pure RBC, in MC the destabilising turbulent fluctuations can be caused by the
interaction of the wall jet with the LSCs, additionally to the thermally induced fluctuations.
Furthermore, in a system like ours with multiple LSCs, the LSC–LSC interactions matter
possibly in the same way as the LSC-wall interactions. However, the cited physical models
might also hold for the occurrence of reversals and oscillations in MC in our cavity, but
since the wall jet is superimposed to TC, the relevant processes are, despite the reduced
symmetry, most likely more sophisticated and will be subject of further studies.
6.4 Summary and conclusion
We observed and studied oscillations of the large-scale circulation in turbulent mixed
convection in a rectangular mixed convection cell using temperature probes and smoke
visualisations. The measured temperature values could be assigned to certain arrangements
of the LSCs in the cell. Thus, the observed temperature oscillations could be ascribed
to specific reconfigurations of the LSCs. A periodic change between a three and a four
convection rolls as well as spontaneous reconfigurations and steady states were found.
Periodic oscillations were only detected in an intermediate regime of Areff , from which we
conclude that an equilibrium between inertia and buoyancy forces is an essential ingredient
for the development of these oscillations. We infer from this that the oscillations are triggered
by the interaction of the forced convective wall jet at the ceiling with the thermally driven
LSCs. Hereby, it turned out that the effective Archimedes number based on the temperature
difference between heated bottom and inflowing air seem to be a better parameter to predict
the occurrence of periodic oscillations. However, a comparable strength of buoyancy and
inertia forces is not an adequate criterion, since further Ra must not be too high. Otherwise
only steady configurations are found. Frequency analysis of the sensor signals reveals a
pronounced main frequency and smaller peaks at multiples of it. Further, the frequency
scales linearly with Re, which is based on the inflow velocity, for those cases where periodic
oscillations occur. This reflects that the FC contribution determines the frequency of the
oscillations.
The maximal observed main frequency of the oscillations reaches a value of f = 2.0×
10−3 s−1 at Ar = 1.8 (Areff = 2.1) and Ra = 2.0× 108 (Re = 1.3× 104). This oscillation
frequency is about one order of magnitude smaller as compared to the turnover frequencies
of both, wall jet and LSCs.
An important result of the presented study is that the oscillation of the LSCs develops
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due to the formation of a new LSC next to one side wall followed by a break down of a
LSC next to the other side wall. Consequently, the LSCs couple the momentum transport
at opposing side walls. Further, a back-coupling links LSCs breaking down at one side
wall to formation of new LSC at the other side wall. Even more, stable LSCs as well as
periodically oscillating LSCs can be destroyed by adjusting the inflow velocity, that is, Re.
A concept to describe the mechanisms acting to trigger the periodic oscillations was
presented, which pictures the convection rolls as elastic rubber straps known from classical
mechanics. How exactly wall jet and thermal convective- induced LSCs couple and how the
oscillations are triggered are still open questions, which have to be addressed in further
studies. In order to shed more light on the details of the observed processes of, for example,
roll formation or the interaction between wall jet and buoyancy- driven convection rolls,
simultaneously determined velocity and temperature fields on long time scales are highly
desirable. Ongoing work in the fields of time resolved tomographic PIV as well as the
combination of PIV and particle image thermography (PIT) based on thermochromic liquid
crystals (TLCs) promises new insights into the above discussed coupling processes.
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Abstract
Thermal convective air flows are of great relevance in fundamental studies and technical
applications such as heat exchangers or indoor ventilation. Since these kinds of flow are
driven by temperature gradients, simultaneous measurements of instantaneous velocity and
temperature fields are highly desirable. A possible solution is the combination of Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Particle Image Thermography (PIT) using thermochromic
liquid crystals (TLCs) as tracer particles. While combined PIV and PIT is already state of
the art for measurements in liquids, this is not yet the case for gas flows. In the presented
study we address the adaptation of the measuring technique to gaseous fluids with respect
to the generation of the tracer particles, the particle illumination, and the image filtering
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process. Results of the simultaneous PIV/PIT stemming from application to a fluid system
with continuous air exchange are presented. The measurements were conducted in a cuboidal
convection sample with air in- and outlet at a Rayleigh number Ra ≈ 9.0×107. They prove
the feasibility of the method by providing absolute and relative temperature accuracies of
σT = 0.19 K and σ∆T = 0.06 K, respectively. Further open issues, that have to be addressed
in order to mature the technique are identified.
7.1 Introduction
Thermal convective flows occur in technical applications such as heat exchangers [7] or
indoor climatisation [69] and are of great interest in fundamental studies too. Since these
flows are thermally driven, simultaneous measurements of the instantaneous velocity and
temperature fields are highly desirable, e.g., to study the dynamics of thermal plumes and
their influence on the local and global heat transfer in thermal and mixed convection, or to
allow for profound statements to issues like passenger comfort and heat transport processes
in aircraft cabins [13,16]. Possible measurement techniques in liquids, e.g. water, are the
Molecular Tagging Velocimetry and Thermometry (MTV&T) [55,61] or the combination of
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [115]. Another
established technique in liquids is the combination of Particle Image Thermography (PIT)
and PIV with thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs) as tracer particles [9, 40, 54, 153].
Thereby, this combined technique is based on the well known PIV algorithms for velocimetry
[84] and the special behaviour of the TLCs in reflecting light with different wavelengths when
having different temperatures for the thermometry [33,114]. Details about the measurement
technique can be found in the review papers of Smith et al. [114] and Dabiri [33] as well as in
Tropea et al. [131] (see chapter 7.1). However, the above cited references address combined
velocity and temperature measurements in liquids only. Ahlers et al. [3] and Puthenveettil
et al. [83] showed that flow properties such as large-scale structures, the Nusselt number,
i.e. the heat transport, and the length of near-wall plumes, depend on the Prandtl number.
Since air flows with a Prandtl number of Pr ≈ 0.7 are found not only in many technical
applications, e.g. indoor climatisation [69], but also in more fundamental thermal convection
problems, the development of a combined velocity and temperature measurement technique
for gaseous, especially air flows is very desirable. Thus, the intention of our work is the
combination of PIT and PIV using TLCs as tracer particles in air flows. Especially, we are
interested in systems with continuous fluid exchange, such as the climatisation problems
mentioned above, which poses some additional challenges to the measurement technique.
The feasibility of combined PIT and PIV for pure thermal convection has already been
demonstrated in a cubical Rayleigh–Bénard cell with air as the working fluid [31,103]. In
these measurements the TLC tracer particles were sprayed into the cubical cell which was
closed after the particle injection. After a short settling time, the images for PIT and
PIV were recorded with two cameras, a grey level double shutter camera (Pixelfly QE,
©PCO) and a commercial digital reflex camera (D70s, ©NIKON). This setup allowed first
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measurements in thermally driven air flows in closed systems with no air exchange.
Other possibilities for acquiring the temperature and the velocity field in air flows are the
combination of LIF and PIV [115] or the acoustic tomographic imaging of the temperature
and flow field [6]. Nevertheless, these promising techniques are either just proposed and
not yet accomplished (LIF/PIV), or reveal only a very poor resolution so far (acoustic
tomographic imaging).
Furthermore, Fujisawa and Hashizume [41] have suggested that highly accurate measure-
ments of the velocity can only be carried out using additional tracer particles in order to
satisfy the condition for PIV analysis. Whether and to what extent this claim holds for the
adaptation of this combined measurement technique to air flows will be analysed in the
near future by a comparison of conventional PIV results with those acquired with white
light and TLC tracer particles.
The present paper is intended as a step towards simultaneous measurements of instanta-
neous temperature and velocity fields in air flows in open systems with air exchange using
TLCs. It is structured as follows: Section 7.2 first reviews some of the fundamentals of
TLCs, then discusses the new achievements in particle generation, their illumination, and
finally the issues of the image filtering process. This section is followed by a paragraph
on the application of the novel measurement technique to a convection experiment. A
summary and conclusion including an outlook is given at the end of the article.
7.2 General Considerations of Combined PIT and PIV
The general requirements which must be fulfilled to apply TLCs as tracer particles in air
flows for combined PIT and PIV are the following: First, in order to conduct PIT, they
have to provide a temperature-dependent reflection of different wavelengths with a short
temperature response time. Second, for accurate PIV, the tracer particles must possess
good following behaviour, a high light scattering efficiency and a long lifetime. Additionally,
for systems with continuous fluid exchange, the tracer particles need to be continuously
produced at a high rate. Furthermore, it has to be considered that the colour play of the
TLCs, which is exploited in PIT to locally detect the fluid temperatures, not only depends
on the temperature but also on, e.g. the angle between the incident illumination and line of
view, the background light, as well as the size and the age of the droplets. Consequently, a
spatially resolved calibration is needed for high precision measurements, and TLC particles
with a narrow size distribution have to be generated. While all of the above discussed issues
are addressed in our ongoing study, the present paper focuses on recent progress in particle
illumination and characterisation as well as image processing.
7.2.1 Fundamentals of Thermochromic Liquid Crystals
Based on the review papers of Smith et al. [114] and Dabiri [33], some of the fundamentals
of TLCs, especially some of the colour-dependent parameters, are described in the following.
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It is well known that the colour of a TLC droplet depends not only on its temperature but
also on, e.g. the angle between the incident illumination and line of view, the background
light and the age of the droplet. Due to the angular dependence, a local calibration provides
a far better accuracy than a global calibration. Another important parameter is the size
of the droplets. Hence, a major requirement is that the produced particles have a sharp
size distribution. In this respect the minimal/maximal possible size of the TLCs, which
depends on two factors, must be detected. On the one hand the TLCs must maintain their
temperature-dependent reflection of different wavelengths (the play of colours), i.e. they
must be as large as possible, and on the other hand, they need the best possible following
characteristics, i.e. they must be as small as possible.
From previous studies by Czapp [31] and investigations of the colour play of the crystal as
function of the particle generator settings, we know that the diameter of the TLCs should
be of the order of 10µm. An estimate of the reaction time of the TLCs to temperature
changes, the following behaviour and the sinking velocity is given in Czapp [31] and Raffel
et al. [84]. There, the reaction time based on the heat transport from the fluid to crystal via
convection (τα) is estimated as α = Nu · λt,air · d−1p using Nu = 2 for very creeping flows.
Here, α is the heat transmission coefficient. The other possible heat transfer mechanism
from the fluid to the crystal is heat radiation (τσ), which can be approximated using the
Stefan–Boltzmann law and the emissivity ε = 1. Once the heat is transferred from the
fluid to the crystal, or vice versa, the surrounding is colder than the crystal. Thus, the
crystal itself must transport the heat to its interior by heat conduction (τλ), which can be
estimated based on the heat conductivity of the crystal λp. Finally, the helical structure of
the crystal, i.e. the colour of the crystal, must change according to the temperature of the
crystal. Since this relaxation time τrelax is hard to estimate we refer to the value 100 ms
for cholesteryl ester and 1− 10 ms for chiral nematic crystals published in [12,56,57,143].
Thus, based on the above discussed assumptions, one obtains the following estimates for the
















τrelax = 1...10 ms, (100 ms for cholesteryl ester crystals),
with the heat capacity per volume of Cp, the Stefan–Boltzmann constant σ, and the ambient
temperature T . The above shown three orders of magnitude higher reaction times of the
radiative heat transport to the particle (τσ) is negligible compared to the heat transport
via convection (τα). Contrarily, the time constant for the internal heat conduction within
the particle (τλ) is like that of τα of the order of milliseconds as well. Another important
time constant is the time that the TLC needs to change its colour after having changed
its temperature τrelax. For thin layers of chiral nematic crystals, which is the crystal type
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we use in our experiments, values in the range from 1 − 10 ms are reported for τrelax in
the literature [12, 56, 57, 143]. Although the lateral dimensions of the TLCs might affect
τrelax, the values for small droplets of chiral nematic crystals are similar. Dabiri [33], report
response times for TLC particles from Hallcrest with a diameter of 10µm of 1 − 4 ms.
Tropea et al. [131] give a response time of 3− 10 ms for TLC tracer particles with diameters
of 20 − 50µm. However, much larger values of up to 100 milliseconds are reported for
another crystal type, i.e. cholesteryl ester (cholesteric) crystals [12,56,57]. According to the
discussion above we expect the overall thermal response time τt to be below 10 ms for our
chiral nematic crystals (Hallcrest, R20C6W) with a mean diameter of approx 10µm. It is a
function of the processes discussed above, some of which proceed in parallel while others take
place consecutively. However, our analysis revealed the relaxation time as limiting time scale,
while direct measurements of τrelax of dispersed TLC particles in air have not been reported
so far and constitute an open issue. Though, in spite of the fast response time compared to
conventional temperature sensors, precise temperature measurements are possible only if
the TLC particles are able to adapt their temperature on time scales comparable to that of
the local convective velocity and the spatial resolution of the measurement. To quantify
this, we estimate the maximal travelled distance δmin = τt ·umax during the reaction time τt
which ought to be smaller than the minimum of the interrogation window size and the size
of the smallest coherent structures, i.e. approximately ten times the Kolmogorov length
ηK [123]:
δmin < dint.window
δmin < 10 · ηK.
In our measurements the maximal fluid velocity is umax ≈ 0.1 m/s, thus δmin ≈ 10−3 m,
while the 10 · ηK ≈ 10−2 m (for Ra ≈ 108 and Pr ≈ 0.7) [123] and the interrogation window
size amounts to dint.window ≈ 5 · 10−3 m. Hence, the thermal reaction time is short enough
for the here considered flows.
An overview of the parameter range, in which the technique is applicable according to the
above discussed limitations is depicted in figure 7.1. The dark grey shaded triangle in figure
7.1, in which the measurement technique can be applied, reflects that the spatial resolution
not only decreases with increasing velocity but also crucially depends on the reaction time,
which lies between one and 10 ms. The region of resolvable spatial fluctuations depending
on the maximal fluid velocity u is highlighted in light and dark grey for τt = 1 ms and
τt = 10 ms, respectively. For the interrogation size of the measurements presented below,
which is marked as the black dot in figure 7.1, the response time of τt = 10 ms is small
enough. Though, it must be noted that if this is not the case backtracing of the particle
positions using the measured velocity field with sophisticated tracing algorithms allows to
enlarge the parameter range in Fig. 1 in which the measurement technique can be applied.
Other important parameters, which might limit the accuracy, are the mechanical reaction
time τm and the sinking velocity due to gravity vg. They can be estimated (following Raffel
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Figure 7.1: Parameter range dependent on the spatial resolution depending on the thermal
reaction time of the TLCs and the maximal fluid velocity with applicability range
of the measurement technique shaded in dark grey. The values of our measurement
are marked with the black dot.













using the particle density ρp ≈ 1.01 · 103 kg/m3 (ρTLC = 1.00− 1.02 · 103 kg/m3 given by
Hallcrest for the unencapsulated TLCs used by us), the gravitational acceleration g as well
as the density ρ ≈ 1.2 kg/m3 and the dynamic viscosity η ≈ 1.8 · 10−5 kg/(m · s) of air at
20 °C. Although this sinking velocity is lowered by the Brownian motion, it is still a limiting
factor for the total measurement time without supplying new particles and the accuracy
of the velocity measurement. Again based on the assumption of Stokes, Raffel et al. [84]










with the velocity of the particle vp(t) and the velocity of the surrounding fluid v∞. These
estimates result for a dp = 10µm TLC particle in an air flow in a time of t ≤ 3 ms that
the particle needs to reach 99% of the fluid velocity. Thus, TLC particles with dp ≤ 10µm
follow rather slow fluid flows almost instantaneously.
To calculate the temperature from the colour of the TLC particles, a transformation of
the colour space must be applied. For the TLC particles used with this specific diameter,
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a calibration of the temperature-dependent hue value [33] has to be performed, so that a
temperature accuracy better than ±0.3 K is achieved. Thereby the hue is, besides saturation
and value or saturation and lightness, one of the three parameters of the HSV or HLS colour
space, respectively. For graphical representations of the colour spaces, see figure 7.2. The
parameter value is the only non-obvious parameter, and can be understood as the brightness
(or darkness) value of the colour with V = 0 being black and V = 1 being the pure colour.
The hue saturation intensity (HSI) colour space is another possible colour space which can
be used for the calibration of temperatures to colours. Its difference from the HLS colour
space is only the third parameter: lightness is the relative light intensity and intensity is the
absolute one. Using either one of these doesn’t matter much. For completeness it should be
noted that the hue saturation brightness (HSB) colour space, which some of the literature
refers to, is exactly the same as the HSV colour space, only naming the parameter more
obviously brightness instead of value. Nevertheless, in the following, we will use the HSV
name instead of HSB because it is the more common expression.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Representations of (a) the HSV and (b) the HLS colour space.





max(r,g,b)−min(r,g,b) , if r = max(r,g,b)
b−r
max(r,g,b)−min(r,g,b) + 2, if g = max(r,g,b)
r−g
max(r,g,b)−min(r,g,b) + 4, if b = max(r,g,b)
The parameters saturation and lightness, intensity or value can be used to correct artifacts
like black or white pixels of the image and for the filtering process which is needed for
the separation of the particles from the background. A possible realisation of this process
is described in section 7.2.4. All colour information needed to calculate the temperature
is expressed with the single parameter hue, hence this parameter is used to calculate the
temperature from the colour image.
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7.2.2 Generation of Tracer Particles
For the production of the tiny unencapsulated TLC particles, a generator is needed that
fulfils the following requirements: Firstly, to investigate systems with air exchange, a
continuous production of the particles must be realised. Secondly, the particles have to
exhibit a sharp size distribution in order to allow for a well defined colour play and finally,
the mean particle size, however, should be adjustable by the operational parameters of
the generator in order to allow matching of the size-dependent particle colour play to the
actual measurement. The final particles must, on the one hand, maintain their temperature-
dependent reflection of different wavelengths (the play of colours), i.e. they must be as large
as possible. On the other hand, they need the best possible following characteristics, i.e.
they must be as small as possible.
While in previous studies, particle generation based on the Rayleigh instability [86],
which potentially provides some of the above mentioned requirements, was employed [103],
two different generators have been tested. One is based on an air-atomising nozzle (0.25 mm
nozzle diameter, liquid nozzle: PF1050, air nozzle: PA64, ©Spraying Systems) and the
other one is an airbrush system (0.3 mm nozzle diameter). A inverted grey scale image of
the particle jet produced by the airbrush system is presented in figure 7.3. Both generators
provide a particle production rate that is sufficient for measurements on the square meter
scale. To generate the tracer particles, the TLC mixture is first dissolved in isopropyl
alcohol. In the second step, the mixture is atomised by the generator. After evaporation of
the isopropyl alcohol from the atomised droplets, atomised TLC tracers remain. However,
the resulting particles have no monodisperse size distribution, see figure 7.4(a) and (b). Due
to the above mentioned aspects, it is almost impossible to measure the TLC particle size
directly. Therefore we used water instead of the TLC mixture and measured the particle
size distribution produced with the generators by applying Phase Doppler Anemometry
(PDA). The diameter statistics of the generated water droplets for both generators at
their working points are presented in figure 7.4. All droplet sizes were measured with a
PDA system assuming spherical droplets. The particle generators used provide a sufficient
number of particles with the desired density and size distribution and are therefore well
suited for simultaneous PIT/PIV investigations. A further analysis of the particle diameter
distribution of the generators revealed that the airbrush system provides droplets whose
diameters follow a log-normal distribution, see the Gaussian curve on a logarithmic x-axis
(inlay of figure 7.4, a). For the air-atomising nozzle, no such simple particle distribution
was obtained. The semilogarithmic plot (inlay of figure 7.4, b) reveals that there is a rather
high proportion of large particles. These particle statistics underline that the airbrush
system provides a sharper size distribution and, therefore, appears to be more suitable
for our purposes. Nevertheless, more development work can be performed with respect to
the generation of TLC particles, to further optimise, e.g. the dispersity of the generated
particles.
In our experiments, the mass mixing ratio between the TLC mixture and isopropyl
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alcohol was set to 1 : 2 or 1 : 1, eventually resulting in a TLC particle size smaller than
the produced droplets by a factor of approximately 1.4 or 1.3 in diameter, respectively. Of
course, variation of the mixing ratio opens up another possibility to vary the TLC tracer
particle size.
For the results presented in this paper, we used the airbrush system and a mixing ratio
of 1 : 1 for the particle generation. The size of most of the produced TLC-isopropyl alcohol
droplet turned out to be approximately 10µm, see figure 7.4 (a). Thus, the TLC particle
diameter should be in the range of dp ≈ 7µm. The particles produced with this combination
of generator and mixing ratio, led so far to the most convincing results in simultaneous PIV
and PIT. Please note that according to the assumptions given by Raffel et al. [84], discussed
above, the mechanical reaction time until the particles reach 99% of the fluid velocity is
in the order of τm ≈ 1.5 ms. For the rather slow flows considered here, the particles are
assumed to follow the surrounding fluid instantaneously.
Figure 7.3: Inverted greyscale image of the particle jet produced by the airbrush system.






















































Figure 7.4: Diameter statistics of generated water droplets for both particle generators: (a)
airbrush system, (b) air-atomising nozzle at pfluid = 0.2 bar and pair = 0.3 bar,
inlays: logarithmic x-axes.
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7.2.3 White Light Sheet
One of the main components in a simultaneous PIT/PIV setup is the white light sheet.
For high quality PIV measurements, it should provide an intensity that is high enough
and a collimation that is good enough to allow sharp imaging of single tracer particles.
This implies also that the pulses of the light source must be short enough to not smear
the particle images. Furthermore, the flashing frequency should be as high as possible, to
achieve the best possible time resolution as well.
The white light sheet employed in our measurements is based on Light Emitting Diodes
(LEDs) and was specially developed for this purpose. The LEDs have the advantages of low
cost, easy handling, and good luminous efficiency. However, their drawbacks are the low
coherence and high divergence of the emitted light and their finite size, i.e. they can not be
considered as point sources. A successful implementation of LEDs for PIV investigations
was already reported in Willert et al. [145]. Due to the need for a high light intensity, white
colour and a good focusability at the same time in our application, we developed a light
sheet source based on 60 ©OSRAM Platinum Dragon LEDs, LW W5SN-KYLY-JKQL,
which are arranged in a one-dimensional array on a printed circuit board. Each single LED
is equipped with a clip-on lens (©SHOWIN Clip-On Lens for Osram GD+ LED) in order
to reduce the angle of radiation from approximately 120° to approximately 15°. Another
main advantage of the applied clip-on optics is their small spatial extension, which is just
a bit larger than the LEDs are, allowing the achieving of a spatial density of 11.6 LEDs
per 10 cm. The one-dimensional array of LEDs is used in combination with a slit aperture
and a cylindrical lens. By adjusting the distances between the different elements, one can
manipulate the brightness and divergence of the produced light sheet. A sketch of the light














Figure 7.5: Sketch of the new developed white light sheet optics, including the LED array, the
clip-on optics and a combination of a slit aperture and a cylindrical lens for the
formation of the light sheet.
Each of the white light emitting LEDs has a luminous flux of 191 lm at a forward current
of 1 A [78]. PIV investigations require a pulsed light source, this implies that the LEDs can
be operated at an increased forward current of 3.3 A. For reasonable PIV results in thermal
convection at Pr ≈ 0.7 and moderate Ra numbers, a pulse length equal to or shorter than
approximately 1 ms is sufficiently short. The duration of the light pulses and the time delay
between the first and the second pulse for PIV can be controlled with an external trigger
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unit using TTL signals. The time response of the light source to a double pulse TTL trigger
signal was measured using a photodiode, placed in the light sheet, and a oscilloscope. For
the characterisation of the light source only, the delay between the two pulses was set to
τ = 5 ms and the duration of each pulse to 1 ms. While the pulse duration is kept at 1 ms
during our actual experimental investigations, the delay time is adjusted to τ = 16 ms in
order to get a maximal pixel displacement in the order of ∆x ≈ 10 px. Figure 7.6 shows
the time traces of the light sheet output and a the trigger pulse. Thereby, figure 7.6 (a)
depicts both pulses, necessary for PIV investigations, and (b) sketches a magnification of
just one pulse, to show the reaction of the light output on a trigger signal. The rise and
fall times of the light output are 44µs and 63µs, respectively.








































Figure 7.6: Time trace of light emission as detected by a photodiode (—) as response to a TTL
trigger signal (−−): (a) 1 ms light pulse duration and a time delay between the first
and the second trigger signal of 5 ms, (b) magnification of one of the two pulses
depicted in (a).
The recorded pulse duration of 1 ms is sufficiently short for investigation of rather slow
flows, e.g. indoor climatisation, but may not be applicable for high flow velocities (also
depending on the used camera and lens system). At high flow velocities, such a long pulse
duration will lead to elliptically stretched rather than sharp circular images of the tracer
particles, and therefore will lead to a decreasing accuracy of the velocity evaluation. We
also tested a shorter light pulse length of 0.5 ms, which makes it possible to measure faster
flows as well. Due to a better signal to noise ratio and no drawbacks in the quality of the
particle images, we used a pulse length of 1 ms for the study presented here. It should be
noted that τ = 5 ms was fixed for the characterisation of the light source, only. During the
measurements, τ was adjusted to get pixel displacement values which are suitable for the
PIV interrogation, see section 7.3.2.
Figure 7.7(a) presents intensity profiles of the lightsheet which were measured using a
photodiode mounted onto a traverse stage. For all presented distances (100 mm ≤ x ≤
500 mm) from the front lens of the light sheet optics, a Gaussian profile was found. To
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further characterise the light sheet, the maximal values of the photo voltage as well as
the full width of the profiles at half maximum (fwhm) are presented in figure 7.7(b) for
distances from 50 mm to 1000 mm. One finds that for x ≤ 500 mm the maximal photo
voltage (i.e. the luminous intensity of the light sheet) drops only by 25%, while the thickness
in terms of fwhm is always less than 10 mm. For larger distances, the maximal photo
voltage drops rather quickly, to approximately 30% of its maximum, and the light sheet
thickness increases up to 18 mm at x = 1000 mm.






























































Figure 7.7: (a) Intensity profiles of the lightsheet (at half height of the lightsheet) and (b)
maximal intensity and full width at half maximum (fwhm) for various distances
form the front lens, measured using a photodiode.
Thus, summarising, we can state that the developed white light sheet optics produces
a light sheet with a thickness (fwhm) of approximately 9 mm, very low divergence, and
rather homogeneous illumination over a distance of 500 mm.
The repetition rate is, at present, set to 4 Hz and in our investigations limited by the
cameras used rather than by the light sheet optics. It is much higher than the repetition
rate of approximately 1/5 Hz that Czapp [32] was able to realise. Furthermore, the new
frequency of 4 Hz allows for well time-resolved studies of rather slow processes, e.g. the
indoor climatisation or convection driven flows at low and moderate Rayleigh numbers in
which we are interested.
7.2.4 Image Filtering Process
A characteristic difficulty of PIT of air flows arises from the large difference of index
of refraction between fluid and particle. While this is advantageous for parallel PIV
measurements, the high amount of Mie-scattered white light tends to overcast the colour
information of the inelastically scattered light. Precise PIT measurements thus require
special attention during image processing in order to separate the temperature dependent
colour information from the background noise. In order to keep the amount of scattered
white light to a minimum, the PIT camera was positioned at an angle of approximately
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45° in the backward direction, which already reduces the background significantly. Such a
camera setup for PIV leads to perspective errors associated with the out of plane velocity
component. While the backward position of the colour camera is essential to receive
a sufficient image quality for PIT, the viewing angle of the PIV camera can be chosen
independently. In the current study the PIV camera has been installed viewing slightly
into backward scattering for practical reasons. However, in future measurements the PIV
camera can be operated perpendicular to the field of view as well, while the colour camera
is maintained in backward direction, as long as the optical accessibility of the setup allows
it.
Figure 7.8: Sketch of the image filtering process. Step 1: recorded RGB image, step 2: decom-
posed HLS / HSV image, step 3: generation of the mask using L and S or S and V,
step 4: application of the mask to H, step 5: calculation of the local temperatures
using hue–temperature calibration functions.
The images for both the PIV and PIT are recorded simultaneously with two Pixelfly
(©PCO) cameras, one grey level double shutter and one colour camera. The double shutter
camera is used for the well known PIV evaluation (see e.g. [84]). For the temperature
measurements the colour camera is used. This camera records red/green/blue (RGB) images
with a Bayer filter (step 1 in figure 7.8). Both images are deskewed and overlapped using
calibration grids and are projecting tools similar to those used for stereoscopic PIV.
Since no neutral sunlight is used for illumination, a specific white balance is fundamental
for acquiring realistic and reproducible colours. Therefore, we use a neutral greycard which
has a remission of light that is independent of the wavelength of the incident light. Such a
card is well known in photography. It allows to determine a reference value for each setup,
in particular for a specific arrangement of the illumination, and thus to choose the right
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
















Figure 7.9: Filtering process of the raw images for the separation of the particles from the
background noise: (a) synthetic colourful particle image (RGB), (b) hue channel
(in HSV colourspace), (c) mean hue value in 16× 16 px interrogation windows, (d)
value channel (in HSV colourspace), (e) hue vs. value for a 16× 16 px interrogation
window, box marks those pixels with highest four value levels which are used for the
hue calculation within this window, (f) final hue image in 16× 16 px interrogation
windows after filtering using a threshold in the value channel, (g) colour scale for
images (b), (c) and (f).
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white balance which guarantees a neutral colour and their reproducibility.
For filtering and temperature analysis, these images are converted into the hue/satu-
ration/value (HSV) or the hue/lightness/saturation (HLS) colour space (step 2 in figure
7.8). Due to the finite width of the particle size distribution, the recorded images reveal a
rather high amount of background noise. In order to take only the colourful particles into
account, a threshold for the value (HSV) is used in order to filter the hue values (step 3 and
4). Different filter algorithms could also be based on the saturation (HSV or HLS) or the
lightness (HLS). Finally, the local temperatures can be calculated using hue–temperature
calibration functions (step 5).
The main challenge is to identify those pixels which are neither background noise, nor
small particles scattering white light. This can be done in different colour spaces. For a
realisation in the HLS colour space, only those pixels should be taken into account that
have a high saturation and a lightness in the range of ε < L < 1 − ε with ε > 0. In the
HSV colour space, both parameters saturation and value must be above a certain threshold.
However, we could get rather good results by using a local filter which is just based on the
value parameter of the HSV colour space. Therefore, we will focus on the HSV colour space
and in the following all given parameters, hue, saturation and value, will correspond to this
colour space.
As an example, a synthetic image with a different coloured particles and background
noise is generated. It is shown in figure 7.9 (a). The background noise is set to 0.1 ∈ [0,1],
the particles with a size of 3 × 3 px are placed on top of the noise and have a linearly
decreasing intensity from left to right from 0.9 to 0. Thus, close to the right side of the
image the particles vanish within the noise. Such a configuration is chosen to see how
robust the filtering algorithm is with respect to the signal to noise ratio. The colours of
the particles are red at the top, then passing to yellow, green, blue and purple, until they
become red at the bottom again. Therefore, the hue increases from top to bottom from
H = 0 to H = 1.
Figure 7.9 (b) presents the pixelwise calculated hue map of the test image. One finds a
random distribution of all hue values, clearly showing that the hue can not directly be used
for the calculation of the colour and therefore the temperature distribution.
The next possible step is to apply a median filter. The result for a 16× 16 px median
filter is shown in figure 7.9 (c). The tendency of increasing hue from top to bottom is visible
now, nevertheless all mean hue values are in the vicinity of H = 0.5. This is caused by the
impact of the background noise with random hue values and clearly shows that an image
which has more background than particles can not be simply evaluated by calculating the
mean hue within interrogation windows.
The idea is to use interrogation windows again, but to take only those pixels into the
calculation of the mean hue value for this interrogation window that are not background
noise. Due to slightly inhomogeneous illumination in almost all experimental setups, we
applied such a filter with a local rather than a global threshold for the identification of
particles. Therefore, we chose the V value, i.e. the brightness, (see figure 7.9, d) of the colour
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image and localise those pixels where the value of V has increased from the background
level. Within each interrogation window, we take only those pixels into account for the
calculation of the mean hue for the whole interrogation window, where the highest V -values
are located. To clarify this procedure, figure 7.9 (e) shows a scatter plot of hue vs. V -value
for a 16×16 px interrogation window. For low values of V (V . 0.1), one finds all H ∈ [0,1],
but for high values of V , only a rather sharp hue distribution appears. We identify those
pixels as the particles and the rest as the background noise. For the calculation of the mean
hue, we take into account only the pixels with the highest value of V , which are marked
with a box; in this example the threshold was set to four. Both the size of the interrogation
windows as well as the threshold for how many pixels should be taken into account must
be adjusted to the particle density of the image.
Applying this procedure to the synthetic image results in figure 7.9 (f). One can see
three things: firstly, the hue gradient from almost H = 0 at the top to almost H = 1 at
the bottom can be reproduced. Secondly, even at a very low signal to noise ratio, on the
right side of the image, the algorithm reproduces the hue values correctly. Thirdly, in red
regions where H ≈ 0 or H ≈ 1, some errors are produced due to fact the hue is periodic
and that a pure red colour is either H = 0 or H = 1. However, for the calibration of the
liquid crystals this fact should not be bothersome, because the liquid crystals turn from
red to yellow and green to blue until they become colourless again, meaning that H ≈ 1
will not appear using liquid crystals.
Although filtering can be realised in a similar way in the HLS colour space, filtering with
the V -value in the HSV colour space yields good results for almost all investigated particle
images so far, so we concentrate on this technique for now.
7.2.5 Dynamic Calibration
To obtain the absolute temperature information from the hue values, a hue–temperature
calibration must be conducted. The calibration function found is only valid for the specific
setup, i.e. only for the specific arrangement of cameras and light-sheet optics as well as
for the crystal type and the particle generator used. Typically, during periods of stable
layering of the temperatures, the different hue values and the corresponding temperatures
are recorded. Due to the difficulty of generating these stable temperatures within our
geometry and due to the high time effort of this calibration technique, we decided to apply,
as a fast approach, a dynamic calibration to correlate the recorded hue values to the absolute
temperatures. The main advantage is the rapidity of the calibration process. Therefore, a
very quickly reacting, precisely calibrated glassbed NLC thermistor with a diameter of only
400µm is placed within the measurement plane. Using this thermistor, which is calibrated
with an accuracy of σT,therm. = 0.05 K, the temperatures are recorded at a high frequency
(compared to the recording frequency of the PIT/PIV images) of approximately 13 Hz. For
the hue–temperature calibration, the hue values are evaluated as described in the previous
section and those hue values recorded next to the position of the thermistor are correlated
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to the temperatures. This results in time series for hue and temperature, as shown in figure
7.10(a). By eye, one can already see that the two quantities correlate with each other. It
must be noted that the response time of the crystals is much lower than that of the 400µm
thermistor, whose thermal inertia acts as a low pass filter and therefore averages the high
frequent temperature fluctuation caused by turbulence.
Plotting the temperature as a function of the hue value confirms this, see figure 7.10(b).
A linear fit to the measured data results in T [℃] = m · H + b = 14.8(±0.7) · H +
18.5(±0.1). The fluctuations of the signal incorporate different contributions. However,
the main part is ascribed to the different reaction times of the thermistor and the TLCs.
The latter are able to react to the temperature changes in the turbulent flow, i.e. the
TLCs register more temperature fluctuations than the thermistor. However, the resulting
uncertainty of the calibration parameters can be easily reduced by extending the calibration
measurements, because the uncertainty of the mean hue value in a certain hue interval
σ<H> scales like σ<H> = σH/
√
n, where σH is the standard deviation of the hue values
in the interval and n is the number of recorded values. Using the fit errors of the linear
regression, the uncertainty of the thermistor and the Gaussian error propagation for our
actual calibration measurement, a hue depending calibration uncertainty of σTcal,min =√
(σm ·Hmin)2 + σ2b + σ2T,therm = 0.15 K at Hmin = 0.14 is found, which increases to
σTcal,max =
√
(σm ·Hmax)2 + σ2b + σ2T,therm = 0.18 K at Hmax = 0.21. The corresponding
error interval is indicated in figure 7.10(b) by the dashed lines.







































Figure 7.10: (a) Time series of simultaneously recorded hue (—, left axis) and temperature
(−−, right axis). (b) Correlation of temperature and hue value, including a linear
fit (—): T [℃] = 14.8(±0.7) ·H + 18.5(±0.1) including its error interval (−−).
However, these uncertainties are valid for absolute temperature measurements only.
The error of relative temperature measurements due to the uncertainty of the calibration,
following the Gaussian error propagation, is much smaller and given by σ∆Tcal,max =√
(σm ·∆Hmax)2 = 0.05 K. For the actual measurement, however, other noise sources,
which can be expected to average out during calibration, come into play and have to be
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considered. Most noteworthy for PIT is the pixel-hue noise, which is the variation of the
hue value in a single interrogation window at an imaginary constant temperature. This
error contribution can be caused by colour-noise of the PIT-camera, colour-noise of the light
source and the size distribution of the TLC particles, whose colour play is known to depend
on the actual particle size. Obviously, this noise can be decreased at the expense of spatial
resolution by enlarging the interrogation window size. For an interrogation window size of
12 × 12 px in combination with a threshold of 64, i.e. the settings used in the following,
this error has been estimated to amount to σhue ≈ 0.0016, as described in the following. As
already stated in section 7.2.1, the smallest coherent structures to be expected in our flow
measure around 10 mm, while the dimensions of our interrogation windows for PIT are as
small as 5× 5 mm. Accordingly, the hue fluctuations of a single interrogation window reflect
measurement noise only. In order to determine this value, we computed the mean spatial
standard deviation of the measured hue values in quadratic conglomerates of adjacent
interrogation windows, which we averaged over the whole field of view and the whole image
series. The results are depicted in figure 7.11. In order to determine the standard deviation
of the hue value for a single interrogation window, the measured data was fitted with a
power law and extrapolated to the value for nint.win = 1, which is then interpreted as the
hue noise error of a single interrogation window.
Using again Gaussian error propagation, we obtain σTmax =
√
(σm ·Hmax)2 + σ2b+
+σ2T,therm + (σhue ·m)2 = 0.19 K and σ∆Tmax =
√
(σm ·∆Hmax)2 + 2 · (σhue ·m)2 = 0.06 K
as maximal values for the absolute and the relative error, respectively. This results in a











σhue(nint.win = 1) ≈ 0.0016
f(x) = 10−2.81 · n0.33
Figure 7.11: Estimation of the hue error for an interrogation window size of 12× 12 px using a
threshold of 64.
At this point it should be noted though, that the calibration described above has to
be improved in the next steps by incorporating more measurement data, considering the
impact of different viewing angles in the same field of view and systematically investigating
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the use of the evaluation parameters, which influence and can thus be used to optimise
bandwidth and the dynamic range.
Other filtering and calibration procedures, as proposed in the literature, e.g. Rao and
Zang [85] proposing a 5× 5 median filter, Grewal et al. [47] introducing neural networks,
and Roesgen and Totaro [91] suggesting a statistical technique using a proper orthogonal
decomposition, are promising approaches to further improve the accuracy of the technique.
7.3 Experimental Testing and Analysis
7.3.1 Experimental Setup
The investigated mixed convection cell has a square cross section of 500 mm× 500 mm and
an aspect ratio between length and height of Γxz = 5 (see figure 7.12, a). The air inflow is
supplied through a slot below the ceiling, while exhaustion is provided by another slot above
the floor. Both vents extend over the whole length of the cell. The bottom and ceiling of
the cell can be maintained at different temperatures. This setup allows generating mixed
convection under well defined conditions, and serves as a generalised model system for
geometrically more complex technical configurations. The flow field and the heat transport
within this container have already been presented in some publications: Westhoff et al. [140]
investigated the low-frequency oscillations of the large-scale circulation, Kühn et al. [66]
applied a newly developed tomographic PIV technique to large volumes, and Schmeling
et al. [105] studied the large-scale flow structures and the heat transport using PIV and
temperature probes. Again Schmeling et al. [98] investigated the large-scale circulations
and their oscillations by means of many temperature probes within the cell combined with
smoke visualisations.
For the first experiments with the combined PIT/PIV technique, no external pressure
gradient is applied between the inlet and the outlet of the enclosure. Thus, the measurements
are conducted rather in pure thermal convection than in mixed convection. Nevertheless, due
to the still existing openings of both the inflow and outflow channels, a slow fluid exchange
with the surrounding takes place. The fields of view with extensions of approximately
300×150 mm2 for PIT and 225×150 mm2 for PIV are located close above the heated bottom
plate and close to the front side of the enclosure, see figure 7.12 (b) and the coordinate
systems in figure 7.16, where y = 0 and z = 0 is the lower front edge of the enclosure. The
difference of the sizes of the fields of view is caused by the different angles under which the
cameras are operated. Remapping and superposing the images is realised based on a well
known technique for stereoscopic PIV (e.g. [84]) using recordings of a calibration grid.
The TLC particles are generated with the airbrush system, which is supposed to inject
the particles into the settling chamber in front of the inlet for mixed convection cases.
During the feasibility tests, as already mentioned, the external volume flow is switched off
in order to provide a longer retention period in the cell, therefore, the particles have to be
sprayed directly into the enclosure. For illumination of the particles, the specially developed
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Figure 7.12: (a): Picture of the mixed convection cell showing the heating plate at the bottom,
the cooling plate at the top, as well as the slots for air in- and outflow at the side.
(b): Sketch of the experimental setup used for combined PIT and PIV, including
the coordinate system and the origin.
white light sheet based on white LEDs is used. The particle images are recorded with a
double shutter grey level and a single shutter colour CCD camera, so that temperatures
could be determined from the local hue values and velocities from the local particle image
displacements between subsequent recordings. The use of two cameras provides better
results than using just a single double shutter colour CCD camera. This is because the less
sensitive colour camera can be operated in async. shutter mode, recording only the first of
the two light pulses, while the highly sensitive grey level camera is operated in the double
shutter mode for the PIV evaluation. Furthermore, the signal to noise ratio of the grey
level camera is lower than that of the colour camera, which leads to a higher quality of the
PIV results.
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7.3.2 Results I: Quality of the results
A raw particle colour image is presented in figure 7.13 (a), to depict the quality and the
contrast of the colour images used for the temperature evaluation. A plume of warmer
air can already be seen in this picture: the blue part in the centre indicates higher hue
values than those of the green and red surroundings. Both frames of the B/W image
after high and low pass filtering are shown in figure 7.13 (b). Further, information on the
applicability of PIV is given in figure 7.14, which presents (a) the correlation plane (left)
for one interrogation window (24× 24 px), including the corresponding windows of the two
frames (middle and right). The size of the particle images, which is approximately 2× 2
to 3× 3 px, the suitable number density of particle images per interrogation window, and
the clear peak in the correlation plane indicate the high quality of the PIV measurements.
Additionally, figure 7.14 (b) reflects the 2D and (c) the 1D pixel displacement distributions;
these depict the good quality of the PIV results in terms of the absence of peak locking.
Figure 7.13: (a) Raw colour image, (b) both frames of the B/W image after high and low pass
filtering. Note that the images are unrectified and do not completely overlap. A
warmer plume can already be seen in this picture: the blue part in the centre
indicates higher hue values than the green: these increased hue values indicate an
increased temperature.
After rectifying, overlapping and evaluating the data, simultaneously recorded instan-
taneous temperature and velocity fields as depicted in figure 7.15 can be calculated. The
formation of a warm plume which rises from the lower thermal boundary layer can be seen.
The top hat of the plume as well as both side vorticities and the root with quickly rising
warm air are clearly visible. Such a detailed recorded picture of temperature and velocity of
a rising thermal plume has, as far as we know, not been previously recorded experimentally.
For the velocity calculation, we use a pulse delay of τ = 16 ms at a light pulse length
of 1 ms, which leads to a pixel displacement up to 10 px and therefore a maximal particle
shift during one light pulse of less than ∆x ≈ 0.7 px. Furthermore, we use an interrogation
window size of 24 × 24 px, an overlap of 50 %, a three point Gaussian fit for the peak
detection, and a seven step multigrid evaluation starting at a window size of 256× 256 px
and disabled sub-pixel image shifting. This results in a vector spacing of approximately
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Figure 7.14: (a) Left: correlation plane, middle: first image, right: second image. (b) 2D
displacement plane and (c) 1D displacement histograms.
2.5 mm. For the sake of clarity, only every 2th vector in each direction is shown in figures
7.15 and 7.16. The hue values, i.e. the temperature values as well, are calculated using a
filter size of 12× 12 pixel and a threshold of 64, see section 7.2.4.
To conclude this subsection, a short discussion of possible errors and limitations resulting
from the use of TLC tracer particles, an LED based white light illumination, as well as
the camera systems will be given. First to be mentioned are the spatial homogeneity
of the particle distribution, as in any PIV evaluation. This is already rather good, see
e.g. the particle images in figure 7.13 (b). The homogeneity of the illumination, which is
also no problem for this field of view, but might be a more important issue with larger
measurement planes due to the divergence of the LEDs. The light sheet thickness, which
is approximately 10 mm, is in reasonably good agreement with the interrogation window
size used for PIV (≈ 5× 5 mm), but imposes a restriction on the spatial resolution for non
purely 2D flows. These points may cause some errors and limitations, but do not influence
the results in our studies negatively so far. Secondly, there are restrictions regarding the
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T [℃] 20.5 20.74 20.98 21.22 21.46 21.7 0.1m/s
Figure 7.15: Instantaneous temperature contours and velocity vectors for the above shown
raw particle images. For the sake of clarity, only every 2nd vector is shown in
each direction. Recorded at Pr = 0.71, Re = 0 and Ra ≈ 9.0× 107. The colour
bar reflects the relative accuracy of σ∆T = 0.06 K. The error of the absolute
temperatures is σT = 0.19 K.
maximal flow velocity that can be studied. These are the following behaviour of the tracer
particles, which is discussed in detail in section 7.2.2. The duration of the light pulse,
which limits, in combination with the imaging optics used, the maximal flow velocity
as well, because particle images would be smeared out or stretched to stripes for too
long pulses in combination with fast flows. In our system, a pulse duration of 1 ms still
leads to sharp particle images, see e.g. the particle images in figure 7.13 (b) and 7.14 (a).
Thirdly, the accuracy of the temperature and the sensitivity of the hue measurements have
been analysed and discussed in section 7.2.5. Currently, the achievable accuracy in the
temperature measurement is limited by the accuracy of the hue temperature calibration,
while the hue sensitivity would offer more headroom. Nevertheless, relative temperatures
can already be measured with an accuracy of σ∆Tmax = 0.06 K, which is reflected in the
colour bar of the contour plots of our results accordingly.
7.3.3 Results II: Flow analysis
The convective air flow investigated here is induced by a temperature gradient between the
bottom and the top plates of ∆T = 7.2 K, while the external pressure gradient is set to
zero. This results in the following characteristic numbers: Rayleigh number Ra ≈ 9.0× 107,
Reynolds number based on the inflow velocity Re = 0 and Prandtl number Pr = 0.71.
Thus, except for the unsuppressed fluid exchange through the openings of the inlet and the
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Figure 7.16: Instantaneous temperature contours and velocity vectors for twelve instants in
time (∆t = 0.25 s between two images) showing the dynamics within the enclosure.
For the sake of clarity, only every 2nd vector is shown in each direction. The legend
and the reference vector at the top apply to all images. The colour bar reflects
the relative accuracy of σ∆T = 0.06 K. The error of the absolute temperatures is
σT = 0.19 K.
outlet, pure thermal convection is investigated.
The results of simultaneous PIT and PIV measurements in our rectangular convection
cell are presented in figure 7.16, which shows the temperature as contour and velocity,
calculated from image pairs by means of well established PIV algorithms [84], as a vector
field. Thereby, the maximal observed velocity is approximately 0.12 m/s. The images are
recorded at a recording frequency of 4 Hz. Figure 7.16 shows twelve consecutive images,
i.e. the time difference between two images is 0.25 s and the series spans a duration of 3 s.
A supplemental movie created out of 400 single images at a recording frequency of 4 Hz,
i.e. spanning a time period of approximately 100 s is available online [99].
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The parameters used for the PIV and PIT evaluation are the same as described in the
previous section, besides the fact that now only every 2th vector is shown in each direction
for the sake of clarity in figure 7.16 and every 3rd in the movie. Finally it should be noted
that no outlier detection is used during the PIV interrogation, but for the visualisation,
especially in the supplemental movie, a value blanking using a threshold for the velocity is
applied to remove distracting vectors.
Figure 7.16 (a) is again the warm plume which was already depicted and described in the
section above (figure 7.15). The time series of images here (a) to (l) shows the breakdown
of the typical plume structure towards a thin region of warm rising air at a rather high time
resolution of 4 Hz. Thereby, the vortex on the left side of the plume is almost at rest during
these 3 s, while the right one convects out of the field of view, leading to the breakdown of
the typical mushroom structure. Due to the fact that the velocity and temperature fields
are recorded as 2D fields in a plane, it must be taken into account that there will be an
out-of-plane component which is not recorded here.
Nevertheless, from the fluid dynamical point of view, the instantaneous temperature and
velocity fields recorded at a high frequency open new possibilities in, e.g. analysing the
correlation between these two quantities and studying their time evolution. Furthermore,
simultaneous measurements will help to further investigate the dynamical processes which
lead to, e.g. reorientations and oscillations within convective flows observed, amongst others,
in our convection cell [98].
7.4 Summary and conclusion
We performed combined Particle Image Thermography (PIT) and Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) in convective air flow using thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs) as tracer particles.
The technique allows for simultaneous recording of planar instantaneous temperature
and velocity fields. In order to accomplish our measurements, different ways of particle
generation were studied and a suitable white light sheet optics was developed. The latter
generates a white light sheet with a thickness of less than 10 mm over a distance of 500 mm.
It is based on Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), which guarantee a fast response within less
than 50µs to the trigger signal at rather low cost.
In order to separate the temperature information from the background and pixel noise, a
filtering procedure of the recorded colour data was developed. It is based on averaging the
hue over interrogation windows while taking into account only those pixels with a V value
(HSV) above a certain local threshold. Its working process, applicability and benefits are
demonstrated on a synthetic image.
Results from application of the technique to mixed convection in a cuboidal container
were presented and discussed. Amongst others, a thermal plume including its mushroom
structure, the adjacent vortices, and its root with quickly rising warm air could be captured
with a high spatial resolution. Furthermore, due to a time resolution of 4 Hz, a large fraction
of its dynamics could be resolved.
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In order to perform quantitative measurements, a fast calibration procedure has been
developed and employed which provided a calibration accuracy of the absolute temperatures
of σT = 0.19 K in the studied temperature range. By considering the errors of the calibration
curve and the hue noise, which has been computed from the measurement data, a standard
error for relative temperature measurements as low as σ∆T = 0.06 K was calculated,
corresponding to a temperature dynamic range based on the investigated temperature
interval of 20. The dynamic range on the hue scale, however is much higher and amounts
to 43, revealing an even higher potential of the technique, depending on the accuracy of
the hue temperature calibration.
The next steps in further maturing the technique therefore incorporate further research on
the hue–temperature calibration in order to push the limits in terms of increased precision as
well as the optimisation of the measurement and evaluation parameters for higher dynamic
ranges for the hue values. Other issues, which have to be addressed to help to establish the
technique are further characterisation TLC particles in air flow. Here we think especially
on the colour play, which is known to deviate for dispersed TLC particles from the bulk
properties. Knowledge and control of the size dependence of the colour play could help
to optimise the measurement and dynamic range in the future. Also measurement of the
exact reaction time of the particles are required to assess the potential of the technique to
application in terms of higher velocities.
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Abstract
The dynamics of thermal plumes and their abundance is investigated in mixed convection in
a cuboidal sample with respect to the characteristic numbers. The parameter range spans
Ra = 1.0− 3.2× 108, Re = 0.5− 1.7× 104 and Ar = 1.1− 7.6. Combined Particle Image
Thermography (PIT) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is conducted in a horizontal
layer close above the bottom thermal boundary layer. This combination of measurement
techniques, using thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs) as tracer particles, which is novel for
air flows, allows for simultaneous measurement of temperature and velocity fields. Details
of the measurement technique are published in [101].
The fingerprints of sheet-like plumes and those of the stems of mushroom like plumes are
visible in the instantaneous temperature fields. A study of temperature PDFs reveals, that
the distributions can be well described by a sum of two Gaussian distributions. Analysing
the ratio of the probabilities P2/P1 reveals a sudden change at a critical Rac ≈ 2.3× 108.
Here P1 denotes the abundance of fluid temperatures imprinted by the bulk flow, while P2
represses the abundance of temperatures ascribed to warm thermal plumes. Accordingly,
P2/P1 is a measure for the plume fraction in the measurement plane. The change occurs in
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the Ar regime 2.7 . Ar . 3.3, in which the interaction of buoyancy induced large scale
circulations (LSCs) with the wall jet of the incoming air results in an instability reported
already by [98].
A combined evaluation of the temperature and velocity fields reveals a change of the
horizontal heat fluxes is found at Ar ≈ 2.7 − 3. Furthermore, the total amount of heat
transported horizontally within the measurement layer increases with Ra in bulk dominated
regions, while it stays almost constant for plume dominated ones.
A flow reversal in the measurement plane occurs as a function of Ar. At low Ar the
angle between the mean flow direction and the x-axis amounts to approximately 120◦. An
intermediate Ar results in an angle of 18◦, which we ascribe to the interactions of buoyancy
with the wall jet. At higher Ar we find an angle of approximately −75◦. Moreover, no
unique dependency of the time averaged angle on Re or Ra could be observed.
8.1 Introduction
Convective flows, in specific Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC), are abundantly addressed
in scientific studies. For detailed reviews see [3, 30, 71]. Onwards, the occurrence of
convection in nature and in technical applications is also tackled in many publications, see
e.g. [7, 34, 69,110,120].
Thereby, it is well known, that the thermal plumes in convection play a central role
for heat transport and structure formation in TC. Accordingly, their investigation augurs
significant progress in the understanding of the physical processes in convective flows.
Measurement techniques similar to ours were already applied to turbulent RBC by Zocchi
et al. [154] using water as working fluid, at Pr ≈ 6. They used thermochromic liquid
crystals (TLCs) to visualise the temperature fields in a horizontal layer in the lower thermal
boundary layer and a vertical layer close to the cold top ceiling of the sample. Herein, the
visualisations showed the fingerprints of thermal plumes and sheet-like plumes, swirling of
them and the impact of cold plumes hitting the warm boundary layer at the bottom. From
the observation Zocchi et al. depicted a “life cycle” within the sample (see Fig. 3 in [154]).
This life cycle comprises that plumes, which hit the opposing boundary layer excite waves
therein. These waves travel as sheet-like plumes along the boundary layer with the mean
wind. Meanwhile, mushroom like plumes and swirls develop out of the line plumes. While
travelling with the wave, they grow until they detach and travel through the bulk of the
sample towards the other boundary layer.
More recently, the role of plumes for the onset of the large-scale circulation (LSC) was
studied by Xi et al. [147], who stated that the thermal plumes initiate the horizontal large-
scale flow. This was concluded from shadowgraph images and velocity field measurements.
Similar shadowgraph images, which show the spatial distribution of the thermal plumes,
were recorded by Shang et al. [146] at Pr = 596. From combined temperature and velocity
measurements they concluded, that the heat in turbulent convection is carried by the
thermal plumes. Furthermore, the local heat flux was found to be highly intermittent,
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which is associated with the dynamics of the plumes.
A deeper analysis of the individual sheet-like plumes reveals that their area, circumference
and amount of heat exhibit log-normal distributions [152]. Visualisations of temperature
fields of the plumes by using TLCs and accompanied velocity measurements in a cylindrical
water convection sample resulted in these findings. By analysing planes in different heights,
the authors concluded that the sheet-like plumes collide and convolute to swirls when
moving over the heated plate. These swirls become mushroom like plumes when they move
away from the plate. The alignment of the sheet-like plumes, even though they did not
name them so, parallel to the mean wind in the convection sample, was already observed
by [51]. Parallel streaks were found within the bottom thermal boundary layer in thermal
convection (TC) and different possible formation mechanisms were discussed.
For a quantitative analysis of the plumes and the impact of the latter on e.g. the heat
transport or the large-scale flow, criteria for the detection are required. One possibility for
extracting sheet-like plumes from data generated in Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
was presented by Shishkina and Wagner [108]. They proposed a temperature threshold
to distinguish between the plumes and the turbulent background. The application of this
criterion showed that sheet-like plume are characterised by relative large vertical velocities
and high values of local heat flux. Moreover, the highest values of these quantities are found
in regions where the sheet-like plumes collide, swirl up and form the stems of mushroom
like plumes, which develop into the bulk of the convection sample.
Recently, Emran and Schuhmacher [37] proposed a criterion based on both, temperature
fluctuations and vertical velocity, in order to decompose the sample volume into a plume
dominated part and the turbulent background part. They found that the plume dominated
part is not only limited to the thermal boundary layers, but instead extends over the whole
sample volume. They state, that the subvolume of the plume dominated part forms a
skeleton through which the heat is transported through the sample.
It should be noted that all mentioned criteria for plume detection are either purely
qualitative, use a threshold of the temperature or depend even on temperature and velocity
fields. Hence, the experimental acquisition of both quantities is highly desirable.
Further studies of the normalised length of sheet-like plumes close to the heated bottom
plate were performed by Puthenveettil et al. [83]. For three different Pr the normalised
length of the plumes per unit area was found to remain constant for a single fluid and
varying Ra. Furthermore they showed that the dimensionless heat transport, i.e. Nu, is
directly proportional to the the length per unit area times the height of the sample.
Recently, plume fragmentation could be ascribed to interactions with the turbulent back-
ground and domain walls [18]. They investigated sheet-like plumes and their fragmentation
in turbulent RBC using the shadowgraphy technique, see for instant [35]. In a convection
sample of aspect ratio Γ ≈ 10, using compressed gases at Pr ≈ 0.7 as working fluids,
statistics of the plume lengths are analysed. The observed log-normal distribution as well
as the scaling of the total plume length with Ra revealed that the length distribution is
determined by fragmentation caused by interactions with turbulent bulk fluctuations and
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domain walls. Regarding these findings, the impact of additional shear, i.e. mixed convection
as investigated in the current study, which causes distinguished velocity fluctuations in the
bulk, opens new perspectives.
Concluding this introduction, it shall be noted that the investigations of the plume
dynamics in air were so far conducted based on numerical simulations or qualitative
visualisation techniques. Accordingly, the measurement of temperature fields, absolute
or just relative, in air in a layer parallel and as close as possible to the bottom thermal
boundary layer, would allow for new insights in the involved physical mechanisms. Finally,
performing and analysing all these measurements in a system with additional shear forces,
namely mixed convection (MC), will help to expand the knowledge of thermal plumes and
their interactions with bulk fluctuations.
8.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure
8.2.1 Convection Sample
MC is studied in a cuboidal convection sample of length L = 2500 mm with the aspect
ratios Γxz = LH = 5 and Γyz =
W
H = 1, where H denotes the height and W the width of the
sample. A sketch of the sample is shown in Fig. 8.1. The bottom of the sample is heatable,
while the ceiling is kept at ambient temperature. The side panels are a double-wall system
of polycarbonate plates, which guarantee good optical access as well as minimal heat loss.
By operating the heating plates, a vertical temperature gradient is generated to induce
TC. Furthermore, the cell is equipped with an air inlet and an air outlet located at the
top and at the bottom of one side wall, respectively. The height of the inlet and the outlet
channels amounts to 25 mm and 15 mm, respectively. Both are located on the same side
wall and extend over the full length of the container. This configuration allows to generate
a flow between the in- and outlet, driven by an applied pressure gradient. A more detailed
description of the convection cell can be found in [105].
The Prandtl number Pr = νκ , Reynolds number Re =
U ·H
ν , Rayleigh number Ra =
g·β·∆T ·H3
ν·κ and Archimedes number Ar =
Ra
Re2·Pr , are based on the fluid properties of air
(kinematic viscosity ν, thermal diffusivity κ and isobaric thermal expansion coefficient β),
the gravitational acceleration g, the mean inlet velocity U , the height of the sample H and
the temperature difference between bottom and top of the sample ∆T .
The measurement plane of the combined PIV and PIT measurement is located horizontally
in the x − y plane at z = 0.03 ×H, as close to the heated bottom plate as possible, see
Figure 8.1. It should be noted, that the field of view (black rectangle in Figure 8.1) with
the extension of approximately 150 mm × 200 mm, covers a rather small fraction of the
horizontal cross section of the sample (2500 mm× 500 mm). The spatial resolution of the
velocity and temperature fields amounts to approximately 2 mm. The time resolution of this
measurement, i.e. the time lag between two recordings, amounts to 0.25 s. This is less than
one tenth of the turnaround times of the forced convection (FC) and TC induced LSCs,
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Figure 8.1: Sketch of the convection sample. The bottom plate of the cell is heated (red) while
the ceiling is kept at ambient temperature (blue). The in- and outflow channels are
located at the same side wall and span the whole length of the cell. The illuminated
area is marked in grey whereas the field of view is shown as black rectangle.
see [98]. Hence, for each turnaround of the LSCs at least ten velocity and temperature fields
are recorded. A measurement series comprises 700 images, covering up to 70 turnarounds
of the LSCs.
To classify the height of the measurement plane above the heating plate in terms of other
relevant distances in the convection sample, the thickness of the bottom thermal boundary
layer δT is estimated as follows. From pure Rayleigh Bénard convection, one knows that
δT = H/2Nu, with the height of the sample H and the Nusselt number Nu =
Φq ·H
k·∆T , see
for instance [18, 137]. Where Φq denotes the spatially and time-averaged heat flux per unit
area and k the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Using the prefactors of Grossmann and
Lohse [48] (or newer works, e.g. [122]), we estimate δT ≈ 7.6− 5.4 mm for our investigated
Ra = 1.0 − 3.2 × 108 regime and Pr = 0.71. This value can be seen as upper boundary
for δT in our mixed convection experiments as well, since the additional shear will only
decrease δT . Hence, our measurement plane at Z = 15 mm is located close above the
bottom thermal boundary layer for all investigated Ra. However, it should be noted, that
Wagner et al. [137] showed that the thickness of δT can locally increase by a factor of 2
compared to H/2Nu. Consequently, locally and temporally, the thermal boundary layer
can reach into our measurement plane.
8.2.2 Calibration
The calibration is conducted in the same way as presented in [101]. However, it must
be noted, that during the temperature - hue calibration of the TLCs in this setup an
aggravation occurred. Occasionally, calibration values are only available in an intermediate
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hue regime. An explanation for the limitation of the hue-temperature calibration is that
the used thermistor caused reflections in the hue field in a larger area than it did in the
calibration measurement conducted in [101]. Hence, the hue evaluation position could not
be chosen as close to the thermistor as before. This results in the need of spatial filtering
of the hue values over four positions, yielding the absence of very small and very high hue
values for the calibration. As a result we could determine a hue-temperature dependency
as depicted in Figure 8.2.









































Figure 8.2: Hue-temperature calibration of the TLCs: (a) Time series of the hue (—, left axis)
and temperature signals (−−, right axis). (b) Temperature as a function of hue
with a linear fit including its uncertainty based on the standard deviation.
It is well known, that TLCs are characterised, in general, by non-linear calibration
functions. However, we decided to use a linear one, since the mean error of the fitted
curve turned out to be only marginally larger than that of a fourth order fit. Furthermore,
the temperature range of the calibration measurements does not cover the full range
of measured hue values during the measurement campaign. Hence, a linear calibration
function offers smaller uncertainty for the extrapolation. The fitted curve has the function
T [◦C] = b+m ·H. The fitting parameters amount to b = 9.1(1.2) and m = 85.8(6.1), while
the variance of residuals (reduced chisquare) of the fitted curve amounts to σT = 1.2 K.
A detailed sensitivity analysis and a discussion of the measurement accuracy is in given
in [101]. As opposed to the measurement therein, we used different types of TLCs, here
R20C20W ©LCR Hallcrest, to capture a larger temperature range. This results in a
reduced absolute temperature accuracy at a similar dynamic range of the calibration.
8.3 Results and Discussion
Sheet-like plumes can be observed when looking from above into the thermal boundary layer.
This should be also true for the fingerprints of the sheet-like plumes when the measurement
plane is located close above the thermal boundary layer. Herein, the formation of swirls
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should also be visible. However, with increasing distance of the measurement plane to the
thermal boundary layer, turbulent interactions with the bulk will more and more fragment
the sheet-like plumes (see [18]). Hence, an increase of this distance will raise the effect of
the bulk interactions. Thus, the fraction of the undisturbed line plumes will decrease.
It must be noted that a measurement within a layer requires special attention, since
only two velocity components are recorded in a two dimensional field of view. However,
the fluid motion and hence also the path of the plumes can not be expected to be two
dimensional at these Ra. Therefore, in general, there will be a non negligible velocity
component perpendicular to the measurement plane, which is not captured by the applied
measurement technique.
The investigated Ra-Re-Ar parameter combinations are summarised in table 8.1. Herein,
also the mean values of 〈u〉x,y,t, 〈v〉x,y,t, 〈h〉x,y,t and 〈T 〉x,y,t averaged in space and time,
after an outlier detection was applied, are given. They will be discussed later.
Table 8.1: Parameter range as well as time and space averaged values. The standard deviations
are given in parentheses.
case Ra Re Ar 〈u〉x,y,t 〈v〉x,y,t 〈h〉x,y,t 〈T 〉x,y,t
[×108] [×104] [1] [ms−1] [ms−1] [a.u.] [◦C]
A01 1.0 0.5 5.3 0.025 (8) −0.024 (10) 0.166 (3) 23.3 (1.6)
A03 1.4 0.5 7.6 0.012 (17) −0.095 (11) 0.177 (2) 24.2 (1.7)
A05 1.3 1.0 1.8 −0.054 (15) 0.097 (10) 0.172 (2) 23.8 (1.6)
A07 1.7 1.0 2.4 −0.097 (19) 0.082 (15) 0.177 (3) 24.2 (1.7)
A08 1.7 0.8 3.5 0.025 (15) −0.103 (12) 0.186 (2) 25.0 (1.7)
A09 2.3 1.0 3.1 0.026 (25) −0.088 (28) 0.181 (6) 24.6 (1.8)
A11 2.2 1.7 1.1 −0.064 (16) 0.150 (13) 0.168 (4) 23.5 (1.7)
A12 2.6 1.2 2.7 0.132 (26) 0.044 (26) 0.179 (4) 24.4 (1.7)
A13 3.2 1.2 3.3 0.030 (29) −0.096 (37) 0.192 (7) 25.5 (1.8)
This section is outlined as follows: first, we will present series of instantaneous velocity
and temperature fields to visualise the flow field within the investigated layer. Afterwards,
probability density functions (PDFs) of the temperature are presented to analyse how the
relevance of plumes compared to the bulk depends on the characteristic numbers. This
is followed by a section on the convective heat transport. Finally, mean flow fields, the
standard deviation of the temperature and the Ar dependency of the mean angle of the
velocity within the measurement plane are shown and discussed.
8.3.1 Visualisation of the dynamics
Although the measurements are performed above the thermal boundary layer, which has a
thickness of only a few millimetres (always less than 10 mm), still the thermal fingerprints
of the so called sheet-like or line plumes [83,108], indicated by the red structures in Figures
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8.3-8.5, are clearly visible. The images are recorded at a frequency of 4 Hz being high
enough to study the plume dynamics. All depicted cases are recorded at approximately
constant Re = 1.0− 1.2× 104.
In Figure 8.3 subsequent instantaneous velocity and temperature fields are shown for
case A05. Few temperature fingerprints of the sheet-like plumes and their predominant
orientation parallel to the local shear are visible. Furthermore, the lower values of both
velocity components, especially of the v component, in the region around y = 50 mm,
indicates that the mean wind of the large-scale circulation crosses the measurement plane
here. With increasing y, the v component increases as well. The temperature range spans
values from 21.6 to 26.8 ◦C. A detailed analysis of the distribution of the temperature in
terms of PDFs is given in the next section.
Instantaneous fields recorded for case A09 are visualised in Figure 8.4. In comparison to
the previously discussed Figure 8.3, Ra is increased from Ra = 1.3× 108 to Ra = 2.3× 108.
Accordingly, Ar changes from Ar = 1.8 to Ar = 3.1. The first to be mentioned is the
higher dynamic range of the temperature, i.e. the temperature values span from 21.6
to 28.0 ◦C, which is an increase of 25% compared to the previously discussed parameter
combination. Furthermore, the prevalent flow direction is directed in negative y direction.
This means, that the large-scale circulation rotates in the opposite direction than in case
A05. This so called “bypass” flow was also found for high Ar in earlier investigations,
see [98]. Furthermore, the fingerprints of the sheet-like plumes in Figure 8.4 are orientated
not necessarily parallel to the local shear, i.e. the local velocity. A possible explanation is
that the thickness of the thermal boundary layer δT decreased compared to case A05. From
pure Rayleigh Bénard convection, one knows that δT = H/2Nu scales with Ra−0.285 [137].
Hence, for mixed convection at a constant Re, we expect a similar behaviour. This means
that the lower δT and the constant position of the measurement plane leads to a increasing
distance of the measurement plane relative to δT , i.e. a measurement position further away
from the boundary layer. According to Bosbach et al. [18], the interactions of the sheet-like
plumes with the turbulent fluctuations of the temperature and/or the velocity in the bulk
lead to a fragmentation of the plumes. Since an increase of Ra implies stronger fluctuations,
the sheet-likes plumes are more fragmented than the former ones in case A05.
In the bulk, fingerprints of thermal plumes are not expected to be aligned with the flow
velocity. Thermal structures, which were sheet-like plumes within the thermal boundary
layer spiral up and become the stems of the mushroom like plumes with increasing distance
from the boundary layer. For the investigated parameters, the measurement plane seems to
be located within this mixing region, since both types of structures, i.e. sheet-like plumes
and larger agglomerated regions reflecting the stems of the mushroom like plumes, are
found.
In case A13, presented in Figure 8.5, Ra is increased from Ra = 2.3×108 to Ra = 3.2×108
at constant Ar ≈ 3.2, in comparison to the previously discussed case A09. In case A13 the
temperature range spans from 21.6 to 27.6 ◦C, see Figure 8.5, which is a slightly smaller
range than the ones in A05 and A09. It is noteworthy that we find lower temperatures at a
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Figure 8.3: Ra = 1.3× 108, Re = 1.0× 104 and Ar = 1.8 (A05): Instantaneous temperature
contours and velocity vectors. Images are recorded at 4Hz. The legend at the top
applies to all images.
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Figure 8.4: Ra = 2.3× 108, Re = 1.0× 104 and Ar = 3.1 (A09): Instantaneous temperature
contours and velocity vectors. Images are recorded at 4Hz. The legend at the top
applies to all images.
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Figure 8.5: Ra = 3.2× 108, Re = 1.2× 104 and Ar = 3.3 (A13): Instantaneous temperature
contours and velocity vectors. Images are recorded at 4Hz. The legend at the top
applies to all images.
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higher Ra, i.e. a higher temperature of the bottom plate of our sample. However, the mean
values averaged in space and time, see table 8.1, reveal that the lower temperatures at the
higher Ra can only be a temporally event, since the mean value 〈T 〉x,y,t is higher in A13
than for A09. This is confirmed by the time evolution of the spatially averaged temperatures
in Figure 8.6 (c), which is characterised by time periods in which the temperature of A13 is
lower than for A09. Looking again at Figure 8.5, no sheet-like plume structures are visible
anymore. From this we conclude that stronger bulk fluctuations interact with the plumes
for higher Ra. Hence, the fragmentation of the sheet-like plumes further increased and
these plumes are not visible in the recorded instantaneous fields anymore. However, the
dynamics and the degree of the three dimensionality of the flow field is higher. To illustrate
the lower homogeneity of the velocity field, “source” and “sink” regions are marked as A and
B in Figure 8.5. For example, (a) and (b) reflect the source region “A” in the velocity field.
It can be explained by downwelling of cold fluid in this region. Hence, on this 2C-2D vector
map the source region is well correlated with a region of lower temperature. In contrast, in
Figure 8.5 (f), the sink region “B” comprises rising warm air. Accordingly, there the stem
of a plume is formed and this sink region is characterised by an elevated temperature. In
the intermediate figures, the breakdown and formation of these regions is reflected.
To analyse the flow dynamics on longer time scales, we present the time evolution of the
velocity components and the temperatures recorded on a time scale of up to three minutes.
In addition to parameter combinations A05, A09 and A13, which are discussed above,
results obtained for A11 are included. First, it must be noted that all three quantities, see
Figures 8.6 (a) to (c) behave similar for A05 and A11 as well as for A09 and A13. Since for
each of these two pairs Ar is of similar magnitude, whereas Ra and Re differ significantly,
the former seems to be the liable characteristic number. Moreover, the similar Ra realised
in A09 and A11 or the similar Re in A05 and A09 lead not to similar the flow fields.
Surprisingly, Figure 8.6 (a) reveals, that, depending on Ar, the spatially averaged velocity
component in x direction 〈u〉x,y are either positive for high Ar or negative for low Ar during
the complete time period.
Furthermore, the cases A09 and A13 reveal much stronger fluctuations of 〈u〉x,y. Addi-
tionally, the spatially averaged velocity component 〈v〉x,y, shown in Figure 8.6 (b) indicates
that the main flow in y-direction depends on Ar as well. This finding is in good agreement
with the earlier observed “bypass” flow, which occurs above certain Ar [98]. For Ar below
this threshold, the inflowing air follows the ceiling towards the front of the sample before it
descends and proceeds in positive y-direction above the heating plate. Above this threshold,
the thermally induced LSCs in the sample are so dominant, that the rather cold inflowing
air is downwelling directly after entering the sample. Hence, it descends in the rear and
separates close to the air outlet. Accordingly, the main flow above the heating plate is
directed in negative y-direction. Higher values of 〈v〉x,y for A11 than for A05 correlate with
the higher Re. Surprisingly, for A09 and A13 the values of 〈v〉x,y are similar, although Re
differs by 20%. From this we conclude that for Ar & 3, Re does not directly determine the
strength of the flow in y direction. Finally, higher fluctuations are observed again for A09
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Figure 8.6: Time evolution of spatially averaged velocity components and temperature: (a)
〈u〉x,y, (b) 〈v〉x,y and (c) 〈T 〉x,y. For A05 (—), A09 (—), A11 (—) and A13 (—).
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and A13 than for A05 and A11
Finally, the spatially averaged temperature 〈T 〉x,y shown in Figure 8.6 (c) reveal that
the mean temperatures increase with rising Ar, i.e. in the order A11, A05, A09 and A13.
However, the temperature fluctuations for A11 are significantly higher than for A05. This
indicates that Ra rather than Ar determines the strength of the temperature fluctuations.
A more detailed analysis of the temperature dependency on Ra and Ar is given in the
following section.
8.3.2 Plume dynamics and scaling
To analyse the influence of thermal plumes on the temperature distribution, probability
density functions (PDFs) of the temperature are evaluated. Below they are discussed based
on histogram plots of all measured temperatures within the measurement plane and for all
time steps. In total approximately 5.5×106 measurement points were taken into account for
each case. For a quantitative analysis, a sum F (T ) of two Gaussian curves G1(T ) and G2(T )




Here, the fitting parameters Ψi, Θi and σi denote the amplitude, the position and the
width of the Gaussian curve, respectively. Results obtained for the above discussed four
selected cases are depicted in Figure 8.7. After an interpretation of the histogram plots,
the fit parameters are analysed.
The idea of summing up the two Gaussian curves is to ascribe the measured temperatures
to different regimes. The first Gaussian curve comprises the mean fluid temperature within
the measurement layer. There, assuming a Gaussian temperature distribution is justified,
since the turbulent fluctuations of the temperature in the bulk of the sample can be assumed
to behave like homogeneous isotropic turbulence, and thus, should be normal distributed [8].
However, the obtained PDFs show non-Gaussian tails, which can be fitted using a second
Gaussian curve. The sum of these two Gaussian curves describes the PDFs with errors
smaller than 5% for all fit parameters. We ascribe the second Gaussian curve to the thermal
plumes, which pass the measurement plane on their way towards the bulk and the cold
ceiling of the sample. Based on thermal dissipation rate PDFs, [60] presented a similar
classification. Different parts of the PDFs were ascribed to the characterising regions in
the sample: the bulk flow, the plumes/mixing layer and the conductive sublayers. Such
a detailed classification is not possible with our measured data since it is obtained in the
rather small field of view.
Nonetheless, Figure 8.7 presents four PDFs of the temperature for the above discussed
parameter combinations. Recall, that Re is the same for A05 (Figure 8.7, a) and A09 (Figure
8.7, c)). The strong influence of increasing Ra and hence rising Ar on the temperature
fluctuations is reflected by the growth of the second Gaussian peak. Moreover, comparing
the PDFs of A09 with A11 (Figure 8.7, b) the rise of Ar, i.e. decrease Re, results again in
a strong accumulation of the second Gaussian peak. Finally, a comparison of A09 with A13
(Figure 8.7, d) reveals the influence of rising Ra and Re. Again an increase of the second
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(d) A13: Ra = 3.2× 108, Re = 1.2× 104, Ar = 3.3
Figure 8.7: PDFs of the temperature fields. A sum of two Gaussian functions is used for the
fitting.
Gaussian peak as compared to the first one is found. Consequently, the second Gaussian
curve gains importance with rising Ra and Ar and decreasing Re. A simple dependency on
a single characteristic number only could not be found.
Furthermore, comparing the PDF of A13 with those of A09 and A11, reveals a more
homogeneous temperature distribution. The reason might be that less sheet-like plumes
are located in the measurement plane since the thickness of the thermal boundary layer
decreases with increasing Ra. According to Bosbach et al. [18] the higher Ra leads to
stronger velocity fluctuations in bulk, which fragment the sheet-like plumes. This process
smears out the temperature fingerprint of the plume and thus, the temperature deviation
between plume and ambient fluid decreases. Hence, in A13 the measurement plane covered
a higher fraction of the bulk fluctuations, which are stronger for higher Ra. However, in
combination with smeared out temperature profiles of the sheet-like plumes, in total, a
more homogeneous temperature distribution is measured as compared to lower distances to
the thermal boundary layer where the plumes were not fragmented yet.
In the following, we analyse how the fitting parameters of the Gaussian curves depend on
the characteristic numbers. Figures 8.8 (a) and (b) depict the ratios of the amplitudes of
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Figure 8.8: Analysis of the Gaussian curves. Ratio of the amplitudes Ψ2/Ψ1 (a) as a function
of Ra and (b) as a function of Ar. Width of both curves σi (c) as a function of
Ra and (d) as a function of Ar. The plume fraction P2/P1, i.e. the ratio of the
temperature abundances, (e) as a function of Ra and (f) as a function of Ar.
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the two Gaussian curves as functions of Ra and Ar, respectively. In Figure 8.8 (a) the lines
are just guides to the eye and do not raise a claim to a physical interpretation. Roughly
speaking, the ratio Ψ2/Ψ1 is constant up to a critical Rac ≈ 2.25 × 108 and increases
strongly for higher Ra. Such a trend is not visible for Ar in Figure 8.8 (b). However,
elevated values of Ψ2/Ψ1 are found only an intermediate Ar ≈ 2.7− 3.3 regime. Further, in
Figure 8.8 (c) the widths σi of the Gaussian curves are plotted as a function of Ra. They
reveal two completely different trends. First, the width of the first curve scales linearly
with Ra. This behaviour suits the interpretation of the first Gaussian curve to reflect
the mean fluid temperature in the absence of plumes, since turbulence for higher Ra is
associated with larger temperature fluctuations. These higher fluctuations widen the first
Gaussian curve. In contrast, the width of the second Gaussian curve σ2 has a maximum at
an intermediate Ra. Here again, the lines are just guides to the eye. The position of the
maximum is located at Rac ≈ 2.2× 108, well suiting the previously observed steep increase
of Ψ2/Ψ1. Figure 8.8 (d) depicts σi as a function of Ar. Except for the width of the second
curve at the lowest Ar, both widths tend to a maximum at Ar ≈ 3. Since the widths are a
measure for the strength of the fluctuations of the underlying temperatures, these maxima
indicate that an intermediate Ar regime is essential for strong mixing processes within the
measurement plane. Within the field of view the strongest interactions between the bulk
and the plumes occur for these Ar. The competition of buoyancy and inertia forces, leads
to an instability in the range Ar ≈ 2.7− 3.3, see Figures 8.8 (b), (d) and (f).
The existence of a critical Rac can be explained by looking at the relative distance of the
measurement plane to the bottom thermal boundary layer. This was quantified in section
8.2.1. At low Ra, only few strong plumes characterised by a sharp temperature distribution
pass the measurement plane. At medium Ra, the measurement plane is located within
the mixing zone and the temperature distribution is smeared out. Finally, for higher Ra,
the measurement plane is located above the mixing zone, i.e. closer to the bulk of the
sample leading to sharper temperature distributions around the mean fluid temperature in
the bulk. This explanation is also in agreement with the findings from [18]. They ascribe
the fragmentation process of plumes to interactions with wall domains of the LSCs and
turbulent bulk fluctuations.
In order to analyse the plume fraction in the measurement plane, the ratios of the
probabilities P2/P1 of the two Gaussian curves are plotted in Figure 8.8 (e) and (f) as a
function of Ra and Ar. The probabilities are defined as area under each single Gaussian
curve: Pi =
∫∞
−∞Gi(T )dT . Hence, P1 and P2 reveal the abundance of temperatures which
are ascribed to the bulk and the plumes, respectively. Accordingly, the ratio P2/P1 can be
interpreted as plume fraction. The lines in the corresponding Figures 8.8 (e) and (f) are
drawn at P2/P1 = 1. Hence, below the line the bulk temperatures and above the plumes
temperatures are more abundant. According to Figure 8.8 (e) the transition point is located
at Ra ≈ 2.25 × 108, which is the same value discussed above. For Ra . 2.25 × 108 the
bulk and for Ra & 2.25× 108 the plumes dominate the PDF. Finally, we depict the plume
fraction as a function of Ar, Figure 8.8 (f). Herein, we find that temperatures ascribed
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to the plumes are more abundant in an intermediate range at 2.7 . Ar . 3.3 than those
which are bulk related. The importance of this intermediate Ar regime was underlined by
Schmeling et al. [98], who performed a long-time analysis using temperature probes in the
here investigated sample. Therein, unstable configurations of the LSC configurations were
observed for 1.2 . Ar . 2.6. Whether the here observed change of the plume fraction is
correlated to the observed oscillations and erratic reconfigurations can not be answered,
since the measurement times in this study are too short to analyse the long-time processes
studied in [98].






















Figure 8.9: The plume fraction P2/P1 as a function of Ra and Ar.
Figure 8.9 summarises the last two Figures 8.8 (e) and (f). Here, the plume fraction
P2/P1 is colour coded and shown as a function of both Ra and Ar. The dashed and
dotted lines are guides to the eye and do not reveal sharp boundaries of the different
regions. A plume fraction greater than one is obtained only in region IV, while in regions
I and V the temperature abundance distribution is bulk dominated. However, Figure
8.9 reveals, that the compliance of either Ra & 2.25 × 108, i.e. regions II, IV and VI, or
2.7 . Ar . 3.3, i.e. regions III and IV, might already be sufficient for a plume fraction
greater than unity. For the parameter combinations in the regions II, III and VI we do
not have any measurements. However, we measured P2/P1 > 1 only in region IV. Since
two measurements reveal a bulk dominated distribution in the vicinity of region III, we
expect this region to be bulk dominated as well. Accordingly, without the existence of
further measurements Ra > 2.2× 108 seem to be an essential condition for the plumes to
be dominant. It is still unclear what dominates the abundance distributions in regions II
and VI. Hence, the open question whether a plume fraction greater unity occurs only in
an intermediate Ar regime or for all Ar remains. Further measurements are necessary to
address this question.
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8.3.3 Convective heat transport
Simultaneous measurements of temperature and velocity fields provide the distinguished
possibility to determine instantaneous heat fluxes. Furthermore, the heat transport can be
measured non intrusively, since both, combined PIT and PIV, are non intrusive techniques.
The results presented here, however, must be interpreted with caution, since the field
of view covers only a small fraction of the cross section of the sample and furthermore,
the definition of the reference temperature is somehow arbitrary in MC. We choose the
mean bulk temperature in the measurement layer Tbulk as reference temperature. This
choice is reasonable, since it leads to a turbulent heat transport which is a result of bulk
temperature fluctuations and temperature variations caused by passing plumes. According
to the discussion in the previous section, the mean bulk temperature in the measurement
layer is given by the position of the first Gaussian curve fitted to the temperature PDFs.
We calculate the normalised convective heat transport in the x-direction using q̇x · ρ−1 ·
c−1p = u · (T − Tbulk) and accordingly in the y-direction using the v-component of the
velocity vector. Here, ρ denotes the density and cp the specific heat capacity at constant
pressure. The integrated values of the heat transport components are presented in Figure
8.10. The x-component is shown in (a) and (b), while (c) and (d) present the y-component.
Obviously, no functional correlations between the x and y-components of the normalised
heat transports and Ra exist, see Figure 8.10 (a) and (c), which reveal bifurcations. Trends,
however, complex ones, are identifiable as functions of Ar, Figure 8.10 (b) and (d). The
heat transport in x-direction, see Figure 8.10 (b), first increases towards zero with rising
Ar before it jumps at Ar = 2.7 to high positive values. For higher Ar the heat transport
has low positive values and decreases slowly. This change of the orientation of the heat flux
at Ar ≈ 2.7, is most likely caused by a change of the LSC arrangement in the sample. The
change from the FC dominated flow to a flow with a bypass comes along with a change of
the LSC arrangement, which results in the different heat transport in the x-direction. For
the y-component, Figure 8.10 (d), again, a change of the behaviour at Ar ≈ 3 is found.
In addition to the components of the heat transport, we present the integrated absolute






(u2 + v2) · (T − Tbulk)2
and presented in Figure 8.11. They can be interpreted as the total amount of heat which is
transported horizontally within the measurement layer. Here, a dependency of the absolute
values of the heat transport is found on Ra as well, see Figure 8.11 (a). It increases up to
Ra ≈ 2.2× 108 where a maximum is reached. Afterwards it stays almost constant. The
strong change of the Ra scaling at Ra ≈ 2.2 × 108 suits the change from bulk to plume
dominated temperature fields, as discussed above. Accordingly, it seems that the total
amount of heat transported horizontally within the measurement layer increases with Ra in
bulk dominated regions, while it is almost constant for plume dominated ones. Figure 8.11
(b), reveals a local maximum of the integrated absolute values heat transport. It is located
at Ar ≈ 3. This local maximum of the total amount of horizontally transported heat at
Ar ≈ 3, suits as well the change of the LSC arrangement in the sample. Accordingly, both,
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x,y,t ~ui ·(T−Tbulk) within the measurement plane, with i = u,v, left as a function
of Ra and right as a function of Ar. (a) and (b) in x-direction as well as (c) and
(d) in y-direction.
Ra ≈ 2.3× 108 and Ar ≈ 2.7− 3 seem to be important numbers, where many quantities of
the flow within the sample reveal strong changes.
Finally, it should be noted, that an increase of the vertical heat transport with rising Ra
is expected for the plume dominated region as well. However, this could not be captured
during these measurements since the vertical velocity component is not recorded.
8.3.4 Mean fields
In addition to the average velocity and temperature values, which are summarised in table
8.1, the mean velocity and temperature fields as well as the standard deviation of the
temperature are depicted in Figure 8.12 for three parameter combinations. The first to
be mentioned is the change in the overall flow direction. For case A05, shown in Figure
8.12 (a) the flow is directed towards the rear of the sample in the measurement plane,
while it points in the opposite direction for case A09 in Figure 8.12 (c) and case A13 in
Figure 8.12 (e). Furthermore, in Figure 8.12 (a), the region of descending air, entering the
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(u2 + v2) · (T − Tbulk)2 within the measurement
plane. (a) As a function of Ra and (b) as a function of Ar.
measurement plane from above, is located at y ≈ 60 mm and strongest at x > 1000 mm.
From this point, and the region around y ≈ 60 mm the flow approaches mainly the rear
of the cell. A small fraction forms a corner vortex for y . 60mm. Different arrangements
of the LSCs are known to occur in the convection sample, e.g. three or four rolls and an
alignment in a “W-shape” [67, 98]. However, to identify the arrangement based on the
mean flow fields, yields large uncertainties since the field of view is small. Nevertheless, the
observed flow field would suit an arrangement of four rolls in a “M” alignment, or even a five
roll arrangement with cold air descending close to the front wall at x ≈ {0, 1000, 2000}mm
and warm air rising in the rear of the sample at x ≈ {500, 1500, 2500}mm.
The comparison of A09 and A13 reveals a similar mean velocity field and only slightly
higher temperatures for A13. However, the standard deviation of the temperature is
significantly higher for A09 in Figure 8.12 (d) than for A13 in Figure 8.12 (f). At similar
Ar ≈ 3.2, A13 is characterised by both, higher Ra and higher Re. Accordingly, the thermal
boundary layer thickness is expected to be smaller. Therefore, in relation to the boundary
layer thickness the measurement plane is located further away from the thermal boundary
layer within the bulk of the sample and thus smaller temperature fluctuations are observed.
Concluding this section, we calculated the angle α of the mean flow direction within
the measurement plane. Thereby, tan(α) = 〈v〉x,y/〈u〉x,y ∈ (−180◦ : 180◦] is defined as
the angle between the x-axis and the velocity vector in the mathematical positive sense,
i.e. α = 0◦ equals the positive x-direction, α = 90◦ equals the positive y-direction and
α = −90◦ equals the negative y-direction and so on, see inset in Figure 8.13 (b). The
quadrants in the u-v-space are labelled in the standard way, i.e. quadrant I for 〈u〉x,y,t > 0
and 〈v〉x,y,t > 0. Quadrants II to IV follow in positive mathematical sense.
Figure 8.13 (a) presents the time averaged angles as a function of Ra revealing the
existence of two “paths”, which seem to collapse for Ra > 2.6× 108. However, it must be
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Figure 8.12: Mean fields (left) and standard deviation of the hue (right). (a) and (b): A05, (c)
and (d): A09 and (e) and (f): A13.
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Figure 8.13: Time averaged angle α of the mean flow direction (a) as a function of Ra and (b)
as a function of Ar.
noted, that only one measurement was conducted for Ra > 3 × 108, thus, it is possible,
that more measurements would reveal angles of approximately 120◦ at high Ra as well.
Accordingly, the paths would not collapse for high Ra. The time averaged angles plotted
over Ar in the Figure 8.13 (b) reveal a clear dependency. For low Ar < 2.5 we find an
angle in the II quadrant of approximately 120◦. In contrast, we observe for high Ar > 3
angles in the IV quadrant of approximately −75◦. Only for the intermediate Ar = 2.7 we
observe a value of 18◦ in the I quadrant which strongly deviates from all other values. The
found conversion is headed from negative to positive angles, more specific from the II to
the IV quadrant. It can be explained by the occurrence of the “bypass” flow for high Ar.
Surprisingly, the angle changes by approximately 180◦, indicating regions with a given x
position close to front wall, where cold air descents for low Ar, turn to regions where warm
air rises for high Ar. The same holds for the regions in the rear of the sample. No strong
change of the x position takes place.
































Figure 8.14: Time averaged angle α of the mean flow direction as a function of Ra and Ar.
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Summarising, in Figure 8.14 the colour coded angles are plotted as a function of both
Ra and Ar. Here, the dependency of α on Ar only is obvious. The change from a “regular”
forced convective roll to a “bypass” flow occurs at Ar ≈ 2.7, as shown in Figures 8.13 (b)
and 8.14. This is the same value, where the plume fraction P2/P1 changes significantly,
Figure 8.8 (f). Accordingly, the conversion of the mean flow direction, correlates which a
change of the temperature abundances from bulk to plume dominated distributions. We
expect the plume fraction, i.e. the number density of the plumes close above the bottom
thermal boundary layer, to be the trigger for the conversion of the mean flow. However,
it might also be vice versa. Further measurements could help to confirm or disprove our
interpretation.

















Figure 8.15: Time series of the angle α of the mean flow direction. Instead of A11 and A09
which are qualitatively very similar to A05 (—) and A13 (—), respectively, we
added A12 (—), which shows a different behaviour.
The time evolution of α based on the spatially averaged velocity fields is presented in
Figure 8.15. We depicted one representative case for each quadrant. Hence, we omit the
cases A11 and A09, which are qualitatively and quantitatively very similar to A05 and A13,
respectively. Therefore, we added A12, which was the only case with an angle between
zero and 90◦. The presented cases are all recorded at Re ≈ 1.1× 104 and increasing Ar
(and Ra) from A05 to A12 to A13. The dashed lines mark the borders of the quadrants
in the u − v space. An intersection of the instantaneous angle with such a dashed line
indicates a change of the main flow direction. These do not occur for A05 for which the
fluctuations of the angle are additionally low. For A12, the mean angle is approximately
18◦, i.e. a flow direction in the I quadrant. However, for few short time periods, the mean
flow direction changes in IV quadrant. For the case A13, the strongest fluctuations of the
angle occur accompanied by a change from the IV to the I and many to the III quadrant.
Thus, we showed that besides the Ar dependency of time averaged angle also α(t) has a
strong dependency on Ar. This includes more changes of the main flow direction with
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increasing Ar and higher fluctuations of α in general.
An identification of the arrangement of the LSCs in the convection sample, e.g. three or
four rolls and an alignment in a “W-shape” [67, 98], based on the detected angle yields too
large uncertainties since the field of view is so small. However, the existence of a mean angle
different from a multiple of 90◦ substantiates the arrangement of the LSCs in a “W-shape”
or something similar.
8.4 Summary and conclusion
We applied PIT-PIV to simultaneously measure the velocity and temperature fields of
mixed convection in a cuboidal sample with width, length and height amounting to 500
mm, 2500mm and 500 mm, respectively. The parameter range covers Re = 0.5− 1.7× 104,
Ra = 1.0− 3.2× 108 and Ar = 1.1− 7.6 at Pr ≈ 0.7. The measured field of view is located
close above the bottom thermal boundary layer and has lateral dimensions of approximately
200 mm× 150 mm. A time resolution of 0.25 s is realised.
The thermal fingerprints of sheet-like plumes and stems of mushroom like plumes are
visualised based on instantaneous temperature and velocity fields. Herein, we found
that the sheet-like plumes align with the shear for rather low Ra. At higher Ra, this
correlation vanishes, however, the fingerprints of mushroom like plumes are still visible in
the temperature and velocity fields.
For a more statistic analysis of the plumes, temperature PDFs are evaluated. Two
Gaussian curves are used to fit the distribution functions. The plume fraction P2/P1,
i.e. the ratio of the abundances of the temperatures related to the plumes compared to those
of the bulk, reveals a steep change at Rac ≈ 2.25× 108. It corresponds to an intermediate
Ar regime, 2.7 . Ar . 3.3. The balance of buoyancy and inertia forces in combination with
a turbulent bulk flow seems to be the essential ingredient for this change. A further role
plays the height change of the measurement plane compared to the thickness of the bottom
thermal boundary layer with increasing Ra. Together with the increasing bulk fluctuations
a stronger plume fragmentation process, as proposed by Bosbach et al. [18], causes the
change of the temperature distributions. The found intermediate Ar regime for instabilities
of the flow in this convection sample confirms similar finding by Schmeling et al. [98].
Again at Ar ≈ 2.7− 3, we observe a change in the horizontal heat fluxes. These could be
determined since temperature and velocity fields were recorded simultaneously. Furthermore,
the total amount of heat transported horizontally within the measurement layer increases
with Ra in bulk dominated regions, while it stays almost constant for plume dominated
ones.
Finally, an evaluation of the mean flow angle α within the measurement plane, reveals a
dependency on Ar only, with a steep change at Ar = 2.7. For lower Ar the dominating
forced convection imprints positive averaged v-components, while higher Ar result in
negative ones, i.e. a bypass flow. This is also in agreement with the results of Schmeling et
al. [98]. Furthermore it is shown that for increasing Ar the fluctuations of α increase as
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9 Summary and Conclusion
In the accumulated papers of this thesis, new insights on mixed convective air flows are
achieved. Furthermore, a novel measurement technique for the investigation of these systems
is presented. To summarise the accomplished tasks, the six questions formulated in the
motivation section will be addressed with respect to the results of the single chapters.
“How do LSCs arrange in a cuboidal convection sample of aspect ratio five as a function
of the characteristic numbers?”
Based on PIV (Chapter 4), point-wise temperature measurements (Chapters 5 and 6)
and combined PIT/PIV (Chapter 8) the existence of a strong dependence of the mean
flow field on the ratio of inertia to buoyancy forces, i.e. Ar, was found. For FC dominated
flows, the air flow in the cell is governed by a nearly two-dimensional solid body like
rotation with separation regions in the cell corners. Upon the onset of TC, a collapse of the
two-dimensional mean wind was observed, as well as a formation of four convection rolls,
which interacted with the wall jet of the inflowing air. A POD of the instantaneous velocity
fields confirmed the existence of these large-scale coherent structures. Moreover, the POD
results show that the onset of a buoyancy induced secondary flow leads to a decrease of the
first mode energy as well as an increased number of modes containing more than 1 % of
the total energy. The observed flow structures were also visible in the temperature series
measured in the air outlet.
Furthermore, an arrangement of the four convection rolls in a ’W’ or ’M’ configuration was
found in Chapter 6. This is in agreement with tomographic PIV measurements conducted
by Kühn et al. [67]. Recent investigations using combined PIT/PIV (Chapter 8) in a
rather small field of view support these findings. In addition to these four convection rolls,
parameter combinations were found, which result in a three convection roll configuration in
the sample.
Finally, in Chapter 8, an evaluation of the angle α of the mean flow within the measurement
plane, revealed a dependency on the characteristic number Ar only. A strong change at
Ar = 2.7 was found. For lower Ar, the dominating FC imprinted a positive time and
space averaged v-component, while higher Ar resulted in negative ones, i.e. a bypass flow.
This finding is in agreement with the results in Chapter 6. Furthermore, it was found
that increasing Ar causes stronger fluctuations of the angle α. Specifically, this includes
more changes of the main flow direction between the different quadrants in the u-v space,
i.e. reversals of at least one component of the main flow direction.
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“How does the enthalpy transport between in- and outflowing air depend on the Archimedes
number?”
The analysis of the temperature difference between in- and outflowing air (Chapter 4)
revealed the existence of an upper boundary. First it increased with rising Ar and then
approached a constant value for Ar > 0.9. Different Ar were realised by adjusting Re at
a constant Ra. Hence, this saturation indicates that the resulting temperature difference
between in- and outflowing air is governed by buoyancy forces in this range of Ar, while
inertia forces, if at all, play only a minor role. As a consequence a change of Ar, and thus
Re, will not alter the temperature difference in this range. This finding is in good agreement
with the observed plateau-like behaviour of rms-values of the w-component slightly above
the bottom plate at Z = 0.1 × H for Ar < 1 and its steep increase for Ar > 1. These
rms-values are a measure of fluctuations of the vertical velocity component and result from
increasing buoyancy forces as compared to inertia forces. Finally, as a result of the upper
boundary for the temperature difference between out- and inflowing air and the decreasing
Re for increasing Ar, a maximum in the enthalpy flux of the fluid was found at Ar ≈ 0.6.
“How can the stability as well as the dynamics of the LSCs be characterised and in which
ways do the dynamics scale with the characteristic numbers?”
Oscillations of the temperature signals at frequencies below 2.0× 10−3 s−1 were found
during long-term temperature measurements (Chapters 5 and 6). These temperature
fluctuations are ascribed to oscillations and erratic reorientations of the LSCs in the flow.
Stable temperature configurations, periodic oscillations as well as spontaneous reversals
and reorientations were detected. In the case of periodic oscillations, interpretation of the
temperature signals in combination with smoke visualisations determined that the LSC
arrangement changes between three and four thermally induced convection rolls.
A simple statement on whether oscillations will occur can be summarised as follows:
The smaller Re and the smaller Ra the higher is the possibility for the occurrence of
oscillations. Furthermore, with increasing Ra, oscillations occur at higher Re and have
higher frequencies.
In more detail, it turned out that the effective Archimedes number based on the tempera-
ture difference between heated bottom and inflowing air seemed to be a better parameter to
predict the occurrence of periodic oscillations. These are only detected in an intermediate
regime of Areff ; accordingly equilibrium between inertia and buoyancy forces is an essential
ingredient for the development of these oscillations. Hence, the oscillations are triggered by
the interaction of the forced convective wall jet at the ceiling with the thermally driven
LSCs. However, a comparable strength of buoyancy and inertia forces is not an adequate
criterion, since further Ra must not be too high. Otherwise only steady configurations are
found. Frequency analysis of the sensor signals reveals a pronounced main frequency and
smaller peaks at multiples of it. Further, the frequency scales linearly with Re, which is
based on the inflow velocity, for those cases where periodic oscillations occur. This reflects
that the FC contribution determines the frequency of the oscillations.
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The maximal observed main frequency of the oscillations reached a value of f = 2.0×
10−3 s−1 at Ar = 1.8 (Areff = 2.1) and Ra = 2.0× 108 (Re = 1.3× 104). This oscillation
frequency is about one order of magnitude smaller compared to the turnover frequencies of
both wall jet and LSCs.
An important result regarding the dynamics of the LSCs is that the oscillations of the
LSCs developed due to the formation of a new LSC next to one side wall followed by a
break-down of a LSC next to the other side wall. Consequently, the LSCs coupled the
momentum transport at opposing side walls. Further, back-coupling linked LSCs breaking
down at one side wall to formation of new LSCs at the other side wall. Even more, stable
LSCs as well as periodically oscillating LSCs could be destroyed by adjusting the inflow
velocity, that is, Re.
A concept to describe the mechanisms acting to trigger the periodic oscillations is
presented in Chapter 6, which illustrates the convection rolls as elastic rubber straps known
from classical mechanics.
“How can temperature and velocity fields be simultaneously recorded in a MC airflow?”
The usage of TLCs as tracer particles for combined PIT and PIV is presented as a novel
tool for the investigation of MC air flows in Chapter 7. The technique allows simultaneous
recording of planar instantaneous temperature and velocity fields. In order to accomplish
the measurements, different methods of particle generation were studied and suitable white
light sheet optics were developed. The latter generate a white light sheet with a thickness
(fwhm) of approximately 9 mm, very low divergence and a rather homogeneous illumination
over a distance of 500 mm. It is based on LEDs, which guarantee a fast response within
less than 50µs to the trigger signal at rather low cost.
In order to separate the temperature information from the background and pixel noise, a
filtering procedure for the recorded colour data was developed. It is based on averaging the
hue over interrogation windows while taking into account only those pixels with a V value
(HSV) above a certain local threshold. Its working process, applicability and benefits were
demonstrated on a synthetic image.
In order to perform quantitative measurements, a fast calibration procedure was developed
and employed, which provides a calibration accuracy of the absolute temperatures of
σT = 0.19 K in the studied temperature range of 20.5− 21.7◦C. By considering the errors of
the calibration curve and the hue noise, which is computed from the measurement data, a
standard error for relative temperature measurements as low as σ∆T = 0.06 K is calculated,
corresponding to a temperature dynamic range of 20. The dynamic range on the hue
scale, however is much higher and amounts to 43, revealing an even higher potential of the
technique, depending on the accuracy of the hue temperature calibration.
The application of this technique in a horizontal measurement plane in order to study
the dynamics of thermal plumes is discussed in Chapter 8. For this, R20C20W (Hallcrest)
TLCs were used, which reveal temperature sensitive properties in a larger temperature
range of approximately 21− 29◦C. However, a loss in absolute and relative accuracy had
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9 Summary and Conclusion
to be taken into account.
“What is the time evolution of, for example, a warm rising plume in this enclosure?”
Results from combined PIT/PIV of convective air flows are presented and discussed
in Chapter 7. Amongst others, a thermal plume (including its mushroom structure, the
adjacent vortices, and its root with quickly rising warm air) was captured with high spatial
resolution at Ra ≈ 9.0× 107. Furthermore, due to a time resolution of 4 Hz, a large fraction
of its dynamics were resolved. This plume was measured in the absence of an externally
applied pressure gradient, i.e. Re = 0. The breakdown of the typical plume structure
towards a thin region of warm rising air was captured.
“How do the Rayleigh and the Archimedes numbers affect the dynamics of sheet-like
plumes?”
The thermal fingerprints of sheet-like plumes and of the stems of mushroom-like plumes
were visualised in instantaneous temperature and velocity fields. Herein, the alignment
of the sheet-like plumes with the shear for rather low Ra was shown. At higher Ra, this
correlation vanished, however, the fingerprints of the stems of mushroom-like plume could
be detected in the temperature and velocity fields.
An analysis of the statistics of the plumes in terms of PDFs of the temperature is
presented in Chapter 8. A sum of two Gaussian curves is used to fit the distribution
functions. A strong change of P2/P1, i.e. the ratio of the areas under the Gaussian curves,
is found at Rac ≈ 2.3× 108. It corresponds to an intermediate Ar regime, 2.7 . Ar . 3.3.
The balance of buoyancy and inertia forces in combination with sufficiently turbulent bulk
flow seems to be the essential ingredient for this change. A further role is played by the
change of the height of the measurement plane compared to the thickness of the bottom
thermal boundary layer with increasing Ra. Together with the increasing bulk fluctuations




This chapter is divided into two parts. The first addresses the issue of MC in the cuboidal
convection sample with respect to further analysis and investigation of open questions. The
second part discusses further progress of the combined PIT/PIV technique.
Concerning structure formation and dynamics of the LSCs in MC in a cuboidal convection
sample, the aspect ratio dependence is still an open issue. Hence, reducing the aspect ratio
Γxz of the investigated sample from five to lower values should be addressed in a future
study. The questions of how many LSCs arranged in MC as a function of Γxz and how they
are oriented can be tackled. Furthermore, long-term measurements will provide information
on the LSC dynamics and its dependence on Γxz.
The Chapters 4 and 6 suggest a more detailed analysis of interaction between wall jet
and buoyancy induced LSCs. Long-term measurements using temperature probes and/or
laser Doppler anemometry could help in drawing conclusions concerning this open question.
In Chapter 8, the occurrence of a critical Ra is explained with different relative heights
of the measurement plane compared to the boundary layer thickness. Accordingly, mea-
surements of the plume dynamics for constant parameter combinations as a function of the
height of the horizontal measurement plane should be conducted. These will clarify the
dependence of the plume statistics on the distance between thermal boundary layer and
position of the measurement plane.
In order to address the question posed in Chapter 8, i.e. whether a plume fraction greater
than unity occurs for Ra > 2.3× 108 only in an intermediate Ar regime or for all Ar, the
extension of the parameter range of the current study to regions II and VI (see Chapter
8) is desirable. Furthermore, measurements in region III could confirm the expected bulk
dominated distribution therein.
With regard to combined PIT/PIV (see Chapter 7) the next steps in maturing the
technique include incorporating further research on the hue-temperature calibration in order
to push the limits in terms of increased precision as well as the optimisation of the mea-
surement and evaluation parameters for higher dynamic ranges of the hue values. Another
issue, which has to be addressed to establish the technique, is a further characterisation
of TLC particles in air flows. The colour play in particular, in which the dispersed TLC
particles deviate from the bulk properties, should be studied in more detail. Knowledge and
control of the size dependence of the colour play could help to optimise the measurement
and dynamic range in the future. Also, measurement of the exact reaction times of the




As noted in Chapter 8, a larger field of view is desirable, since less extrapolation and
therefore more precise interpretation of the results will be possible by recording a larger
fraction of the cross sections of the sample. Furthermore, a next step should be the
simultaneous measurement of the vertical velocity component with the temperature field
in horizontal measurement planes, i.e. the combination of stereoscopic PIV (3C-2D) with
PIT. This would allow a detailed survey of the heat transport and the dynamics of thermal
plumes slightly above the boundary layer.
The presented novel measurement technique, including the open tasks for its progression,
provide a variety of new prospects for the investigation of convective flows. In particular, a
better understanding of the physical processes in turbulent temperature driven air flows can
aid in making an important contribution to technical applications like the optimisation of
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